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Achievement, opportunity, and access gaps impacting students of color continue despite
numerous studies spanning decades seeking to understand and determine solutions. Researchers’
studies focus on ways urban youth are often viewed with deficit lenses, the increase in afterschool programs directly addressing character development and academic growth, the potential
power of mentors of color, and the use of Hip-Hop and expressive arts as tools for engagement
and learning.
This qualitative study explores the lived experiences of teenage mentors of color working in an
elementary spoken word poetry and performance after-school program in an urban Midwest
district. More specifically the study investigates how the experiences of mentors of color in the
program impacts their own academic achievement in school, their relationships with school
teachers, their future career aspirations, and perceptions of the way the program influences
mentees.
Participants provided information on their experiences responding to paper and pencil surveys,
participant logs, and one-on-one interviews. Profiles of each participant are presented, covering
their interest and involvement in the program, and racial demographics.
Seven major themes emerged through analysis of data, along with numerous subthemes, directly
addressing the studies sub-questions and more. Larger themes included: Academic Experiences,
Teacher Empathy, Career Aspirations, Perception of Program Impact on Mentees, SelfConfidence, Culture, and Race and Power. These themes were explored through participant
survey responses, participant logs, and one-on-one interview excerpts.
The study concludes with a summary of findings, implications for future studies, and reflection.
After consideration of the overwhelming data collected the researcher concluded participants of
this study reflect feeling mostly uplifted by their experiences in the program. However, lows
were associated with feelings of inferiority based upon race, age, and traditional power
dynamics.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“Ain’t we been here before?! Ain’t my principal told me I can’t rap at that show?! Then I
rapped at that show. Simple as that.” – Chance the Rapper
Introduction
Chance the Rapper reflects on his song “Somewhere in Paradise,” asking rhetorical
questions regarding his schooling experience and makes the decision to disregard authority in
favor of a moment that is too important. Chance the Rapper, also known as Chancellor Bennett
grew up on the Southside of Chicago and attended Jones College Prep. In 2011, his senior year,
he was suspended from school for 10 days and as a result launched his musical career with the
recording and release of his first mixtape titled, 10 Days (Fischer, 2012).
Students of color in urban neighborhoods and schools are often labeled in deficit terms
such as at-risk, apathetic, and uninterested in schooling, while their choices are wrongfully
stereotyped as delinquent or mischievous (Beatty, 2012; Halpern, 2003; Kwon, 2013; Martinez
& Rury, 2012). In addition, expressive art forms associated with people of color and based in the
elements of Hip-Hop culture such as spoken word poetry, emceeing, deejaying, graffiti, and
street art are not legitimized or adequately valued within the confines of public schooling in
comparison to other traditional art forms such as band, choir, orchestra, thus devaluing the voices
of students of color from urban settings (Kruse, 2016). Achievement, opportunity, and access
gaps continue to exist despite numerous attempts by researchers to directly address problems
head on (Noguera, Pierce, Ahram, & Noguera, 2016; Pollock, Black, & Ford, 2012; Timar &
Maxwell-Jolly, 2012). For several decades, many urban k-12 public schools have been labeled as
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persistently low achieving, dysfunctional, and ineffective (Bukoski, Lewis, Carpenter, Berry, &
Sanders, 2015; Carpenter, Bukoski, Berry, & Mitchell, 2015; Cosner & Jones, 2016).
This research specifically focuses on the experiences of urban public school student
mentors of color in an after-school urban and expressive arts program in order to provide deeper
context and student voice as researchers continue to investigative closing achievement,
opportunity, and access gaps. Furthermore, it investigates combined factors researchers and
investigators separately suggest might lead to potential sustainable and systematic success, such
as after-school and mentoring programs, as well as the use of art forms for the purposes of selfexpression. In addition, growing cultural divides between student populations, educators, and
administrators are more present than ever as demographics across the country continue to evolve,
becoming increasingly more diverse and multi-cultural. Therefore, this research hoped to
determine if participating students of color in roles as mentors experience stronger academic and
social relationships with high school teachers in terms of their own schooling. Also, this research
sought to understand if the experiences of mentors of color in the program impacted future goals
and career aspirations as well as how they perceived such a program impacts their younger
elementary mentees.
Statement of the Problem
Social inequality in the United States is inescapably tied to race and class. Evidence is
thoroughly documented indicating differences between students of color and their white
counterparts with direct attention to academics and delinquency (Fryer & Levitt, 2004; Hynes &
Sanders, 2011; Roscigno & Ainsworth-Darnell, 1999; Sampson & Wilson, 1995). A tremendous
amount of literature exists on the investigation of racial disparities in families, schooling, and
neighborhoods and the role they play in consistent achievement, access, and opportunity gaps
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(Farkas, 2003; Massey & Denton, 1993). Yet, research studies considering student voices of
color as part of the investigation are limited and under researched (Bertrand, 2014), despite
scholars arguing student voice can enrich educational decision-making by infusing important, but
often overlooked, perspectives (Conner & Zaino, 2014; Cook-Sather, 2006; Mitra & Gross,
2009; Morrell, 2006; Serriere & Mitra, 2012; Stovall, 2006). As a result of the breadth of
information concerning the continuation of academic achievement, access, and opportunity gaps,
educators and policymakers are consistently working for control, leaving out the voices of those
directly impacted (Bertrand, 2014). In addition, because so many factors are considered
responsible for the problems, it can be difficult for all invested stakeholders to agree upon
potential solutions (Downey, von Hippel, & Broh, 2004; Hynes & Sanders, 2011).
After-School Programs
For multiple decades, a debated solution to the achievement gap is after-school and out-of
school programming. According to the National Institute on Out-of-School Time (2009) and
Takanishi (2004), after-school programs assist in reducing delinquency, increasing academic
achievement, and promoting positive social and emotional development. Out- of-school
programs skyrocketed after No Child Left Behind (2001), in large part as a way to increase
achievement among students of color and those disadVantaged (Hynes & Sanders, 2011). The
Department of Education grants the 21st Century Community Learning Centers program over $1
billion per year on after-school programs designed to boost achievement among marginalized
students (21st Century Community Learning Centers: Funding Status). However, specific focus
on racial differences with regards to participation in and the effects of after and out of school
programs on students of color is lacking, along with evidence to support the increasingly strong
rhetoric and policies that state such programs act as solid solutions (Granger, 2008; Kane, 2004).
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Furthermore, existing research regarding the impact of after-school and out-of-school programs
is mixed, with some studies showing positive effects and others reporting many programs fail to
consistently meet goals (Laurer et.al. 2006; Mahoney, Lord, & Carryl, 2005).
Mentoring Students of Color
When considering mentoring from both a formal and informal lens, mentoring acts as a
process within a contextual setting where a relationship forms between someone with more
experience to guide, instruct, and model for a mentee (Crisp & Cruz, 2009; Davidson & FosterJohnson, 2001; Tillman, 2001). Students of color do not have equitable access to the same level
of socialization with the help of mentors as their white counterparts (McCoy, Winkle-Wagner, &
Luedke, 2015). Therefore, if evidence suggests mentoring is critically important for student
success, more research is needed concerning how effective mentoring is for students of color
along with the specific impact mentors of color have on mentees of color (McCoy, WinkleWagner, & Luedke, 2015).
Urban and Expressive Arts
Studies regarding expression through art among students of color indicate improved
means of exchanging cultural knowledge and celebrating diversity with an emancipatory,
empowering effect (Goicoechea, Wagner, Yahalom, & Medina, 2014; Shelton, 2009; WallaceDiGarbo & Hill, 2006; Wright, 2007). Research also indicates minority youth involved in
expressive arts can result in statistically significant gains in self-control, self-esteem, and
resilience (Forrest- Bank, Nicotera, Bassett, & Ferrarone, 2016; Shelton, 2009). However,
studies on the efficacy of creative art interventions are particularly limited (Forrest- Bank,
Nicotera, Bassett, & Ferrarone, 2016). Expressive art forms such as writing, performing, visual
arts, and drama are increasingly less available in urban public schools despite their known
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associations with positive academic, social, and behavioral outcomes (Forrest-Bank, Nicotera,
Bassett, & Ferrarone, 2016). Furthermore, art instruction and education traditionally are viewed
as being minimally valuable, especially when budget cuts and the emphasis on standardized tests
are taken into account (Radbourne, 2002; Ruppert, 2006).
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this qualitative case study (Creswell, 2013) is to examine the experiences
of students of color participating in an after school program as mentors in spoken word poetry
writing and performance for elementary school students in a large urban public school district.
Student experiences illuminated important overlooked perspectives on after-school and
mentoring programs. In addition, the study assisted in understanding the perceived impact of an
urban and expressive art form such as spoken word poetry on urban students of color.
Research Question
A collective case study (Creswell, 2013) was used to address the overarching question for
this study: What are the experiences of the high school mentors of color participating in an afterschool urban and expressive arts program for elementary aged youth? Enhancing this question
are four sub questions: In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color
involvement in the urban and expressive arts after-school program impact their high school
academic experiences? In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color
involvement impact their relationships with teachers? In what ways do the experiences of high
school mentors of color involvement in the program impact their future career aspirations? What
are the perceived effects of the program on the elementary youth of color it serves according to
mentors?
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Significance of the Study
The significance of this case study lies in the participant’s ability to speak on perceived
research solutions to access, opportunity, and achievement gaps through the perspectives and
voices of student mentors of color involved in an urban and expressive arts after-school program
for elementary youth in a large urban public school district. In addition, this study further
contributes to existing literature on the impact of after-school programming with concern to
academic, opportunity, and access gaps among students of color. Interestingly, because the afterschool program serves both high school and elementary students due to the mentor-mentee
structure, it provides a unique perspective for further review. As a result, this study attempted to
add to the discussion regarding the impact of mentors of color working directly with mentees
sharing similar racial backgrounds within the context of an expressive art form like spoken word
poetry. Importantly, the research presented added to determining the potential value and power
of expressive arts on mentor experiences. This study highlighted the experiences of mentors of
color directly working in the art form of spoken word poetry. Additionally, it helps inform other
similar programs within school districts or non-profit organizations aiming to serve youth of
color.
Conceptual Framework
Critical pedagogy questions the legitimacy of school knowledge, acknowledging
historical and social contexts rooted in particular interests of the dominant culture whereas
knowledge is a social construction connected to power dynamics (McLaren, 2009). Traditionally,
public schools in the United States have valued the fundamentals of western European
civilization, or in more controversial terms, white supremacy (Au, 2013; Tyack, 1974; VazquezHeilig, et. al., 2012). The contributions of people of color are consistently absent in core content
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curriculums, pacing guides, and syllabi. Numerous educational programs and movements at the
local, state, and national level perpetuate the maintenance of strict accountability systems,
testing, mandated curriculum, and competency-based education that reflects white, middle-class
ideals and culture (Dimitriadis, 2001). As a result, students of color struggle to draw sincere, and
passionate connections to what is taught inside core classrooms from the time they are in
kindergarten to high school graduation (Dimitriadis, 2001). In addition, forms for student selfexpression are often limited to those within the confines of fine arts: orchestra, band, choir, and
drama (Kruse, 2016). Often missing are arts associated with urban youth and hip-hop culture,
such as spoken word poetry, emceeing, deejaying, breakdancing, and graffiti.
Through a critical literacy lens, marginalized students must connect to in classroom
discourse. Shor (2009) suggests when students lose touch with speaking or writing due to a lack
of human connection, they struggle to develop “inherent language competencies” (p. 289).
Research emphasizes particular knowledge, thinking, speaking, writing, and expression are
privileged, not always familiar; and indicators of success are usually based in the reproduction of
the dominant academic culture and its policies (Forell, 2006). Therefore, public schools and
other mainstream academic institutions tend to view underserved students of color through
deficit lenses and labels, thus positioning them in disadVantaged manners, causing them to feel
dismissed and invalidated (Ginwright & Cammarota, 2002; Ginwright & James, 2002). Peterson
(2009), argues, as a result of students having so few rights, they fail to develop responsibility.
Textbook-driven curriculum fails to challenge or incorporate real life student experiences for
purposes of connection and interest, ultimately disempowering student voice (Peterson, 2009).
Therefore, academic, access, and opportunity gaps continue to exist between students of color
and white students.
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The research is firmly based in the conceptual framework of critical pedagogy and the
idea that once marginalized and oppressed people begin to recognize and understand the ways in
which they have been oppressed and marginalized, they become empowered to change and
overcome their circumstances (Freire, 1970). The investigation drew upon Habermas’ study of
emancipatory knowledge (as cited in McLaren, 2009), which considers power and privilege in
relationship dynamics and how domination and oppression can be overcome. Research
recognizes in many cases such work transforms traditional distributions of power and dynamics
around how knowledge is acquired and who holds it, breaking long standing assumptions about
the learning process (Mayes, 2010). Fiore (2015) believes when the lived experiences of students
are at the foreground of the learning process, the students are more likely to be engaged, to ask
questions, and to read the world critically. This current study is founded on the concept of
student’s lives and lived experiences acting as the primary text for study considering Freire and
Macedo’s (1987) idea of reading the word and the world. Therefore, the research is intentionally
positioned in a way that allows for authentic student voice.
With evolving definitions of literacy and demographics of students in public schools
across the country, a divide is widening between teachers and students. Often, creative forms of
expression empowering students are trivialized within the confines of public schooling, or
eliminated completely because they fail to fit state and national standards. Shor (2009) points out
for the past thirty years public schools continue to shell out traditional language arts, ignoring
more contemporary forms of writing and speaking. Many expressive arts associated with people
of color, such as the Black Arts Movement of the 1960s and 1970s, Hip-Hop, and spoken word
poetry are directly connected to the foundation of language and dialogue associated with Freire’s
(1970) original framework of critical pedagogy (Fiore, 2015). As far back as Dewey, those
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interested in educational reform have suggested the use of all kinds of devices to assist students
in the development of their full speech (Shor, 2009). The after-school program studied here is
one rooted in helping students reclaim their voices in order to shift the perception of illiteracy by
challenging traditional approaches to literacy and providing space where youth control their own
narratives.
Critical pedagogy relies upon the need for critique and hope through the use of human
agency and resistance, with the goal of creating less oppressive social arrangements (Giroux,
1997; Leonardo, 2004; Hooks, 2003). Therefore, this study aligns with the work of DuncanAndrade and Morrell (2008), framing schooling as a significant cultural and historical process
and major piece of the dominant society’s political fabric. Critical pedagogy as a conceptual
framework lends itself well to the investigation of urban schooling practices and factors often
associated with achievement, opportunity, and access gaps due to its emphasis on the building of
community for the purposes of undermining socialization that leads to the perpetuation of the
dominant (Hooks, 2003). According to Woodson (2000), the United States public schooling
system is largely responsible for the continual marginalization of Blacks, therefore critique of its
inability to truly act as a great equalizer in the community. Perhaps more significant is the
unwillingness of those in positions of power within the field of public education to uplift less
fortunate members of the community in which they belong (Woodson, 2000).
In order for a critical pedagogy to function in public school, a thoughtful approach to
shared power and the use of voice by all participants must exist; if not, traditional routines will
easily fall back into place (Islam & Zyphus, 2005). Giroux (2011) believes schools utilizing a
critical approach act as great sites for student empowerment. Considering the cultural and racial
divides between teachers and students, research indicates predominantly white teachers are often
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not ready to assist students of color with concerns to the emotional labor necessary for critical
pedagogy due to conflicts between students and teachers that can show up in forms of hostility,
intolerance, and insults (Burbules, 2004; Giroux, 1983). Bertrand (2014), suggests resistance
might come from the threat of changes in power relations that mirror social inequalities such as
race and class. Necessarily, critical pedagogy directly challenges cultural and power relations by
specifically analyzing systems of power, such as public schools (Freire, 1970).
Social justice is a central tenet of critical pedagogy (Creswell, 1970), requiring the
researcher to look consistently and diligently at gathered information from the perspectives and
lenses of the marginalized and oppressed. Therefore, critical pedagogy as a framework holds
analysis and data collection to high standards of equity. If public schools truly are the great
equalizer, critique and hope are necessary. Due to public schooling’s long standing historical and
social perpetuation of dominant, white values, knowledge, and ways of learning, must
necessarily be challenged because of traditional practices continuing to contribute to
achievement, opportunity, and access gaps for students of color.

Figure 1.1 Conceptual Framework
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Researcher Positionality
Growing up in rural Indiana as a white, middle class male provided limited opportunities
of interaction with people of color from diverse backgrounds. The small town in which I lived
consisted of approximately 5,000 people and, as a result, was extremely isolating. My worldview
and experiences were narrow. My first memory of noticing racial differences in a tangible setting
beyond what a television screen offered occurred in a McDonald’s just outside of the boundary
of the town I grew up in when I was roughly five years old. At five, my obsession with Michael
Jackson became full force and a frequent conversation piece between my babysitter, parents, and
other relatives. Almost daily, I requested to watch the Thriller documentary (Landis, 1983) until
the VHS broke. At any given moment, I could be found attempting to moonwalk around the
living room with a glitter dipped glove believing that one day I’d meet Michael Jackson because
he too was from Indiana.
Therefore, to no surprise of my father, my first racial connection growing up occurred
while standing in line at the local McDonalds with my family, noticing a Black man who had to
be Michael Jackson because he was the only Black man I’d ever seen until that point. With the
excitement and eagerness of a child who had yet to understand social boundaries and the
vastness of Blackness, I squealed with delight, pointing at this stranger while yelling, “Dad!
Look! It’s Michael Jackson!” Embarrassment washed over my father as he quickly recognized
the gentleman as a client from work, and apologies ensued. To this day, my father loves to tell
the story, and I remember it when attempting to explain my interest in studying the impact of
race.
Entering middle and high school led me further down a racial rabbit hole of
misunderstanding and confusion due to the increase in peers with whom I shared space.
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Throughout the entirety of my public schooling experience, I never went to school with anyone
else who identified as a race other than white. However, going from an extremely small
elementary school to a much larger secondary school, where the middle and high school were
connected regularly, caused me great anxiety for very specific reasons. My love for Michael
Jackson transitioned into a strong love of Hip-Hop and R&B music during its societal explosion
in the early to mid-1990s with the help of YoMTV Raps and BET. I began experimenting with
writing and filling journals throughout high school as a result of inspiration I felt from other
similar programming throughout my youth, truly falling in love with spoken word poetry as a
result of MTV’s Lyricist Lounge and HBO’s Def Poetry Jam as well as the films Poetic Justice
and Love Jones. However, despite Hip-Hop, R&B, and spoken word poetry finding their way
into more mainstreamed society, they were not the preferred musical and artistic genres of a
majority of my peers. I quickly became an outcast and target for others who hurled racially
insensitive and racist language my direction. I was often called a “wigger,” labeled an “n-word
lover,” and told I just “wanted to be Black.” In addition, rebel flags flew frequently on the back
of classmate’s pickup trucks, t-shirts, or belt buckles as a means to intimidate. I left school on
numerous occasions confused about why such language and such a symbol seemed so
commonplace in a northern state.
My freshman year at Indiana University my interactions with race began to make sense.
On my first day of class as a history major, in my first collegiate history course, my professor
projected one of the most disturbing images of a lynching I’ve still ever seen. In the picture, two
Black males lifelessly dangled from a rope tied to a tree, their cockeyed heads tilting downward
and to the right while below them a crowd of hundreds of white people of all ages ranging from
children to elderly looked on with what appeared to be pride. Some in the photo can easily be
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seen pointing at the bodies, smiling as if something great had been accomplished. My professor
began the course by describing the scene in detail, providing historical and social context; and
for the first time, I learned the lynching took place close to where I spent the first 18 years of my
existence. Frequently during my adolescence, I drove by the exact location where the lynching
described by my professor took place, unaware of its history. And for the first time, the racist
language, images, and symbols that were a confusing commonplace in my upbringing began to
make sense.
When reflecting on my interest in gaps in achievement, opportunity, and access, these
three scenarios profoundly shaped my path as an educator. When I made the decision to become
a teacher, I simultaneously made the decision to specifically teach history with the idea that I
would uncover difficult truths for my students. I vowed to address inequity in hopes of changing
the way history was taught. Also, as a result of my personal passion, as a teacher, I intentionally
use elements of Hip-Hop culture as a vehicle to teach major content, build community, and
provide space for genuine student voice.
Currently, my experience as both an educator and urban arts coordinator in an urban
public district as well as the co-founder of an urban arts and activism organization and my
identity as a white, middle class male living within the district I teach provides me a unique
perspective as researcher. I recognize my extreme privilege and its impact on my receiving the
urban arts position and being allowed to take certain non-traditional risks and approaches, such
as the elements of Hip-Hop, to schooling in a public school setting. Approximately four years
ago, I assisted in the creation and development of the after-school spoken word poetry writing
and performance program with my partner. The purpose was multi-layered with one of the main
goals being to establish a roster of teaching artists from our high school spoken word poetry and
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performance program, WordShop, providing the high school students spaces to facilitate
workshops with elementary students, gaining the necessary skills in building relationships
through positive peer mentoring and leadership.
Simultaneously, another goal was to directly impact literacy achievement gaps. As a
result of my various roles within the organization, such as the WordShop workshop facilitator, I
have strong relationships with the high school participants. Each high school participant has been
a student of mine, or a consistent WordShop member for multiple years. In addition to
establishing a roster of teaching artists, I believed the program might engage elementary youth
leaders looking for, or struggling to find, positive methods of expression. My hope is that the
after-school program addresses and meets the needs of each participant from mentee to mentor. I
have worked with students of color throughout my career in large part because of my desire to
find workable solutions to gaps in regarding achievement, opportunity, and access. Due to my
passion for critical pedagogy (Freire, 1970; Giroux, 1983; Grande, 2004; Hooks, 2003) and
finding a means to transform the public education system, I frequently wonder how the students
we serve interpret their experiences and perceive their impact on their mentees at the elementary
school level. This investigation provided a first step in determining whether or not the program is
providing a meaningful experience for involved students of color.
Definitions of Key Terms
Achievement, opportunity, and access gaps. Achievement, opportunity, and access
gaps within the context of this study are considered to be in direct connection with one another.
For example, gaps in achievement can be tied to opportunity, and gaps in opportunity are thus
tied to gaps in access in order to obtain opportunity and thus achievement. Achievement,
opportunity, and access gaps are referred to cyclically.
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Expressive arts. Expressive arts are arts considered to more directly connect to writing,
performing, visual arts, and drama.
Mentor. Mentors in this study fall into multiple categories that includes but is not limited
to a relationship between a more experienced and less experienced individual, counseling,
guiding, instructing, coaching, and modeling.
Spoken word poetry. Spoken word poetry is based origins of African griots utilizing
storytelling as a means of communicating and understanding. The art forms evolution in modern
contexts is very simply, self-written poetry read aloud with a present audience.
Elements of Hip-Hop. The elements of Hip-Hop culture are emceeing, or the art of
rapping, deejaying, breakdancing, street art, and graffiti.
Social justice. – Ensuring the rights of marginalized and oppressed peoples are
maintained, upheld, and recognized.
WordShop. An after-school spoken word poetry writing and performance workshop
offered twice a week for middle and high school students, where one day is spent as a home high
school group and the other as a district-wide student community.
Color control. An after school middle and high school graffiti writing workshop
engaging youth in the art of using aerosol spray cans to create public works of communal art.
Breakarz. An after school middle and high school breakdancing workshop facilitated by
a local break dancing teaching artist.
Human Rights 101. A high school English elective and community college accredited
course offered through the urban school district focusing on issues of social justice exploring
immigrant rights, Black Lives Matter, poverty, women’s rights, and LGBTQIA rights, in which
students express their understanding of course content in an expressive art form of their choice.
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Half-pints. Seasoned WordShop spoken word writing and performance participants are
hired to work at a 21st Century Community Learning Center elementary school within the district
to act as teaching artists responsible for conducting writing and performance workshops and
coaching for poetry slams. Poetry slams are competitions where individuals or teams compete
with one another by performing poems in front of a panel of five judges who score the works on
a scale of 0-10. The team or individual poet with the most points at the end of the competition
wins.
Youth advisory board. Two to three organizationally involved students from each of the
five high schools within the district meet twice monthly with the organization founders to event
plan, develop workshops, and field WordShop community performance related requests.
Summary
The connections between urban schools and gaps in achievement, access, and opportunity
between students of color and their white peers are undeniable. If public schooling truly is
considered the great equalizer in the United States, many changes and shifts in thinking are
necessary. Numerous studies point out various causes responsible for perpetual racial gaps in
schooling despite strict integration policies and laws mandated nationally in Brown v. Board
(Love, 2015). While solutions are often suggested by researchers, sound, specific research
focusing on race and the impact of after-school programs is largely missing or inconclusive. By
utilizing a conceptual framework of critical pedagogy, this study adds to the literature by
investigating the lived experiences of students of color working as mentors in an after-school
program with elementary aged students in the same district, providing insights for other similar
districts considering similar programs.
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CHAPTER 2
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
“If the truth is told, the youth can grow. They learn to survive until they gain control.”
-Nas
This literature review provides an overview of students of color in urban schools,
specifically looking at the promise of after-school programming, mentoring, and urban and
expressive arts in the context of closing persistent gaps in achievement, access, and opportunity.
The theoretical perspective in this collective case study is based in social constructivism in order
to understand the diverse lived experiences of students of color participating in after-school,
mentoring, urban, and expressive arts programs.
Urban Public Schools and Students of Color
Achievement, opportunity, and access gaps between students of color in urban public
schools and their white counterparts continue despite multiple decades of research and
investigation aimed at finding solutions (Coleman, et al., 1966; Dearing, 2008; Harrington, 1962;
Reardon, 2011; Weiss, 2013). Characteristics often associated with the term urban include high
levels of poverty, high percentages of people of color, and high percentages of immigrants
(Steinberg and Kincheloe, 2004). In the same vein as Nas, Camangian (2015) provides a
thorough foundation and argument stating issues within urban education cannot properly be
addressed without fully recognizing and acknowledging the long history of oppression and
dispossession regarding the populations served and its impact on current and past realities in
public schools (Grande, 2004; Gutierrez, 2004; Tuck, 2012). Many traditional public education
ideologies silence the voices in urban schools by failing to understand people of color on their
terms, or in connection to the larger social system based on a legacy of suppression (Camangian,
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2015). Jacobs (2015) challenges how the term urban is contextualized in public schooling,
believing the term is a demeaning synonym for race and class rather than complex social issues
and historic marginalization responsible for stigmas the term carries. Regardless, pervasive
issues of power, agency, and access negatively impact students and families in areas traditionally
labeled urban (Jacobs, 2015).
Some in education believe student characteristics are the most direct cause of student
achievement (Ma & Xu, 2004). Poverty, drugs, violence, and academic apathy are often
associated with students attending urban public schools (Thomas & Stevenson, 2009). Black,
Latino and Native American students are more likely to be subjected to disproportionate rates of
school disciplinary sanctions ranging from simple office referrals, to suspensions and expulsion
(Krezmien, Leowe & Achilles, 2006; Wallace, Goodkind, Wallace, & Bachman, 2008).
According to Stovall (2006), many believe urban youth are responsible for society’s ills.
Students of color are often viewed with a deficit lens reflecting long standing inconsistencies and
disparities perpetuated by concepts of post-racial language and theories from mostly people of
privilege based in colorblindness (Bonilla-Silva, 2006; Valencia, 1997). Highlighting these
beliefs is the fact a large majority of teachers in K-12 public schools in the United States are
white, failing to resemble the racial, ethnic, or linguistic backgrounds of their students. In 20112012, over 80% of teachers were white while students of color have become the majority (The
State of Racial Disparity in the U.S. Workforce, 2016, p. 1). Some research believes such
differences between teacher and student populations potentially explain teacher attitudes and
actions in diverse urban settings (Pollack, 2012).
The gap between white teachers and students of color within the public education system
is expected to continue increasing, with many white educators entering the field with minimal,
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direct contact with people from communities of color (National Center for Education Statistics,
2008). The system of public education continues to operate under the idea of meritocracy,
emphasizing notions of values, attitudes, and work ethic as the answer to gaps in achievement,
opportunity, and access (Harvard Law Review, 2008). Critical research on schooling strongly
indicates school cultures and climates perpetuate the practices of those with social and economic
power, thus trivializing and disadVantaging students of color with long familial histories of
marginalization and oppression within the same system (Wu, 2014). Therefore, teachers in urban
schools tend to blame a culture of poverty, differing cultural values regarding the importance of
education, parenting styles, negative role models, language deficiencies, and students of color
attitudes towards white teachers for low achievement (Hilliard, 2002; Valencia, 1997; Valencia
& Black, 2002). As a result of deficit thinking among mostly white teachers, low expectations
for students of color tend to become normative, especially in urban settings, leading to numerous
negative consequences such as gaps in achievement, opportunity, and access (Bomer, Dworin,
May, & Semingson, 2008; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Tenenbaum & Ruck, 2007).
Achievement, opportunity, and access gaps regarding students of color exist because of
whiteness and white privilege shaping the learning opportunities and educational outcomes of
non-whites in the United States (Anderson, 1988; Lopez, 1996; Patterson, 2001; Watkins, 2001).
According to Donnor (2012), whiteness and white privilege “are instrumental in informing
society’s disposition toward racial inequality, especially in education” (p. 536). Necessarily,
issues in urban public schools directly impacting students of color must be situated in historical,
social contexts of race and race relations because problems facing students of color in both
education and society are long standing and deeply rooted, rather than new and contemporary
(Holt, 1995; Katz, Stern, & Fader, 2005; O’Connor, Lewis, & Mueller, 2007; Omi & Winant,
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1994).
The significance of historically and socially placing race at the forefront of gaps in
achievement, opportunity, and access, forces investigators to holistically and continually look at
inequality in education, properly putting the issue in context of the interrelationship between
ideologies, institutions, and human behavior (Apple, 1995; Donnor, 2012; Mickelson, 2003).
Controversially, some within the United States view diversity as a threat to national unity and
believe strongly in the need to assimilate students of color into the dominant culture and
language (Crawford, 2000; Darder, Baltodano, & Torres, 2003). Therefore, linguistic and
cultural diversity continues to expand among the United States public school student body,
predominantly white teachers and administrators engage with diversity in their own contexts.
Urban public schools are frequently misrecognized by those in positions of authority with strong
held assumptions and stereotypes concerning linguistic and cultural differences (Luke, 2009).
Before and After-School Programs
Downey, von Hippel, and Broh, (2004) suggest the amount of in-school and out-ofschool time directly influences the achievement gap. After-school and extended day programs
have been utilized for quite some time in various capacities. Such programs are often directly
tied to public schools and community organizations or are intended to act as summer and
weekend extensions of both non-academic and academic learning (Fashola, 2003; Woodland,
2016). Additionally, most programs tend to serve school ages ranging from 5-18 (Woodland,
2016). Initially, many after-school programs were created to enhance student character and
respect in response to students loitering urban school grounds and causing public nuisance.
Similar programs evolved during President Lyndon Johnson’s War on Poverty to address more
directly youth who found themselves growing up in single parent homes (Lopoo, 2005; Wilson,
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1996).
In more recent history, during George W. Bush’s presidency, after-school programs took
on the role of directly addressing low standardized test scores as measured by the No Child Left
Behind Act (Kane, 2004). In fact, the Act stipulated schools failing to reach annual yearly
progress for three consecutive years were required to provide after-school tutoring (Fusarelli,
2007). Yet, despite being around for some time, little consensus exists with regards to how afterschool programs operate and minimal evidence regarding their overall impact concerning their
proposed intent (Woodland, 2016). While strong language regarding the potential for afterschool programs to directly boost achievement for students of color continues, limited research
exists (Hynes & Sanders, 2010). Woodland (2016) suggests many after-school programs truly
lack vision and mission, failing almost entirely to create goals, or measure outcomes, prolonging
the dilemma of limited consensus and theoretical frameworks. Notwithstanding, many from
research fields, community members, and legislators cite the promise of after-school programs
over the last two decades regardless of the lack of tangible measures (Congressional Record,
2001; Fashola, 2003; Halpern, 2003; Hirsch, 2005; Mason-Dixon-Polling, & Research, 2002;
Posner & Vandell, 1994; Quinn, 1999; Woodland, 2016). Additionally, in 2000 federal
legislators awarded approximately one billion dollars per year to 21st Century Community
Learning Center after-school programs (U.S. Department of Education, n.d.).
By being able to extend outside of state mandated curriculums, after-school programs
lend themselves to better address student interests and engagement (Beck, 1999; Fashola, 2003).
According to Woodland (2008), and Fashola (2005), after-school programs are in a unique
position to better respond to the needs of students of color due to their ability to flex curriculum
and provide additional support for academic development but more research is needed. Posner
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and Vandell’s study (1994) focusing on urban, low-income youth indicated a correlation between
academic performance and after-school program attendance, along with decreased behavior
referrals, stronger peer to peer relationships, and better emotional adjustment but is now over 20
years old. When race was added to the criteria of investigations of program differences, fewer
studies purposefully considered race and racial indicators (Hynes & Doyle, 2009; Hynes &
Sanders, 2011).
Hynes and Sanders (2011) suggest if more research on the effects of such programs on
the development of students of color existed indicating gains in areas of concern, they might be
able to truly address achievement, opportunity, and access gaps in unique ways. According to
Bender, et al. (2011), low-income students of color in urban settings are inundated with afterschool program options that allow for supervision after the school day combining academic,
recreational, mentoring, health promotion, arts, and social and emotional skills; but many lack
adequate staffing, means of providing quality programming, and measures to determine success
(Woodland, 2016). Additionally, many programs are developed arbitrarily with a lack of
attention devoted to outcomes and overall purpose and intention (Woodland, 2016). For
example, Tyson (2003) states most students of color served in urban schools suffer from more
personal traumas and issues than they are able to truly verbalize, which might lead to program
ineffectiveness.
Mentoring Students of Color
Youth mentoring programs continue to gain traction as potential positive solutions to
increasing student outcomes (Kupersmidt, Stump, Stelter, & Rhodes, 2017) while research
indicates limited information regarding mentoring’s specific impact on enhancing academic
outcomes for student participants (DuBois, Holloway, Valentine, & Cooper, 2002; Wheeler,
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Keller, & Dubois, 2010). Findings from literature on mentoring also suggest mentor perspectives
of experiences are missing from many investigating research studies seeking insight (Voetmann,
2017). Perhaps one of the biggest reasons for such limits concerning mentoring research is no
universal definition for a term such as mentoring, or establishing who counts as a mentor,
causing challenges in research consistency and uniformity because of its abstract qualities
(Allen, Eby, O’Brien, & Lentz, 2008). The Half-Pints program views mentoring as the
relationship between older, more experienced individuals supporting, teaching, and assisting
younger mentees in pursuing their goals (Struchen & Porta, 1997; Thomson & Zand, 2010).
McGuire and Reger (2003) find collaboration and reciprocation as central concepts to the
most productive relationships between mentor and mentee. Similarly, other research proposes
mentoring is beneficial when mutual benefit relationships built on honesty, respect, and
commitment between participants exist (Zellers, Howard, & Barcic, 2008). In addition, Rhodes
(2002), Sipe (1999), and Spencer (2007), find consistency and commitment from mentors as well
as characteristics of empathy and respect as keys to success with mentees. Research on schoolbased mentoring indicates among students of color, mentor relationships have the ability to act as
significant elements in student success (Jackson, Ruiz, & Watson, 2014). For example, some
research shows students in mentoring programs experience higher academic expectations and
levels of success in gaining access to colleges and universities (Swail, 2000; Swail & Perna,
2002), and many are inspired to pursue higher education (Bordes & Arredondo, 2005; Cuyjet,
2006).
Yet, as a result of high-poverty urban schools experiencing vast residential mobility,
serious difficulties concerning consistent relationships exist between mentors and mentees
(Gruman, Harachi, Abbott, Catalano & Fleming, 2008). Marshall, et al. (2016) believe building
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relationships with students labeled at risk is incredibly challenging; therefore, many entering into
mentoring relationships do so cautiously. In an attempt to recognize such limitations, Gysbers &
Henderson (2001) note schools have historically attempted to address out-of-school factors
impacting opportunities, access, and student achievement in other ways. For example, school
nurses, counselors, social workers, and psychologists have all been included within the public
school system in efforts to address the whole child (Walsh & Brabeck, 2006), but unclear if any
of these positions act as “mentorship” due to a lack of universal agreement of what a mentor is
and does. A study by Adelman and Taylor (2006) indicates student support needs to exist within
a sustainable systemic capacity at the forefront of the work, along with community relationships
with equally interested community agencies and organizations, rather than as an afterthought to
other concerns. According to such a finding, school nurses, counselors, social workers, and
psychologists might be seen as support extensions of mentors.
Mentors of color, access and opportunity. Research shows the ways in which student
supports are provided across schools districts and states significantly vary (Bridgeland & Bruce,
2011), directly correlating to similar issues regarding after-school programs. Therefore,
successful mentoring programs are founded upon strong relationships balancing personal and
professional engagement, utilizing scaffolding and differentiation (Keller, 2005; Keller & Pryce,
2010). For example, when considering research on the mentoring of teachers of color for career
adVancement, additional layers are added to the investigation of mentoring relationships
concerning people of color within the educational system and who exactly benefits (Knaus,
2014). School leaders lack of preparation to confront school practices pushing students of color
aside worsens gaps (Lopez, 2006), indicating the system of public education continues to benefit
and reward whiteness. Large disparities continue to exist with regards to access and opportunity
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for teachers of color in leadership positions in comparison to whites (Duncan, 2010). Pograms
constructed around mentoring should be viewed from the perspectives of students, mentors, and
mentees of color and how they interpret their experiences (Jackson, Ruiz, & Watson, 2014).
In 2013, the United Way expanded the Be a Middle School Mentor program in Pittsburgh
Public Schools (Johnson, 2013). Citing evidence from a study conducted by project partner,
Pittsburgh University indicated youth involved in the program increased attendance records and
GPAs (Johnson, 2013). Due to the sometimes drastic shift from elementary to middle school, the
program intentionally pairs students with a mentor in order to assist while transitioning (Johnson,
2013). However, the programs’ difficulty was finding African American volunteers despite
building strong relationships with other community organizations who also count on volunteer
support. As program directors pointed out, 77% of the programs mentees were African-American
but less than 15% of mentors were African American (Johnson, 2013 p. 3). Gaddis (2012) points
out findings concerning relationships based in racial similarity suggest higher levels of trust.
Supporters of matching mentors and mentees according to racial identity state relationship
closeness and efficacy are positively impacted and mentors respond better to mentees of color’s
complex social conflicts (Rhodes et al., 2006).
Expressive Urban Hip-Hop Arts
Expressive art refers to the use of visual art, music, dance, writing, and drama for the
purposes of self-discovery and change (Malchiodi, 2013). Expressive arts programming has the
potential to offer alternative forms of expression for youth who feel confined by traditional
school approaches but often are simply unavailable, especially in low-income schools
(Radbourne, 2002; Ruppert, 2006). Findings support the idea many youth of color view the arts
as for the rich and white (Gulla, 2009). In addition, many teachers are apprehensive of or
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resistant to using Hip-Hop, or urban arts, as a pedagogical framework due to associations with
explicitness and mature content (Love, 2015). Marc Lamont Hill (2009) describes Hip-Hop
based education as using the elements of hip --hop culture (i.e., emceeing, turntableism, break
dancing, graffiti, knowledge of self, fashion, language) in connection with content, informing
pedagogy in formal and non-formal school spaces. Hip-Hop’s growing societal presence, along
with spoken word poetry, will be an increasing aspect of urban culture, eventually spreading
beyond urban boundaries (Tillie Allen, 2005). Irby, Hall, and Hill (2013) recently concluded a
generational shift in the U.S. teacher force is occurring and, along with it, perceptions that
traditionally viewed hip-hop culture negatively. In addition, their findings show many teachers
see the potential value in Hip-Hop as a classroom benefit, but they simply lack the cultural
knowledge and wherewithal to feel adequately capable of properly including it or navigating
around its trickier components of content (Irby, Hall, & Hill, 2013).
Ladson-Billings (2014) states students of color enter schooling with a different culture
than the dominant; therefore, they strongly value curriculums and approaches to schooling that
validate and recognize the cultural, personal, textual, and social differences with which they
identify. For example, many students of color are excited about Hip-Hop and spoken word
poetry because of the popularity it has in society and their ability to see a culture they identify
with on a larger scale (Levy, 2012). By incorporating students’ cultures into spaces where they
have traditionally gone unrecognized, definitions of literacy are readily challenged and further
developed beyond the lens of the dominant (Forell, 2006; Kist, 2005). France (1994) suggests by
including the cultural artifacts of students of color in the classroom, schools can directly combat
feelings of isolation and invisibility, promoting the development of personal voice. By providing
students creative artistic means for expression schools support spaces where knowledge about
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culture and diversity can safely and bravely be exchanged, which leads to youth feeling
empowered and emancipated (Goicoachea, Wagner, Yahalom, & Medina, 2014; Wright, 2007;
Shelton, 2009; Wallace-DiGarbo & Hill, 2006). Students encouraged to write their experiences
in poem or Hip-Hop form tend to feel acknowledged, listened to, and important, while also
learning such forms of expression are not inaccessible and solely for elites (Fiore, 2013).
Research regarding the impact of Hip-Hop culture began as early as the mid-1990s,
finding Hip-Hop in the classroom affirmed students’ culture, providing them space to create,
express, and vocalize in cultural practices within the confines of urban public schools, assisting
them in navigating out-of-school contexts (Gee, 1996). Poetry and its connection to Hip-Hop
culture is gaining increasing popularity among urban youth, acting as a form of therapy
providing safe outlets of expression allowing for the true recognition of emotions (Mazza, 2003;
Petchauer, 2014). Love (2015), believes the core of Hip-Hop is a communal learning space,
where students of color’s social, emotional, educational, physical, and creative skills are capable
of evolving further. Specifically, Hip-Hop based interventions intended to improve student
experiences in schooling among Black and Latino youth have proven to be successful (Tyson,
2006). Students participating in Hip-Hop and urban arts communities develop cognitive skills
through participating, observing, and acting in the various elements of Hip-Hop culture with
elder teaching artists (Love, 2105; Wilson, 2007).
Art created by people of color throughout history and in contemporary times directly
aligns with ideologies and philosophical foundations of Freire by curating space where dominant
systems of power are openly questioned and critiqued (Fiore, 2015). Hip-Hop culture was
emboldened by urban destruction that displaced working class populations of color in New York
during a time neighborhoods became ghost towns for the purposes of the Cross Bronx
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Expressway (Chang, 2005; Petchauer, 2015; Rose, 1994). Amiri Baraka (1997) states:
“Black Art is an expression of the people’s lives and history. Played out as the
contemporary materialization of memory and desire, art is not an artifaction of extra
human revelation, it is the elevation of humanity to become a grander thing.” (p. 111)
As a result, Hip-Hop arts are capable of being used as a tool to truly begin generating large-scale
social change if widely accepted as a valuable resource in urban public schools. Understandably,
many teachers and schools, especially at the elementary level are apprehensive and adamantly
resistant to using Hip-Hop arts in the classroom due to commercialized views that tend to only
highlight much of the cultures content as mature, sexually explicit, and violent (Hill, 2009).
However, research showcasing the significance of quality early learning being detrimental to
closing achievement, access, and opportunity gaps for students of color (Isaacs, 2012) suggests
incorporating such arts and culture in early education might be beneficial. Research from Boske
(2012) determined white participants were quick to note their limited understanding of cultural
differences led to larger misunderstandings and negative perceptions of people of color, as well
as immigrants and those in poverty. But, as discussed earlier, this lens only further trivializes and
silences people of color by failing to fully encompass the cultures full range of artistic elements
of emceeing and spoken word, turntableism, break dancing, and graffiti, and instead identifying
it with criminal labels associated with societal ills (Hill, 2009).
Conclusion
The continual persistence of gaps in achievement, opportunity, and access beg for
research to continue looking for possible solutions. This literature review specifically addresses
students of color in urban schools, teacher perceived student characteristics, after-school
programs, mentoring, and the potential of using Hip-Hop culture and urban and expressive arts to
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make connections and close gaps. More research is needed in the area of looking at these efforts
in a combined fashion where students of color are empowered. There are great benefits to
creating sustainable systems capable of addressing the needs of students of color at various levels
in their schooling; therefore, research must consider programs attempting to simultaneously
respond to them by establishing a positive pipeline to self-actualization. Specifically, this
research will look at the impact of placing urban high school students of color in positions as
spoken word poetry mentors working with elementary students and their experiences. The goal
of the research is to illuminate the experiences of student mentors of color involved in afterschool expressive urban arts program in order for their personal testimonies to provide enhanced
contextual understanding.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
“I write my lifetime in between these paper’s lines.”- Prodigy
The purpose of this study is to learn about the lived experiences (Van Manen, 1989) of
high school mentors of color in an after-school spoken word poetry writing and performance
program within a large urban district in the Midwest. Through a “collective case study”
(Creswell, 2013, p. 99; Meriam, 2009, p. 49) approach, multiple data sources have been utilized
to understand how the experiences of high school youth mentors of color in the program impact
their educational experiences and relationships with teachers, future career pursuits, and the
perceived effect the program has on elementary aged mentees. This chapter describes
information regarding the methodology, research strategies, theoretical perspective, research
questions, research setting, sample and participants, data collection and analysis, and researcher
positionality.
Qualitative Approach to Research
This investigative research will be qualitative. Directly defining qualitative research is
growing increasingly difficult due to its ever-changing nature (Creswell, 2013). According to
Denzin and Lincoln (2011), qualitative research attempts to use interpretive practices as a means
to make the world more visible, thus the world is inevitably transformed as a result of the
researcher’s deductions and considerations. The goal of qualitative research is not to prove a
researcher’s theory, but instead to more fully comprehend the experiences of the studies’
participants in an in-depth way which allows for a better understanding of the various
perspectives present (LeCompte & Schensul, 1999; Hatch, 2002). The most important role of the
researcher is to study phenomena in their natural states with the goal of making sense of and
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interpreting them through the meanings people’s experiences bring to them (Denzin & Lincoln,
2011).
Because within qualitative research reality is seen as multidimensional, it can never truly
be captured or complete (Creswell, 2013). In interpretive research, reality is socially constructed
by the researcher due to the researcher’s sole responsibility for data collection and analysis
forming out of social, historical, and cultural interactions defining and developing an individual’s
life (Merriam, 2009). Therefore, qualitative research fails to allow for genuine objectivity
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). Bogdan and Biklen (2007) state the history of qualitative research is
firmly rooted in the intersection of social context and biography, which highlights the aim of
qualitative research as not to test theories but more importantly to build them from analyzing
social phenomenon in real-world settings.
As a result of my own experiences as a teacher and poetry mentor for the high school
participants, the decision to pursue a qualitative research study is further strengthened. While
I’ve constructed my own reality and knowledge, this study allows me to understand how others’
construct theirs. Crotty (1998) points out meanings are created by humans as they interact in the
world they are interpreting, thus qualitative investigations provide researchers the avenue to infer
how people interpret their experiences, construct their worlds, and what significance they place
on their experiences.
Qualitative research is the best choice for learning about the experiences of high school
mentors. A number of ways exist to measure the after-school spoken word poetry program; but
in order to fully determine how the mentor’s experiences within the program impact other
aspects of their education, their choice to pursue a career beyond high school, and their observed
effect on the mentees, a vivid investigation is crucial. By carefully reviewing surveys,
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participant logs, and interviews, themes emerged, providing significant insights into
understanding the perspectives of high school mentors and ultimately the range of experiences
within the program itself.
Researcher’s Role and Involvement
Currently, I am the co-founder and artistic director of an arts and activism organization
directly connected to and fiscally sponsored by the Midwestern urban school district where the
research is being conducted. The organization mentioned oversees six programs in total:
1. WordShop: an after-school spoken word poetry writing and performance workshop
offered twice a week for middle and high school students, where one day is spent as a
home high school group and the other as a district-wide student community.
2. Writers Block: an after school middle and high school graffiti writing workshop engaging
youth in the art of using aerosol spray cans to create public works of communal art.
3. Breakarz: an after school middle and high school breakdancing workshop facilitated by a
local break dancing teaching artist.
4. Human Rights 101: a high school English elective and community college accredited
course offered through the urban school district focusing on issues of social justice
exploring immigrant rights, Black Lives Matter, poverty, women’s rights, and LGBTQIA
rights, in which students express their understanding of course content in an urban art
form of their choice.
5. Half-Pints: seasoned Wordshop spoken word writing and performance participants are
hired to work at a 21st Century Community Learning Center elementary school within the
district to act as teaching artists responsible for conducting writing and performance
workshops and coaching for poetry slams. Poetry slams are competitions where
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individuals or teams compete with one another by performing poems in front of a panel
of five judges who score the works on a scale of 0-10. The team or individual poet with
the most points at the end of the competition wins.
6. Youth Advisory Board: two to three organizationally involved students from each of the
five high schools within the district meet twice monthly with the organization founders to
event plan, develop workshops, and field Movement 5-1-5 community performance
related requests.
For the past two years, the organizations reached over 1,000 youth participants through the
above-mentioned programs. Last year, 94% of participants identified as students of color, with
approximately 49% of identifying as Black, or African-America, 32% as Latino/a, and 13% as
Asian/ Pacific Islander. As the co-founder and artistic director, I am heavily involved in all
aspects of the organization, including the after-school elementary spoken word program, headed
by our consultant, a locally hired spoken word teaching artist. More specifically, the after school
program serves elementary aged youth from grades 3-5 by hiring local high school spoken word
artists involved in the Word Shop program. The goal of the program is to provide elementary
youth safe and brave spaces to creatively express themselves through writing and performing,
empowering them to want to be more vocal and active as academic and social leaders in their
schools and communities. Currently, the program is funded through 21st Century Learning
Communities which employs high school youth involved in the WordShop after-school spoken
word poetry writing and performance workshop after filling out an application, passing a
background check, and completing the interview process.
The after-school elementary based program consultant and the district’s 21st Century
Community Learning Centers Grant Coordinator are responsible for conducting interviews after
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careful consultation. Most mentor applicants come from the weekly after-school WordShop I coconduct. In addition, other applicants tend to come from the Human Rights 101 program I coteach during the regular school day. Lastly, each member of the Youth Board I co-facilitate bimonthly works as a mentor. Therefore, as the researcher, I have strong relationships with a
majority of the high school mentors hired and those relationship are based in a delicate power
dynamic that balances teacher, student, mentor, mentee, and superior. However, as a result of the
role of the program consultant, I am rarely involved in the day-to-day decision-making and
operations of the program unless explicitly called upon by the consultant or the 21st Century
Learning Communities District Grant Coordinator or to approve curriculum in adVance of
implementation. Yet, as the organizations co-founder, I have a deeply vested interest in ensuring
the running of a successful program that meets the goals it set out to accomplish. Therefore,
many measures will be put in place to ensure validity, reliability, and vulnerability.
Research Questions
The grand tour question (Creswell, 2013) guiding this study is: What are the experiences
of high school mentors of color participating in an after-school elementary urban arts program?
Enhancing this question are four subquestions:


In what ways do the experience of high school mentors of color involved in the afterschool elementary spoken word poetry program impact their high school academic
experiences?



In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involved in the program
impact their relationships with teachers?



In what ways do the experience of high school mentors of color involved in the program
impact their future career aspirations?
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In what ways do mentors perceive the programs overall impact on mentees?

Epistemology and Philosophical Assumptions
When researchers make the decision to undertake qualitative study, they do so with four
philosophical assumptions that assist in establishing reflective and thoughtful research design
(Creswell, 2013).
Ontology. The issue of establishing the nature of reality and determination of truth is the
study of ontology. The researcher’s job is to develop a study design, methods, and means of
analysis which is accurate and meaningful in its questioning of what is real and truthful in order
to obtain accuracy (Creswell, 2013). Researchers, participants, and readers embrace different
realities; therefore, the researcher must conduct the study with the intent of reporting the various
existing realities of individual participants (Creswell, 2013). This conceptual framework
recognizes participant experiences in order to create a true understanding through rich
description, using their actual words in order to precisely present their varying perspectives
(Moustakas, 1994).
Axiology. Considering my own experience, the writing, performing, and teaching of
poetry each carry its own unique feelings and meanings. According to Creswell (2013),
researchers study with personal values in mind and must identify those values throughout the
work. Therefore, biases and values were reported in order to follow proper positioning protocol
by using epoche and bracketing strategies (Moustakas, 1994).
Epistomology. Within epistemological assumptions, qualitative research should be
conducted with researchers attempting to get as close to participants being studied as possible
(Creswell, 2013). As subjective evidence is assembled and organized based on individual views,
knowledge becomes better known (Creswell, 2013). Therefore, studies should be conducted in
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the field, where participants work and live in order to comprehend contexts for understanding
what participants say (Creswell, 2013). The longer researchers know participants the more they
“know” from firsthand information, eliminating “distance,” or “objective separateness” between
them and those being studied (Guba & Lincoln, 1988, p. 94).
Methodology. Procedures regarding qualitative research are described as inductive,
emerging, and formed by the researcher’s experience collecting and analyzing evidence
(Creswell, 2013). Methodology entails the whole research design from participant selection, data
collection, and analysis to sharing the findings (Creswell, 2013). Instead of theories or
perspectives from the researcher determining a path for investigation, qualitative research
follows a ground up, or inductive, approach (Creswell, 2013). Ontology, axiology, epistemology,
and methodology establish a foundation for conducting and informing research study and
research design. A collective case study allows for participant narratives to richly detail and
describe their experiences and stories as urban high school mentors of color in an after-school
urban and expressive arts program (Creswell, 2013; Moustakas, 1994).
Epoche and Bracketing
Moustakas (1994) recommends researchers set aside their personal experiences as much
as possible when examining and investigating in order to have a fresh perspective of what is
studied. However, Moustakas (1994) also acknowledges this process is seldom achieved.
Therefore, as researchers acknowledge this difficulty, they can proactively describe their
experiences with the phenomenon studied and bracket out their personal views before moving
forward with analyzing the experiences of others. In order to ensure my personal biases,
prejudices, preconceived ideas, and experiences did not taint my methods and findings or
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become of the focus of the research, I utilized the process of epoche and bracketing (Creswell,
2013; Moustakas, 1994).
Epoche and bracketing allows for researchers thoughts to clear away interference with
detailed descriptions of participant experiences, providing the opportunity to better develop
perspectives without personal bias and presuppositions (Moustakas, 1994). I must be mindful of
my own prior experiences responsible for shaping my thinking relative to mentoring in spoken
word poetry and performance in order to be more open to the experiences described to me by
participants without judgment. The integrity of information shared by participants accurately
depicts their lived experiences as high school mentors of color working with elementary youth in
and after-school urban and expressive arts program is of the highest importance.
Research Design
Numerous approaches to qualitative research design exist for researchers to select from
(Creswell, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 201; Jacob, 1987; Lancy, 1993). Case studies are thoroughly
and vividly descriptive in order to take readers through the lived experiences of others so the
readers feel as if they were there (Patton, 2002). Donmoyer (1990) describes case studies as
vehicles for readers to travel to places they might not otherwise consider visiting all while
staying in the comfort of their own settings. Furthermore, case studies are entirely developed
through the researcher’s descriptive lens from participant’s voices, which allows readers the
chance to consider ideas and perspectives foreign to their own thinking and thought process
(Donmoyer, 1990). Qualitative research with a case study approach provides the richest means of
transporting the lived experiences of high school mentors of color in the after-school elementary
spoken word poetry program to a larger audience.
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Because this investigation was designed to gain insight into a specific aspect of an afterschool program, it is considered an instrumental case study (Stake, 1995). The researcher wanted
to understand the experiences of high school mentors of color participating in the program, how
they are impacted by it, and how they perceive its impact on mentees of color. In order to
understand multiple perspectives, several cases are needed for study. Therefore, the study
detailed the experiences of four high school mentors of color and is considered a “collective
study” (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009; Stake, 2005). Furthermore, purposeful replication of
procedures concerning the studying of each case is essential in order to maintain consistency
(Yin, 2009). Although challenging to manage, the more cases studied, the stronger the precision,
validity, and stability of the findings (Merriam, 2009; Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Theoretical Perspective
The theoretical perspective of this study is social constructivism. In social constructivism,
individuals search to understand the world they live in through multiple, varied, subjective
meanings of experiences (Creswell, 2013; Crotty, 1998; Mertens, 2010). Collective case studies
and social constructivism both value the investigation of diverse and complex participant
perspectives. In addition, social constructivism takes into consideration social, historical, and
cultural norms that lead to more fully processed meanings (Creswell, 2013). Meaning within
social constructivism is developed through interaction with others with the researcher’s role
focusing on the specific contexts of how people live and work in order to best understand the
historical and cultural forces at play. The theoretical perspective of social constructivism aligns
with this study because it allows the research the ability to rely on the participants’ views and
descriptions of the experience (Creswell, 2013). Constructivists believes knowledge is developed
through exchanges, rather than found (Ozmon, 2012). Ultimately, social constructivism provides
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individuals participating the opportunity to be the ones to describe their experiences (Moustakas,
1994). Social constructivism provides a framework to help interpret the feelings and meanings
mentors have about the similar work they are doing by developing, teaching, and coaching in
spoken word poetry workshops.
Research Setting
This research occurred in a large urban district in the Midwest experiencing significant
demographic shifts in the last several years. Currently, 40% of students family-identify as white,
26% identify as Hispanic, 19% identify as African American, 8% identify as Asian, 7% identify
as Multi-Racial, and less than 1% identify as Native American and/or Pacific Islander. In
addition, 74% of the student body is eligible for free and reduced lunch. Furthermore, the district
currently contains the largest English Language Learner program in the state with over 21% of
the student body identifying as English Language Learner (ELL) students with more than 100
languages and dialects spoken. Of the over 35,000 students in the district, 18,000 students
represent 88 different nations, with a majority coming from Myanmar, Mexico, Thailand,
Eritrea, and Nepal.
The district relies heavily on after school programming at all levels of public schooling.
For example, each after-school mentor works closely with a school utilizing 21st Century
Community Learning Center funding which serves to provide academic programming,
recreational enrichment, and literacy to students and families (P21 Partnership for 21st Century
Learning, 2017). Other services provided by 21st Century Community Learning Center also
include support systems to help youth succeed academically and socially. Twenty-first Century
sites are chosen within the district based on greatest need when looking at the lowest math and
reading scores, as well as a principal’s willingness to partner.
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The After-School Program
The program studied is a multi-faceted spoken word writing and performance afterschool program in a large urban district in the Midwest which started at one persistently low
achieving elementary school with four high school poetry mentors and a locally hired teaching
artist in 2015. Today, the program exists in 17 elementary schools and is overseen by one locally
hired full-time teaching artist who manages a staff of 15 paid high school poet mentors working
at five of the elementary schools. The after-school program is unique as the mentors hired to help
run the workshops are high school youth who work specifically with elementary aged students in
grades 2-5. The program was established as a means to directly address achievement,
opportunity, and access gaps among students of color in both high school and elementary school.
In hopes of engaging and empowering high school WordShop participants’ long term in
teaching, the arts, or both, chosen students are offered paid jobs to teach writing and performance
skills.
After-School Program Content
Program workshops last for approximately 90 minutes after school on Mondays and
Fridays at the participating elementary school. Typically, workshops contain community builders
meant to establish safe and brave spaces for young people to feel comfortable sharing their
works. Workshops also focus on writing exercises to assist youth in starting and to develop
strong understandings of poetic techniques such as similes, metaphors, alliteration,
personification, imagery, and rhyme, along with movement exercises to enhance performing.
Each group of high school mentors are paired with a certified classroom teacher whose role is to
ensure overall behavioral management and provide adult presence in the space in case mentors
are faced with difficult challenges and need assistance. Curriculum for the program is developed
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by the program coordinator and improved upon with feedback from high school youth mentors
and accompanying certified teacher mentors.
Year round after-school program participants. This study will specifically focus on
participating year-round schools because not all participating choose to host high school mentors
due to staffing issues, certified staff’s interest in long-term involvement, or space availability,
among other reasons. Another major difference between year-round participating schools and
those who choose to simply have the program provided for a four week rotation is determined by
schools having direct interest in forming competitive spoken word poetry SLAM teams coached
by high school mentors in addition to their facilitation of workshop curriculum and exercises.
School v. School Poetry SLAMs. According to Smith (2009), poetry SLAMs are events
focusing a live audience’s attention on composed, polished, and rehearsed self-written poetic
works for the purposes of competition, but not always. Smith (2009) points out while SLAMs are
competitions between teams or individuals, they also act as interactive classrooms, town hall
meetings, and churchlike revivals eliciting animated responses from those listening and
watching. Twice a year, once in the fall and once the spring, year round participants compete in
the programs School vs. School Poetry SLAM, where during four rounds of competitive poetry,
student written and performed works are judged in front of a live audience by a panel of five
community members using a scoring scale of 8.0-10, with the highest and lowest score being
dropped. The school and team with the most points at the end of four rounds is crowned the
SLAM champion, earning a miniature gold spray painted boombox for bragging rights.
Participant Criteria
Participants in this study were high school students and two college freshman, with
particular attention on mentors of color with a variety of years’ experience and mentees of color
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in the program. Participant and student names will be remixed to protect their identities,
ethically encouraged with regards to qualitative research (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Creswell,
2013). Each participant completed all formal aspects of employment and hiring procedures such
as an application, background check, interview, and orientation as required through the district.
In total,17 program locations exist within the large Midwest urban district; 15 total mentors, 14
of whom are mentors of color; and approximately 250 elementary youth served bi-weekly in the
program. Four mentors of color with mentor experience ranging from one to three years in the
program were chosen, with two of them self-identifying as male, and two self-identifying as
female for the purposes of reflecting in weekly participant logs for six weeks. The four chosen
mentors will be responsible for as well as one-hour long face to face interviews.
Data Collection Ethics
Contact between participating mentors and the researcher occurred regularly over the
period of six weeks in order to cover proper procedures, interviews, and follow-ups. While I
know each program mentor due to my position within the overall organization, each participant,
along with their guardians were contacted by phone (Appendix A and Appendix B). Internal
Review Board requires participants under the age of 18 to have parental or guardian consent;
therefore, the phone call and an assent to participate (Appendix C and Appendix D) served as a
means to be transparent about the research’s purpose and their desired cooperation. Upon
agreement of participating, a survey was distributed to begin determining trends offering insight
into the experiences of mentors of color. Throughout the remainder of the six weeks, participant
journals were collected along with data from 60 minute interviews from four mentors of color,
two self-identifying males and two self-identifying females with one to three years of mentoring
experience in order to capture feelings and emotions associated with the program, ranging from
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perceptions of its impact on their mentees to future career goals. All participants chosen for
interviews and journal logs were afforded the ability to review transcripts with a critical lens, ask
questions, and provide feedback for preferred changes through member checks (Merriam, 2009).
Data Collection
Data collection began by focusing on a paper/ pencil survey administered to 15 program
mentors of color which contains 12 Likert scale responses supported by one to two sentence
rationales related to mentor experiences. In addition, the survey asked mentors to indicate
reasons for involvement and interest ranging from teacher recommendation to the simple need
for a job. Lastly, the survey investigated the perceived benefits and faults of the program by
asking mentors of color to respond in short answer form to two prompts. The next phase of the
research process analyzed survey responses by focusing specifically on the four chosen mentors
of color with varied years of experience in the program. The four chosen mentors of color were
responsible for completing weekly participant logs for approximately six weeks, as well as onehour long face-to-face interview.
Data Collection Methods
In qualitative research numerous forms, documents, art, recordings, interviews,
observations, and conversations all act as potential forms of data (Creswell, 2013). This study
utilized surveys, interviews, and participant logs as data in the form of student voice in the
understanding of participant experiences. The low number of participants allowed for interviews
to be conducted thoroughly, leading to more vivid understanding. Patton (2002) explains
qualitative data as direct quotes from people about their experiences, opinions, feelings, and
knowledge. Furthermore, participant logs, and interview findings helped capture deeper, more
genuine moments that better speak to participant’s experiences. Creswell (2013) suggests data
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collection occurs best in settings of familiarity as opposed to outside environments that might
cause discomfort or distraction. As a result, data will be collected in locations of the participant’s
elementary assignment, or self-identified safe classroom space. Lastly, each data type contains
adVantages and limitations. Advantages and limitations to surveys, participant logs, and
interviews are more specifically noted in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1
Types of Data Collected: AdVantages and Limitations
Data
Collection
Type
Survey

Options Within Type

AdVantages

Limitations

 Paper/pencil
 Electronic

 Obtain information prior to
face-to-face interview,
demographic information and
background experiences
 Responses may impact other
data collection types
 Useful when observation of
participants is not appropriate
or cannot occur
 Participants can provide
historical information
 Allows researcher control
over the line of questioning
 Allows questions over a
length of time
 Encourages open exchanges
 Cost and time efficient

 Little/no personal
connection
 Participant may
misinterpret question

 Information filtered
through interviewee
views and beliefs
 May not occur in the
natural or contextual
setting
 Researcher’s presence
may bias responses
 Not all are equally
articulate and
perceptive
 Privacy issues with
online options
 Technical skills needed
for electronic data
collection
Artifact and
 Public documents, such as
 Enables research to obtain
 Not all are equally
Document
district information from
language and words of
articulate and
Review
website, job descriptions,
participants
perceptive
reports, newspapers or
 Can be accessed at time
 May be protected
meeting minutes
convenient to researcher
information unavailable
 Private documents such as
to access
 Represents data that are
letters, emails, work notes,
thoughtful in that participants  Requires researcher to
reports, and journals
have attended to the
search out information
 Photos
compilation
 Requires transcribing or
 Videos
 Saves a research time and
scanning for computer
expense of transcribing
entry
 Images
 Unobtrusive way to collect
 Materials may be
data
incomplete
 Participants directly share
 Documents may not be
their reality
accurate or genuine
 Creative
 May be difficult to
interpret
 May not be accessible
 Observer presence may
disrupt or affect
responses
Note: Adapted from 30 Essential Skills for the Qualitative Researcher, by J. W. Creswell, Copyright 2016 by SAGE
Publications, Inc.
Interview

 Face-to-face individual, in
person
 Telephone or virtual
interview-use of device
(Zoom, Face Time, or Skype)
to conduct interview
 Focus group-researcher
interviews participants in a
group
 Online interviews-email,
chatroom, instant messaging
format
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Surveys
According to Creswell (2014), survey designs provide ways of looking at trends, feelings,
and thoughts in terms of numbers within a population. The survey provides key information
concerning mentors favorite and least favorite aspects of the program, feelings regarding their
own schooling experiences, their perception of how the program impacts mentees, and their
future career aspirations, as well as whether or not it improved self-confidence, or provided
structure to stay more positive inside and outside of school.
A paper-pencil survey (see Appendix C) containing three sections was specifically
created for program mentors to consider their overall experiences. Paper-pencil surveys were
more easily accessible for participating youth than an electronic version. The paper-pencil style
survey allows participants to express responses in both handwriting and sketch form, making
answers more intimate and tangible than an electronic survey. Furthermore, paper-pencil
surveys also support research findings from writing to learn techniques that suggest by asking
students to write out their ideas first they can more accurately speak on and articulate responses
to what’s being asked (Fry & Villagomez, 2012).
The survey asked participants to respond to 12 statements using a Likert scale ranging
from strongly agree, agree, strongly disagree, and disagree along with a one to two sentence
rationale explaining their response. In addition, the survey asked mentors to check all applicable
options providing understanding regarding how and why they were involved in the program.
Participants were provided a list containing outside mentor recommendation, teacher
recommendation, peer recommendation, interest in spoken word poetry, the need for a job and
money, the desire to be a teacher or teaching artist, and an open option in case their reason for
interest and involvement is not represented. Lastly, the survey asked mentors to consider the
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programs greatest benefit and biggest drawback through short answer response. In this study, due
to the number of total mentors and the constraints with time to interview them all or organize
schedules to meet for focus groups, longitudinal surveys allow for the glimpse of a bigger picture
in a much faster time frame. Surveys were administered to individual mentors at various times of
availability within a week time period with a quick turnaround time of no more than two days set
for collection. Some chose to meet at their assigned school sites during program hours, while
others filled them out before or after courses during the school day and during times of
convenience. In addition, survey responses were used in the creation of interview questions as a
means to more fully learn individual perspective and context to findings as well as used in
connection to participant logs.
Participant Logs
Four participant mentors of color, two self-identifying males and two self-identifying
females with one to three years of experience were asked to complete journal entries over a span
of a six weeks. These journals acted as a closer to real time snapshot of mentor’s thoughts,
feelings, and experiences directly tied to the time they spent with their mentees. In qualitative
research, the goal is to authentically capture the voices of participants when attempting to learn
from their experiences; and participant logs provide a space for them to reflect honestly in their
own words. Much research exists highlighting the significance of writing to learn, the slowing
down and processing of information through written reflection (Fry, 2012; Lent, 2012).
Interviews
If one wants to know the answer to something, all they need to do is ask; the field of
qualitative research is no different. This study specifically sought to discover to find out what
was on the minds of mentors as well as how they felt about and interpreted their experiences.
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Therefore, interpretive questions were intentionally designed and directly aimed at participants
seeking to find out exactly what those experiences are (see Appendix D). In order to obtain the
best data possible from interviewing, good questions must be asked and the way questions are
worded is crucial (Merriam, 2009). Several specific questions of value exist with regards to the
program, while others are more open-ended, capable of being followed up on and delved into
deeper. As a result, interviews were semi-structured, conducted among four mentors of color
with one to three years of experience, with each receiving the same 11 initial questions
(Merriam, 2009). Additionally, some interview questions were guided by the findings in the four
chosen mentors of color surveys and participant journals, which provided more insight into
specific individual experiences throughout a six-week timeframe. Interviews lasted no more than
60 minutes, were conducted in places of participants choosing, audio recorded, and transcribed.
Figure 3.1 below acts as a visual for the data collection process.

Survey
Results

Participant
Logs

Interviews

Figure 3.1 Data Collection Process
Data Analysis Procedures
Surveys, participant logs, and interviews provided a variety of data to analyze. The
analysis of data was ongoing; however, it started with surveys (Appendix E) in an attempt to
gather information to inform specific interview questions (Appendix F) to better understand
participant experiences. According to Strauss and Corbin (1998), approaches to analysis should
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consist of coding in order for a concept to clearly develop after constant comparisons between
data. By analyzing survey responses and participant logs using a system of color coding, I
searched to find common language, or outliers providing deeper perspective and understanding,
which lead to more robust interviews. I recorded interviews with a smart phone and files were
transcribed by an outside source with NIH training for the purposes of time and my relationship
to participants as a teacher causing the potential to misinterpret tones, inflections, or word
choice. I annotated and took notes of transcriptions for quicker frames of reference during
analysis. All collected data were stored on a secure USB drive for confidentiality and anonymity
and will be destroyed after five years.
Qualitative Approaches to Data Coding
Qualitative researchers often disagree on the recommended procedures for clear data
analysis. Creswell (2013) suggests six, while Giorgi (1997) advocates for five, and others
typically fall somewhere between. However, almost all share similar beliefs with minor
eliminations, additions, or combinations (Asmussen & Creswell, 1995; Crabtree & Miller, 1992;
Huberman & Miles, 1994; Merriam, 2009; Wolcott, 1994). For the purposes of this research
study, I utilized the most recent works of Creswell (2013) and Merriam (2009) in four main
steps.
Step 1: Collection of data. I collected data in the form of 13 surveys, six participant logs
from four mentors of color, and interviews from the same four mentors of color participating in
weekly journal entries. Responses from surveys were collected over a five-day school week, and
participant logs were turned in once a week for a total of six weeks. Logs were analyzed in order
to gain a baseline understanding of participant backgrounds as well as for the assistance in the
construction of interview questions aimed to take understanding deeper. I constructed open-
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ended interview questions to encourage a more detailed description of the participants’
experience from their own interpretive viewpoint. A starting line of 11 questions was first used
during interviews to establish a level of comfort and safety with participants that assisted in
gaining responses from follow up questions more closely connected to survey and log entry
findings.
Step 2: Reading the data. Because surveys and participant logs influenced the creation
of follow up interview questions (Appendix F), I began with surveys in order to gauge why
participants joined the program and aspects of the program that interested them most in order to
identify common themes. Four chosen participants turned in weekly logs for six weeks, and their
entries were analyzed within a 48 hour period in the hopes of capturing specific moments of
value worthy of extensive exploration during the interview process with the same chosen
participants. In addition, logs were cross-referenced with surveys to look for ways details
connected to larger thematic connections. Described experiences in log entries assisted the
creation of follow-up interview questions with responses transcribed by an outside source which
I annotated and studied to better connecting experiences across participants.
Step 3: Dividing up the data. While analyzing surveys, participant logs, and interviews,
steps were taken to divide data into “like” categories or themes. For example, during annotation
and note processing I will specifically looked for data relating to mentors’ overall experiences,
the perceived impact the program has on mentors’ relationships with their own teachers and
academics, the program’s connectedness to mentors’ future goals, as well as how mentors
perceive the program benefitting their mentees. If experiences and participant responses were
similar or connected in certain ways they were organized together as a means to establish
structure and a framing to the findings. Similarly, outliers appearing to provide counter
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narratives or evidence to other findings were highlighted for mention and further exploration. I
am a visual learner; therefore, themes and outliers were noted using highlighters to color code
the information into a manageable number of categories (Creswell, 2013).
Step 4: Summarizing and synthesizing the data for the scholarly community.
Findings were presented in an academic manner, founded in proper research principles. Upon the
completion of color-coding themes, topics, and outliers, a re-examination process is crucial to
ensure the purpose of the research is the main focus. I am responsible for honoring the lived
experiences and primary texts of the participants in an environment that contains various
implications with regards to findings. Therefore, proper member checking measures (Merriam,
2009) were taken to ensure participant approval regarding accuracy throughout the process of
analyzing emerging themes and understanding. Member checking occurred at each phase of data
collection and analysis. Each survey participant had the opportunity to check researcher findings
and themes. In addition, the four participants chosen for both the participant logs and interviews
were further provided the means to check researcher ideas, themes, and findings throughout the
research and analysis process. Member checking provides participants the direct ability to look at
researcher findings in order to determine their feelings regarding the correctness of descriptions,
and themes (Creswell, 2014). This process ensures the research presented is as genuine as
possible and also establishes room for rich, thick description enhances the reader’s ability to feel
a part of a shared experience (Creswell, 2014). In addition, data was triangulated through the use
of surveys, participant logs, and interview transcriptions in order to build a strong, justified base
for themes which adds to the study’s validity (Creswell, 2014; Creswell & Miller, 2000; Lincoln,
Lynham, & Guba, 2011).
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Qualitative Axial and Open Data Coding
This research study began with open coding as detailed by Creswell (2013), where data is
examined for major categories and themes and color-coded based on topics. Open coding
provides the opportunity to detail the experiences of participants without preemptive bias and
opinions and started immediately following the gathering and first reading of available data.
Initially, survey data were coded with the intention of determining a sense of experiences as a
whole, which allowed for ideas to occur organically to be further explored in logs and interview
transcripts (Creswell, 2014; Tesch, 1990). Strategies to bracket my own hypotheses, opinions,
and bias connected to the experiences of program participants included peer debriefings, thick
descriptions of participant responses, triangulation, and reflexivity in order to maintain
credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Anfara, Brown, and Mangione,
2002).
Open coding materialized during the search for chunks of meaning as described in step
three of Creswell’s (2013) data analysis process, where chunks were identified. Chunks
determined major categories related to research subquestions after investigating and reflecting
upon the data on several occasions. Chunks and phrases that appeared to be significantly
connected to mentor experiences were highlighted and color-coded with different colors to
represent the various experiences (Appendix G).
After open coding began, I identified open coding categories that appear to be directly
connected to the research and color coded them based on major and secondary themes, which
became core phenomenon (Creswell, 2013). I consider myself a visual learner; therefore, a colorcoding system allowed me to more easily see connections, relationships, and differences among
the identified categories and topics. Open coding and the use of colors provided a sound means
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of organizing and structuring for the purposes of synthesizing and interpreting findings that
allowed for a better focus on the lived experiences of Half-Pints Poetry mentors. Detailed coding
at such a level further provided rich, thick descriptions necessary in a collective case study.
Design Issues
Determining the quality and value of a qualitative research study is subjective. However,
various researchers within the field continue to investigate the issues of quality concerning
qualitative research, often coming to similarly connected conclusions regarding how to
determine if a study is valuable. The researcher’s most important job is to ensure trustworthiness
with concern to procedures and findings; the researcher is the means through which data was
collected (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1998). Furthermore, Lincoln & Guba (1985) and
Merriam (1998) remind that findings from human participants are interpreted and negotiated by
the researcher, pointing out that perspective and negotiation are informing each other. One way
to attempt to eliminate misinformation is to engage in long-term connection with participants in
the study, practice member checks, and share findings with colleagues for peer review and
feedback (Fetterman, 2010; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1988).
Trust building between participants and the researcher through consistent, continuous one-onone communication was a key component with concern to important cultural components of the
work and reliability of the findings.
Standards of Investigation
Multiple research views concerning validity and authenticity in qualitative research exist.
Terms, perspectives, and purpose for investigating all differ slightly from one another, borrowing
and evolving ideas in some cases and directly challenging ideas in others. Creswell (2013)
suggests authors should determine the types and terms around validation and authenticity they
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feel most comfortable and use a number of validation strategies. Therefore, this study
incorporated ideas from Eisner (1991), Wolcott (1994), Whitmore, Chase & Mandle (2001),
Richardson & St. Piere (2005), and Lincoln, Lynham & Guba (2011), creating the standards for
investigation.
A Synthesis of Perspectives
Recognizing Creswell’s (2013) advice regarding the use of multiple perspectives and
strategies, the researcher must find a way to interpret it all. Focusing on primary criteria such as
credibility, authenticity, criticality, and integrity allows the research to be more reflexive
(Whitmore, Chase, & Mandle, 2001). Specific strategies used to ensure this are peer reviews and
debriefings that allow for external checks in the process (Ely et al., 1991; Erlandson et al., 1993;
Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1988). In addition, researchers
benefit from finding secondary standards that include creativity, vividness, explicitness, and
sensitivity with the intent of raising questions about ideas formulated during the study
(Whitmore, Chase, & Mandle, 2001). Richardson & St. Pierre (2005), better describe such a
synthesis of perspectives as a crystal which can change, grow, and be altered dependent upon the
viewpoint from which it is seen and understood. Therefore, a plethora of perspectives, strategies,
and techniques exist within the framework of this particular qualitative research study.
Credibility & Corroboration
This study’s use of surveys, participant logs, and interview data in the collection process
is done so to gain a deeper understanding of participants’ experiences in the program. Using
structural corroboration, the researcher analyzed multiple data forms to confirm or conflict
interpretations, which assist in better seeing and understanding the whole (Eisner, 1991).
Ultimately, the more sources for data studied and utilized, the stronger the researchers feeling of
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credibility in the work. Similarly, Richardson, and St. Pierre (2005) as well as Lincoln and
colleagues (2011) see validity tied directly to ethics through relationship with research
participants, using open dialogue and discourse as the means to which self-reflection and honesty
exist in shared space with the researcher. Many experts support spending extended engagement
and continued observation as a means to strengthen trust between participants and researchers
(Fetterman, 2010; Creswell & Miller, 2000).
Limitations
In qualitative research, numerous limitations exist due to the nature of the work and the
room for subjective interpretation. The most immediate or obvious limitation is the researcher’s
connection to the work and participants. As a high school teacher, co-founder and artistic
program director, and spoken word coach of many of the participating youth, I admit potential
bias. Regardless of efforts taken to maintain neutrality, the researcher’s personal feelings and
experiences influenced findings. One of the first ways this shows itself is in the survey. Survey
options and choices might be considered limiting, considering the survey’s creation by the
researcher.
Even though the participant logs and interviews are attempts at digging beyond the
surface of survey findings, survey findings as well as findings from other sources are not used to
convey a single story narrative. Additionally, reviewing and coding participant logs and
interview transcriptions, at times became difficult to determine intent, sarcasm, and tone. For
example, the age of participants, and their mentees in some cases lead to limited self-reflection.
Lastly, the sample size for this particular research is small, gaining rich, thick description of
experiences from only 4 of 13 mentors of color involved in the program.
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Delimitations
Access to participants is a delimitation due to my relationship with many of the
participants as a teacher, mentor, and coach. Furthermore, many participants share courses and
programs together, which provided numerous opportunities to member check and to become
further informed regarding findings as they unfolded. Because such a strong trust and
relationship already exists, the process of interviewing and collecting data was comfortable and
familiar. Significantly, a large majority of participants are students of color which helps shed
light on research pertaining to the experiences of students of color in school as well as their
future career interests as a result of their experience.
Summary
This chapter outlines and details the design and methodology to be used in the collective
case study describing the experiences of high school mentors of color in an after-school urban
and expressive arts program for elementary youth in a large Midwestern, urban school district.
Furthermore, this chapter provides reasons and rationale for the research design and
methodology as well as the collection and analysis of data. Lastly, this chapter explains
necessary ethical issues, delimitations, and limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
“My emancipation don’t fit your equation.” – Lauryn Hill
My research investigated the lived experiences (Van Manen, 1990) of 13 high school
mentors of color in an expressive arts after-school program for elementary students in a large
Midwest urban district. I utilized qualitative methods (Creswell, 2009) with data gathering
documents including paper and pencil surveys, journal entries, and one-on-one interviews. Data
were organized into manageable units of understanding, patterns, and themes to determine
information learned and reported (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). This chapter presents the themes and
learning which emerged during analysis of the data, providing a framework for better
understanding the experiences of mentors of color in an expressive arts after-school program for
elementary students. This chapter focuses on the rich, thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973) to report
findings using verbatim testimony of participants documented during pencil and paper survey,
journal entry, and one-on-one interview responses.
The testimonies presented in this chapter represent 13 participant paper and pencil survey
responses. Participant’s age, years in program, sex and level of involvement in the study are
represented below in Table 4.1. All participant pseudonyms were chosen by respondents during
the member checking process.
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Table 4.1
Demographics of Study Participants
Participant
Name

Identified
Race

Age

18
17
15

Years in
Program as
Mentor
1
1
1

Trina
Jordan
Kris

Bi-Racial
Black
Black

John
Mia
Jackie
Etta

Female
Female
Male

Black
Bi-Racial
Black
Black

19
17
18
18

2
1
2
2

Male
Female
Female
Female

Jay
Kyle
Jessica

Latino
Asian
Black

18
18
18

3
1
2

Male
Male
Female

Patience
Derrick

Bi-Racial
Bi-Racial

18
18

1
3

Female
Male

Black

19

2

Female

Lydia

Sex

Level of
Study
Involvement
Survey
Survey
Survey,
Participant
Logs, and
Interview
Survey
Survey
Survey
Survey,
Participant
Logs, and
Interview
Survey
Survey
Survey,
Participant
Logs, and
Interview
Survey
Survey,
Participant
Logs, and
Interview
Survey

Journal entries written over a period of six weeks, as well as participant’s responses
during one-on-one interviews were gathered from one multi-racial identifying male, one Black
identifying male, and two Black identifying females. One-on-one interview questions pertaining
to specific mentees, or experiences were informed by participant paper and pencil survey and
journal entry responses. These four participants were chosen for more in-depth responses in an
attempt to compare experiences among a singular racial group to avoid the possibility of
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tokenizing (Niemann, 2003; Niemann, 2016) experiences of those representing other racial
groups represented by only one participant. In addition, participants’ length of time as mentors in
the program was considered in deciding participant log entry and one-on-one interviews in order
to understand participant experiences at various levels of involvement. See Table 4.1 above.
Below, Figure 4.1 provides a visual for data collection sources and to indicate paper and pencil
responses, as well as experiences detailed in participant logs influenced the creation of one-onone interview question.

Participant
Logs
Paper and
Pencil
Survey

One on
One
Interviews
Data
Collection

Figure 4.1. Data Gathering Procedures
This chapter begins with a brief introduction to the participants through their interest and
decision to involve themselves as a mentor in the after-school program as well as quick character
and personality descriptions. Analysis of the data follows, pointing more specifically to findings
directly tied to the four research sub-questions of this study:


In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement in the
urban and expressive arts after-school program impact their high school academic
experiences?
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In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement impact
their relationships with teachers?



In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement in the
program impact their future career aspirations?



What are the perceived effects of the program on the elementary youth of color it serves
according to mentors?

The chapter concludes by presenting additional themes that emerged during data analysis, further
answering the “grand tour” (Spradley, 1979) research question: What are the experiences of the
high school mentors of color participating in an after-school expressive arts program for
elementary aged youth? Data provided in this chapter are presented as verbatim quotes in the
voice, context, phrasing, and sentence structure of participants’ reporting. Pseudonyms are used
in describing participants for the purposes of anonymity.
Participant Involvement and Interest in After-School Program
During data collection, the 13 participants described reasons for their interest and
involvement in the expressive arts after-school program on paper and pencil surveys. This
section incorporates participant responses along with a brief glimpse into their personalities and
character. Collectively, these responses reveal multiple aims for getting involved in the afterschool expressive arts program, with many overlapping among mentors.
Trina. Trina joined Half-Pints, the after- school writing and performing spoken word
poetry workshop, facilitated by local high school artist mentors twice a week for 90 minutes in
approximately 20 elementary schools with 2nd through 5th grade students across the Midwest
urban district, as a senior, serving as a mentor for only one. Trina is 18 years old and identifies as
a multi-racial (Black and white) female. Jokingly, she acknowledges many mistake her for being
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fully white due to her skin tone, until learning her name or paying closer attention to her “thick,
dark, kinky, closely curling, hair.” She is shy from years of feeling like she’s never fit in because
of her lighter skin. At times during her high school experience, she struggled with attendance and
commitment as a result of internal battles of wanting to feel more accepted by her peers. She
lives in extreme poverty with her white mother who struggles with physical abilities and is
wheelchair bound, her white grandmother, and two younger sisters. Trina escapes her
circumstances by reading, researching, and studying history, often incorporating such interests
into her poetry. Trina became interested in the Half-Pints program specifically because, “I knew
that it would help me decide if teaching was something I wanted to do. I thought it would help
me become me and just be a better, more positive person.” A peer who knew she wrote poetry
and had interest in becoming a teacher recommended her to the Half-Pints program.
Jordan. Jordan became involved in the Half-Pints program as a sophomore and recently
finished her first year as a mentor. Jordan is 16 years old and identifies as a Black female. Jordan
is frequently animated in her communication; her emotions and energy are at times difficult to
reign in, and she unabashedly welcomes the spotlight and center stage. Jordan consistently
showcases her confidence, often referring to herself as “unapologetically black.” Much of her
poetry describes her experiences as a young, empowered Black female demanding others listen
to her. She lives with her mother, older sister who is also heavily involved in the program, and
her younger brother. Jordan was interested in becoming a Half-Pints mentor after being
recommended by her own spoken word mentor and WordShop peers. WordShop is the high
school after-school spoken word poetry program which brings all district high school youth poets
together once a week for 90 minutes to write, create, share, and build community with one
another as poets. Jordan also freely admits she was partially motivated by money and learning
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more about a potential future career path, citing the program’s financial compensation and her
interest in becoming an elementary teacher in her paper and pencil survey. She writes, “With this
job, it made me realize I am a young adult now. I need to manage my time and juggle my
responsibilities.” Jordan is very focused on her future and is working hard to receive a
scholarship to an HBCU (Historically Black College or University).
Kris. Kris began his time as a mentor in the Half-Pints program as a sophomore and just
completed his first year in the position. Kris is 15 years old and identifies as a Black male with a
speech impediment. Kris’s interest in spoken word poetry stems back to his early middle school
years when he began attending WordShop and performing as early as 12 with the hopes of
gaining more confidence when speaking due to his issues with speech. Kris is happy-go-lucky, a
self-described goof, and dedicated to the craft of writing and performing. His immaturity is
frequently on display when interacting with his peers, but many view him as their younger
brother they bring along and help raise. His appearance is reminiscent of Dwayne Wayne from A
Different World. His smile is a mile wide, and his laugh can levy negative energy taking up
space. He is always ready with a hug when necessary. His mother and grandmother are his world
and rarely miss a show. Kris decided to become a Half-Pint mentor simply because his own
spoken word poetry mentors recommended him. In his own words, “My sophomore year started
and then (my spoken word mentor) called me, or he texted me. He was like, ‘Yo, Kris I want you
to be a mentor.’ And then I was like, ‘Yeah. Of course. I got you.’”
John. John just wrapped up his second year as a Half-Pints mentor. John joined the
mentor team as a senior in high school and continued with the program as a freshman in college.
John is 19 years old and identifies as a Black male. Currently, he lives at home with his mother
and father, and sister, Etta who is also heavily involved in the program. John is soft spoken and
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larger than life, standing in both stature and personality; checking in at 6’3, he has a tendency to
tower over most he interacts with. He is incredibly caring and passionate but also quick to make
decisions based upon emotion. He isn’t shy about his love for the Lord, and he has a true passion
for singing in his churches choir and using his voice. When reflecting on the program’s benefits,
he writes in his survey, “I think it helped me find my voice more because I knew I had one.” His
involvement in WordShop since his freshman year of high school provided him a community to
create and express, care free of the constraints he sometimes felt placed on him by his family.
John values loyalty and genuine relationships and leans in on his own mentors when necessary.
He joined the Half-Pints mentor team at the recommendation of teaching and spoken word
mentors, for his future interest in becoming a teaching artist, and because of his love for spoken
word poetry.
Mia. Mia a junior, age 17, just finished her first year as a Half-Pints mentor. Mia
identifies as a multi-racial (Black and white) female who openly admits many first view her as
Latina as a result of her complexion. She comes from tough love and tight rules and a history of
hopping in and out of her parents’ house as a result of butting heads. When not at home, she
stays at her sister’s, bouncing back and forth between the two with little consistency. Mia is
sometimes crippled by anxiety and depression, struggling to feel valued by her family as a result
of her experiences. Therefore, Mia keeps herself as busy as possible, dedicating as much of her
time as possible to positions of leadership and constantly seeking out opportunities to be
involved in various aspects of her high school experience. Mia is heavily involved in her high
school newspaper as a main editor. She is in love with soccer as evidenced by a knee brace,
which never seems to leave her left leg and her title as team captain. When not on the field or
stage, she can be found taking pictures at school events, and editing videos from SLAMs in her
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free time. Mia’s interest in spoken word poetry continues to grow, and she sees it as a tool to
help her through her anxiety and depression. She first became involved in the Half-Pints program
due to a peer recommendation and admits she loves it because “on some bad days it really helps
you stay positive.”
Jackie. Jackie just completed her senior year of high school and her second year as a
Half-Pints poetry mentor. Jackie is 18 years old and self-identifies as a Black, queer, female. She
stands small in stature, with twists darting in multiple directions from her head and a nose ring in
the shape of a barbell. At heart, she is a lover and a bit forgetful, getting lost in her own thoughts
and shy introversion. Yet Jackie is a champion for Black females, writing and cultivating the arts
in new and unique ways. Her peers frequently refer to her as the best writer among WordShop
attendees. Her works often have an existential quality with spiritual and ancestral characteristics.
She never shies away from an open mic opportunity and appears to feel more comfortable on
stage than off. While Jackie’s writing has often been at the forefront of her art, over the past two
years, she has focused on taking her writing from the page to the stage in order to stretch herself.
She reflects on her survey, “I think my drive will always be poetry and usually it takes you a
while to find what you wanna do passionately.” She has grown in confidence as a result of
competing in poetry SLAMs and become more self-assured and self-affirming. Jackie is unafraid
to admit her interest in the Half-Pints poetry mentor position is monetarily connected, but to get
paid for working in the art of spoken word poetry is two-fold. Jackie is also quick to
acknowledge she isn’t sure if directly working with young people is for her. A WordShop peer
recommended Jackie to the Half-Pints position.
Etta. Etta Blonde’s involvement in the Half-Pints poetry program began her junior year
of high school. Etta is 18 years old and identifies as an African-American female. Recently, she
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graduated and made the decision to head to higher education to continue pursuing the arts.
Personally, Etta struggled with dyslexia during her elementary and middle school years, thus
avoiding reading as much as possible, leading to her becoming a bit of an introvert. While Etta
acknowledges as a result of her dyslexia she is quiet in the classroom, she views the stage as her
space to speak and does so ferociously. She stated, “Some teachers didn’t even know I spoke
until they saw me perform at a show.” Her stage presence is difficult to ignore. Etta thrives off
competition, often only finding inspiration to write right before poetry SLAM preparations
begin. Etta has been involved in spoken word poetry since middle school, following after her
brother John. She describes poetry as healing and hope, adding in her survey, “poetry is
something that I’m really passionate about. And like if I was like elementary still, I would want
someone to approach me with poetry. I would want to be involved in it way earlier than I was
initially.” Much of her poetry is personally vulnerable, going to places in her past to speak on her
timidity and difficulties in the present. She cites singer Jill Scott as her role model and
writer/director Issa Rae as her inspiration. Her spoken word mentor and a teacher recommended
her to the Half-Pints position.
Jay. Jay completed his third year as a Half-Pints mentor just before graduating from high
school. Jay is 18 years old, self-identifies as a Latino male, and is considered a veteran mentor
and spoken word poet due to his length of involvement in the multiple programs offered since his
middle school years. In middle school, he put down a baseball bat and glove to pick up a pen. No
longer happy with what sports offered and due to his interest in Hip-Hop growing, he gravitated
toward spoken word. Jay is picky about writing and performing poetry and thrives off of
competition. Most of his poems tell personal stories of his family, Mexican roots and justice,
whether speaking on his mother’s unending love and sacrifices, Abuela’s lessons, or 12 teachers
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fatally falling to terrorists in Oaxaca in 2016. He is the only poet from the city to compete on
each of the organizations spoken word poetry teams at the Brave New Voices International Teen
Poetry SLAM since they began taking teams six years ago. Jay’s peers view him as a quiet
leader, despite his presence on stage. Jay lives at home with his parents, young brother, and
younger sister who never miss a show, even during summer competition. Jay became involved as
a Half-Pint mentor his sophomore year of high school after being recommended by his spoken
word mentor, teachers, and peer. He explains in his survey, “Half-Pints has helped me find most
of my purpose for poetry.”
Kyle. Kyle acted as a Half-Pint mentor during his senior year of high school and is
planning on returning for another year. Kyle is 18 years old and identifies as an Asian American
male. He is the son of Vietnamese refugees and one of seven brothers and sisters living in the
same house. In the sixth grade, Kyle was diagnosed with muscular dystrophy and has been
confined to a wheelchair all of his teenage years. Kyle began writing spoken word poetry only a
few years ago as a means to speak on his existence and circumstances and as a means to find joy
in his day-to-day life. He is consumed with Hip-Hop culture, an expert on artist album release
dates, and stays up to date on up-and-comers. When not at home, on stage, or in class, he can be
found at a local Hip-Hop concert or event. Kyle enjoys multiple visual art styles but none more
than Anime. Kyle is interested in becoming a teacher but at the same time consistently worries
about his physical constraints and whether or not he will be accepted. He expresses as a result of
his role in the program, “I am definitely more comfortable to take the lead.” As a Half-Pints
mentor he was able to test the waters of teaching in a way he felt safe, learning to overcome his
doubts and fears by sharing the power of writing and performing with younger people. Kyle
specifically became interested in the Half-Pints program for a multitude of reasons that included
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testing out whether or not teaching was something he wanted to pursue as a career, making
money, the art of spoken word, and the fact the school he was paired at was close to his home
which made personal transportation more accessible.
Jessica. Jessica is an 18 year old self identified Black female with a passion for reading,
writing poetry, and teaching. Jessica recently completed her second year as a Half-Pints poetry
mentor and is eager to gain her own space as a future elementary classroom teacher. Jessica is
the older sister of Jordan and she can often be found with her nose in a book, glasses pushed
toward her face, or with her head down writing her next SLAM piece. She might even find time
to belt out Beyoncé’s entire musical catalogue while snap chatting the performance. Jessica has
what some call “clout,” a community following and captivating energy that exudes positivity and
inclusiveness. She has thousands of social media followers as a result of her work. She is
frequently requested by outside organizations seeking poets for various events, her most notable
perhaps at the state capital’s National Women’s Day March. Yet, Jessica admits to privately
having tremendous self-doubt, struggling to recognize her art and activism as proof of her power
and leadership. Jessica opens up on her survey, “I’ve had my voice but sometimes am doubtful in
using it but Half-Pints helps me realize my voice has power.” Jessica is Black and proud and like
her sister, unapologetic in her desires for what the world should be. She is learning to not bite her
tongue between the gap in her teeth or hold back when something needs to be said. She is usually
the first person to welcome and acknowledge others in spaces she shares with them and to
approach those she feels overstep racial and cultural bounds. Jessica’s involvement in the
program came from numerous recommendations ranging from her spoken word mentor, to
teachers, and peers.
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Patience. Patience is an 18-year-old self identified bi-racial female who pulls no
punches. Her hobbies include participating in cheerleading, a drill and drum core ensemble, and
WordShop. Patience is the type of person who wants to do it all but recognizes her limitations.
She enjoys being both social and a homebody. For example, a great time to Patience is being
surrounded by friends, take out food, and Netflix. When she’s not at school, drill and drum
practice, WordShop, or with friends, you can probably find her looking after the children of close
family members. Perhaps it’s Patience’s penchant for humor, experience with young family
members, or high expectations, but younger people are naturally drawn to her. Patience is brash,
sure-footed, and what some might call “a pistol” if she feels disrespected or done wrong. She has
no issue acting as an authority figure when necessary and is known to intimidate others as a
result of her strong, take-charge personality. She joined the Half-Pints program because she
wished something similar existed when she was in elementary school. Patience’s interest in HalfPints extended beyond her love of poetry and is connected to her desires to want to teach
elementary school and make money in a job she thought she’d enjoy while in high school.
Patience participated as a mentor in the program during her senior year. She stated, “I wanted to
join last year (as a junior), but couldn’t because of cheering. This year, I quit cheer to do it and
enjoyed it a lot.”
Derrick. Derrick’s involvement and interest in spoken word poetry dates back to his
middle school experiences when he was seeking an outlet to express his feelings regarding his
absent father. He is incredibly sensitive and emotional, unafraid to cry when moved. Derrick
considers himself a founding member of WordShop and other programs offered through the
organization. Derrick, running his hands along the sides of his flat top confidently expresses in
his one-on-one interview, “I’ve been involved since the beginning.” Derrick is 18 years old and
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identifies as a bi-racial male that feels more Black than white despite his lighter skin tone and
hates being the only black person in his family because he feels no one understands where he is
coming from in some of his thoughts and feelings. Much of Derrick’s poetry focuses on his lack
of a relationship with his biological dad, being bi-racial, and the significance of his mother in his
life. He is one of the longest acting mentors in the Half-Pints program, serving in the role for
three years. Derrick was initially invited to become a part of the program by his WordShop poet
mentor and stayed on due to his love of poetry, paid employment, and increasing interest in
becoming a teacher.
Lydia. Lydia is a 19 year old self-identified Black female with a personality that bubbles
similar to the way her auburn and brown hair bounces on her head when she walks. She
frequently rocks 1970s reminiscent round glasses, a hoodie, and her insulin pack underneath. She
recently finished her freshman year of college, majoring in Education. Lydia is dedicated to
improving social justice, using art as an outlet of joy and celebration, and making a career of
being a teaching artist. Lydia is driven, focused, and honed in on reaching her personally
established goals. She became involved in WordShop as a junior in high school after spending
her freshman and sophomore year in theatre. Much of Lydia’s poetry speaks on her personal
struggles and how she’s overcome them or highlights important figures in her life responsible for
keeping her positive and grounded. She explains on her survey, “I continue to find my voice
every day and I allow myself to be an open book for people to learn from." Lydia is incredibly
mature due to familial circumstances pushing her into roles of leadership early as she looked
after younger siblings, along with her health since being diagnosed with diabetes at a young age.
Lydia recently completed her second year in the Half-Pints program as a mentor and became
involved due to her love of poetry and WordShop poet mentor.
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Participant responses reveal a number of factors responsible for mentors’ involvement in
the program, many of which are shared. Most participate because of existing interest in the art of
spoken word poetry and personal mentor and teacher recommendations to the program. Almost
half of the participants indicated being recommended to the program by a peer. Just over half of
participants listed the ability to make money as a mentor increased the appeal of the program,
while nearly half specifically noted they were enticed to become a Half-Pints mentor because
they have interest in becoming a teacher, or teaching artist.
Having established a broad understanding of participant backgrounds concerning
involvement and interest in the program, the remainder of this chapter presents an analysis of
data and findings. Data coding and analysis resulted in 7 major themes and 19 subthemes as
presented in Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2 Major Themes and Subthemes
Research Question Findings
Major Themes







Academic Experiences
 Reading
 Writing
 Thinking
 Listening
Teacher Empathy
Career Aspirations
 Teacher
 Teaching Artist
 No Connection
Perception of Program Impact





Artistic Self-Expression and
Communication
Increased Mentee Confidence
Lessons From Competition
 Artistic Growth and Perseverance
 Cooperation and Teamwork

Additional Findings





Self-Confidence
 Position of Leadership
 Validation/ Affirmation
Culture
 Vulnerability
 Love
 Family
 Social Justice
Power and Race
 Demographic Differences
 Dynamics of Power
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The sub-questions of this study were addressed through the emergence of four major
themes, with four additional major themes revealing unexpected findings. This next section
provides findings directly connected to the research questions, starting with the programs impact
on participant’s academic experiences, relationships, career aspirations, and perceptions of the
programs impact on mentees.
Academic Experiences
In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color participating in an afterschool expressive arts program impact their high school academic experiences?
Data analysis indicated four themes related to academic experiences: reading, writing,
thinking, and listening. This section provides the data addressing academic experiences
organized by theme. The thematic discussions end with a summary response to the research
question.
Reading. Reading emerged as a shared theme among participants with a majority
agreeing the program improved their reading skills. Participants indicating the enhancement of
their reading skills focused on their responsibility as a mentor to consistently read poems out
loud and break them down in terms their younger mentees would understand. Patience perfectly
points this out on her survey, penning, “Breaking things down for the kids really helped me
understand things better.” Jay explicitly talks about the task of teaching and the repetition of
reading poem examples and exercise instructions out loud to mentees as reasons for the
enhancement of his overall reading skills. John and Mia both agree as well, with each of them
expressing the feeling of directly working with mentees in such small settings and discussing
how poems and poetic techniques gave them the feeling of improved reading abilities.
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Etta’s survey speaks to similar ideas regarding reading out loud to mentees being
responsible for her personal reading growth. Etta, who historically battles dyslexia suggests as a
result of reading to mentees, “I can read out loud better than ever before.” Responding
differently, Jordan and Lydia focused on the notion of already having reading skills previous to
involvement but believing reading more in general is the path to improvement. Lydia writes,
“Reading more and more poems is what allows me to keep my reading skills efficient,” and
Jordan nonchalantly replies, “Reading period always improves literature skills.”
Not all participants believed the program was responsible for improving or maintaining
their reading skills. Five participants indicated they disagreed the Half-Pints enhanced their
reading. Kyle’s survey simply states, “I believe my reading skills have not changed,” while
Jessica, Trina, and Jackie more specifically reflect on their previous relationship with reading
before the program. Jessica professes, “I’ve always been an avid reader and felt like my reading
skills have been set,” and Trina responds, “I feel like my reading skills were good before and if
there’s been a change I can’t tell much.” Jackie’s reflection more specifically speaks to her
perceived strength in reading and how it connects to the program, writing, “I think I am a really
good reader and I use that skill to help kids work with poetry. The program allows me to put that
to use.” Kris’s take acts as an outlier as he indicates his disagreement on improved reading skills
is based upon the idea that, “I don’t read my mentees poems, they have to say them aloud.”
Writing. All but one participant noted improvement in the writing of their poetry as a
result of being involved in Half-Pints as a mentor. Necessary to note, reflections focused on the
writing of poetry specifically as opposed to considering more general writing skills. Patience
explains in her survey, “Teaching the kids writing techniques has helped me further understand
similes, metaphors, etc. better.” Mia echoes this sentiment, stating, “While teaching the kids the
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lessons it taught me too.” Kris, the youngest Half-Pints mentor emphasizes, “Because I’m
helping them (mentees) write more, I’m also taking that same advice into my own poetry.”
Derrick, one of the most veteran mentors takes this deeper by considering his mentees as an
audience to engage, writing on his survey “As a poet I’ve learned new ways to approach topics in
order to reach all types of audiences.”
Many mentors specifically mention the role of mentees in the improvement of their
poetry writing. Kyle, Lydia, Etta, and Jay further speak to the idea of working directly with
mentees as the reason for their writing skills improving, discussing inspiration, content, and
relationships as factors. Kyle quickly proclaims, “The kids have definitely inspired me,”
suggesting his mentees artistic creations make him feel creative. Etta says the experience “gives
me more things to write about, just listening to them,” hinting at their ideas and character traits
blossoming new ideas of her own. Similarly, Jay acknowledges his role as a listener for mentees
when considering improved writing, pointing out on his survey he feels his writing “enhanced by
learning more about what students are going through.”
John, thinking about his duties as a workshop facilitator indicates, “As a mentor, you are
constantly writing and coming up with new ideas.” Jordan alludes to her mentor role and
responsibilities during workshops as reasons for the improvement of her writing. Her position
parallels that of her sister Jessica’s. She states in her paper and pencil survey she strongly agrees
her writings skills are enhanced by Half-Pints, suggesting that in order to encourage her mentees
to participate in the process, she must too be following through on the high expectations placed
on mentees. Comparatively, Lydia exclaims, “Working with the various artists (the half-pints)
allows me to always improve my writing!” which speaks more to the teaching of actual writing
skills to her mentees as responsible for her growth.
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Thinking. All participating mentors believe their thinking skills enhanced as a result of
their role in the Half-Pints program. Seven participants strongly agreed working with younger
students caused them to think differently about approaching content in order to better reach their
mentees. As Jackie points out, “I see how sometimes children don’t see things like we do, so
there are times when I have to approach subjects way different than usual.” Mia reflects, “Being
involved in Half-Pints as a mentor has enhanced my thinking skills because I have to think the
way children think sometimes and find the balance.” Patience adds, “Working with younger kids
forced me to think to reword my sentences and say things to help them better understand.” Jay
concludes, “my thinking skills enhanced by putting myself in the many shoes of others.”
Derrick, Kris, and Jessica each discuss the importance of recognizing their audience and
thinking differently using the metaphor of a box. Derrick states, “Teaching young kids makes
you think outside of the box to match their level.” Kris similarly explains, “with these kids you
have to think outside the box when it comes to not only poetry but performing.” Jessica
specifically mentions the need as a mentor to be creative in the moment, declaring, “Mentoring
young people keeps me striving to reach outside the box – to push the bounds of normalcy.”
Jordan’s experience speaks specifically to the power of her mentees in enhancing her thinking
skills by indicating the number of ideas they bring to the space, reflecting, “There are so many
perspectives they have on issues in sessions, I hear so many!” John focuses in on this idea
differently when considering his role as a mentor, indicating his strong belief the program
improves his thinking skills stating on his survey, “I’m working with students and helping them
bring their ideas to life.” A bit of an outlier, Trina expresses she feels as a result of being a
mentor, she thinks more critically about her own works “especially when it comes to writing.”
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Listening. Each participant mentions learning how to be a better listener, providing a
range of reasons. Many highlight the responsibility of focusing in on multiple mentees. Jessica
laughs, stating, “It can be very hectic trying to hear out 5 fifth graders at once. Half-Pints helped
me learn to listen and cater to multiple people’s needs.” John explains on his survey no bigger
skill is needed as a mentor than listening, writing, “You must give youth all your focus with
listening being the biggest.” Similarly, his sister Etta also writes:
The kids always want your full attention. The thing about it is, everyone just wants
someone to listen to them or pay attention to them, or just be there in the moment with
them. Sometimes the students don’t even want you to say anything. They just want you to
be in the moment.
Trina provides more detail, indicating a bit of frustration, recalling, “I have to make sure I
listen carefully when the Half-Pints are asking me questions or just listen to them in general,
what they need, what they want, what they say.” Patience says the Half-Pints program “helped
me listen better to their problems and what they’re struggling with,” focusing on unspoken
mentor responsibilities when relationships form and how they improved her listening skills.
Similarly, Jay sharply recalls “hearing out kids who aren’t recognized,” as essential to his
experience becoming a better listener. Jackie reflects differently than almost all other mentors,
writing in her survey, “I think I listen to myself more than anything and try not to second guess
myself.”
Mia speaks to the range of mentee verbal communication as enhancing her listening,
stating, “Sometimes kids are all quiet, or they all talk at once …so my listening got a lot better.”
Jordan’s thoughts more specifically speak to some mentees timidity, explaining, “My Half-Pints
usually are scared to speak, so I have to enhance my listening skills.” To the point of needing to
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create spaces where fear is eliminated, Lydia responds on her survey, “listening is imperative
when not only teaching, but providing safe spaces.” Kris, unlike his fellow mentors, focuses on
the mentees’ poetry when reflecting on his listening skills, recalling, “there are some really dope
lines they have so I have to really listen to them.”
As a result of the era of standardized test scores, limited time exists within school days
for creativity, innovation, and critical thinking (Baldridge, 2014). During the age of No Child
Left Behind (No Child Left Behind [NCLB 2002]), after-school programs were highly
encouraged and in some cases mandated to hold tutors addressing achievement gaps in core
subjects such as literacy in mostly urban districts with three simultaneous years of persistently
low standardized test scores (Fusarelli, 2007; Kane, 2004). In the case of the Half-Pints afterschool program, most mentors of color perceive enhancements in their reading, writing, thinking,
and listening skills as a result of their position responsibilities. However, the Half-Pints
program’s use of spoken word poetry as a vehicle for learning communication and artistic
expression helps mentees become more successful, according to mentor experiences.
Teacher Empathy
In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement impact their
relationships with teachers?
Analysis of the data on the experiences of high school mentors of color’s involvement in
the program and its impact on their relationships with teachers presented a major theme of
increased empathy and respect being common among most participants. Most mentors indicate
relationships with teachers improving as a result of their experience in the Half-Pints program,
with many noting what might be described as empathy. Jay admits on his survey, the program
helped improve his relationships with his high school teachers because it “allowed me to
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appreciate my teachers for their hard work.” Etta provides much more significant insight in her
one-on-one interview, replying the program:
Makes you grateful for them (teachers). It made me respect my teachers a lot more,
simply because you don’t really understand what teachers are going through. Because
you have your own personal life, and then you have the responsibility of 20 other kids.
For me it was only one group of kids, but then you have teachers that teach four to five
classes a day. And then they have all of these kids that they have to worry about. And
they have to remember names, and they have to be aware and in the moment all the time.
So for me, it was really hard. And I definitely appreciated all of my teachers regardless if
we got along or not. I just respected them a lot more after this experience.
Derrick provides perspective and detail in his one-on-one interview indicating as a result of his
experience as a mentor in the program his relationships with teachers improved. He says:
I started relating with teachers. It's changed my relationship with teachers in my own
school because I see what they, I see what they see. I see those small behaviors that can
really frustrate you, but I've learned how you have to deal with them and how
everything's not going to go the way you want. So it's, I've been able to relate to them.
Jessica echoes the idea of being able to more easily put herself in her teacher’s shoes after
managing mentee behaviors and needing to be an authority figure at times. She considers her
personal actions, reflecting, “I now know the way that my behavior and my words affect a
teacher, so I'm kind of more conscious of the way I act in class now.” Kyle’s survey shows he
also strongly agrees his relationships with teachers improved due to his role and responsibilities
as a mentor in the program, simply concluding, “I have a greater understanding of teachers now
and a greater respect for them.” As a result of mentors’ responsibilities including mentee after-
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school management, maintaining positive mentee relationships, and coaching mentees to become
spoken word poets, many mentors were moved to perceive their high school teachers in more
empathetic light.
Strong demographic gaps exist between teachers and students across the United States,
especially in urban settings (National Center for Education Statistics, 2008). Some research
indicates teachers blame students of color’s attitudes toward white teachers as responsible for
continued low academic achievement (Hilliard, 2002; Valencia, 1997; Valencia & Black, 2002).
Mentors experiences in the Half-Pints program provides insight into their relationships with high
school teachers, indicating many feel a great understanding for what teachers go through. For a
number of mentors, the program acted as a bridge to empathy because of shared experiences of
teacher responsibilities.

Career Aspirations
In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement in the
program impact their future career aspirations?
Each participant reflects on his or her career aspirations and the impact of program
experiences on his or her desires. Several participants are considering teaching or becoming
teaching artists as a profession, with some crediting the program for providing them a visible
path, and others noting the program affirming goals prior to their involvement.
Teacher. Many participants are of ages where making decisions about the near future are
at the forefront of their thinking, but not all. Mentors express grappling between several career
paths, being affirmed in their previous dreams, or not feeling impacted at all as a result of the
program. Interestingly, almost all participants mention teaching as an option, either as a
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traditional classroom teacher or as a teaching artist. John, a freshman in community college,
acknowledges the program impacts his career interests but is torn, writing on his survey “it
helped me see I wanted to be either a psychologist or a teacher.” Later, when considering his
personal experience and the programs greatest benefit, he responds; “Being a part of the program
has gave me connections. Gave me a chance to meet people who are really here for the kids and
their growth and development. Showing me how to be a genuine teacher.” Regardless of whether
John chooses psychologist or teacher as a future career path, he states the program equipped him
with skills to teach and connections potentially leading to future opportunities and access to such
a position. Trina, looking to combine her various passions of reading, researching, history, and
writing is more specifically considering “something involving social justice, political science, or
teaching” because of her experience, relating to John’s juggling between potential paths. Lydia,
in comparison, more concretely admits on her survey, “it (Half-Pints) has helped me decide
between an education degree more than a journalism degree.”
Kyle, when asked about his future and teaching playfully quips, “I love what I’m doing
and would simply love to keep doing it,” acknowledging he plans to major in secondary
education after graduating. Jordan also mentions love in her response when reflecting on her
survey, “I had no idea what I want to major in, or have a career in, now I have an idea maybe I
want to teach, because I love these kids.” Jordan’s older sister Jessica, who entering the program
indicated her interest in joining because of a desire to teach, explains in her one-on-one interview
the program specifically prepared her for what teaching might really be like. She expresses with
excitement in her voice:
Well, like one thing, I always kind of said I wanted to be a teacher, but Half-Pints really
helped me realize that. I always was worried about not being able to deal with kids'
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attitudes and energy every single day. That was one thing I was nervous about. And I
don't want to be the type of teacher who takes out their frustration on their students, so I
was really worried about how I'd be able to find that balance and keep my cool in the
classroom. But I learned in Half Pints if I'm teaching something that I love and that I care
about, then I'm more happy and then I can deal with it.
Despite mentors considering multiple career options, teaching is often mentioned as an
interest and area of potential. Further, some mentors express the Half-Pints program affirming
and validating their desires to pursue teaching as a direct result of their experiences.
Teaching artist. Almost as often as teaching is clarified as a potential career path for
some mentors, several others want to pursue a path to becoming working teaching artists. Etta
mentions the program helping her realize she wants to work directly with others in the arts. Etta
explains on her survey, “Half-Pints helped me find out I want to continue to help people.” With a
wide smile and giggle, she provides more insight in her one on one interview, saying:
I think that when I first went into Half-Pints, I wasn’t like oh my God, I love kids. Now
I’m more so like, I don’t know, like I don’t want to be a teacher. But I do know that I
want to be like, not necessarily a teacher like always in the classroom. But I do know
that I want be like a teaching artist. I know that I do want to teach people how to better
themselves. And to give them tools like poetry and things like that to help them become a
better version of themselves.
Jackie’s survey response concerning her program experience and ideas about the future similarly
connects to Etta’s, she states, “I think it has helped me choose the path of being a teaching artist
a lot, even when people say you can’t make a living for it,” acknowledging the negative stigma
following local working artists desiring to teach their craft and get paid. Lydia also mentions the
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program’s impact on her thinking considering becoming a teaching artist when asked about the
greatest benefit of her Half-Pints experience. She writes:
Half-Pints is creating a way of teaching that is flexible and adaptable with not only
teaching myself how different students interact with the art form, but also their art form
in its potential. That is important because it helps me evolve as a teaching artist as well as
help them evolve with their writing and performance.
Lydia, who chose to major in education over journalism, perceives a direct link between teaching
and being a teaching artist, recognizing in her survey reflection the connection between both
careers.
No connection. Patience, and Jay’s experiences did not impact their thoughts on future
career aspirations. Patience states on her survey the Human Rights 101 program was more of a
factor in her decision to become a history teacher, adding “I’ve considered teaching elementary
school, but it’s not for me.” Jay bluntly responds, “I’ve never been interested in being a teacher,
so …no.” Jay indicates he intends on studying urban planning and development after graduating.
Kris writes on his survey, he disagrees his experience is helping him determine a future career
interest, writing, “I still don’t know what I wanna do,” leaving room open for his thoughts to
change in the future considering he is a first year mentor.
As statistics suggesting demographic gaps between students and teachers will continue to
widen over time (National Center for Education Statistics, 2008) in addition to the impact of
white privilege on the public education system (Donnor, 2012), findings in the study regarding
several mentors of color future career interests as teachers and teaching artists is hopeful. As the
teaching force changes generations, old traditions will as well. For example, newer educators
view Hip-Hop culture positively and as beneficial in the classroom (Irby, Hall, and Hill; 2013),
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helping to better frame mentor experiences teaching and building relationships with mentees
through the expressive art form of spoken word poetry.
Mentor Perception of Program Impact
What are the perceived effects of the program on the mentees according to mentors?
According to mentor survey responses, journal entries, and one-on-one interviews, HalfPints impacts mentees in a number of ways directly tying their work learning how to write and
perform poetry and compete against one another at SLAMs. Mentors believe poetry helps keep
many mentees positive due to its ability to provide an outlet for artistic self- expression and
communication. In addition, 9mentors suggest the SLAM experience is full of learning
opportunities extending beyond poetic and performance techniques, touching on how to move on
from not making a team when competition is tough and how to accept feedback to improve for
the future.
Artistic self-expression and communication. Participant logs along with one-on-one
interview responses from Derrick, Etta, Jessica, and Kris indicate despite obstacles and
roadblocks connected to learning and behavior, they perceive the art of poetry to have a positive
impact on mentees due to its healing power connected to artistic expression. Derrick refers to the
overall impact of writing and speaking as a form of artistic expression in his one-on-one
interview considering what mentees are learning from the program. Reflectively, he connects his
own early experiences with poetry to what he perceives happening with his mentees. He softly
speaks:
Before, I always pressed everything down. Like, all my sad emotions I pressed down.
Anything that I didn't think was positive, I suppressed. And then when I started writing, I
started relieving those, and I feel my body feel better. I feel my mind feeling better. And
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giving that to kids in third through fifth grade, they're already learning to do the most
important part about being a human, which is communicate.
Etta focuses on communication being key to mentees working through frustrations in order to
have an out let as well, stating:
I think it (the program) allows them (mentees) to, like some kids don’t grow up having
the tools to communicate. Some kids don’t grow up having the tools to work through
their frustrations. I think that’s something that we teach them. We give them poetry.
Poetry is really bigger than just writing it down or performing it. It’s bigger than
everyone, I think, personally. Because it’s something, it gives you an outlet. And it gives
you something to lean on, regardless. Even when you think everyone has left you, it’s
still there. You can always pick up a pencil or paper. You can always pick up your phone
and write exactly how you’re feeling.
Derrick reflects on a specific experience with a mentee directly struggling with reading and
writing but still having ideas to express:
And so, after talking to him and understanding what his poem was in his head and how he
talked, and how he described it, I then helped him put it in order and create a coherent
poem with it ----. And he actually ended up performing in our last slam, and I think he, I
think he loved it. He seemed like he loved it, because he couldn't stop smiling for the rest
of the show. And after that, eventually he understood how to build it himself, and he
started creating his own poems without my help at all.
Jessica also recalls the experience of slowly challenging a shy mentee to open up and its impact
on their ability to communicate, remembering:
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Like, I feel like I know poetry can open people up. But that literally changed the way she
interacted with us and the kids in her school. And it's just so cool to see the way that it
gave her those essential skills that are needed just to, just to talk to people or how it gave
her that confidence just to know, I can say this and it's okay.
Mentors provided perspectives on their perception of the power and impact of poetry in the
program on mentees, directly noting its ability to lead to increased communication skills and act
as a vehicle to express emotions artistically.
Increased mentee confidence. In his one-on-one interview, Derrick recalls a specific
mentee struggling with inclusion due to timidity or a more reserved character. As sessions
continued, a transformation took form as a result of mentor affirmation and validation. A culture
of support and high expectations was created among the mentors and mentees, leading to several
mentees gaining more confidence. He describes her early behaviors and how he feels the
program prompted her to begin participating more confidently:
(Mentee), she's a really shy girl. But she was super shy. And she was always in the, like
the back corner of the room. We had a half circle. It's how we did most of our workshops.
And she was always behind the half circle. Not out of the group but just behind it.
And I feel like, once we built her up and told her, you're, that you have good poems, your
metaphors are there, you're similes are there, and just telling her that she's, like reinsuring
her that she knew what she was doing, is what I feel like brought her out of her shell, is
having someone support you and push you to perform and push you to get out of a
comfort zone that she was obviously so comfortable with. And I, I feel like just the idea
of having someone behind you and knowing that you're not going back but we're only
going to push you forward is what made her come out of her shell. Because she didn't
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have anything to sink into, because we were a brick wall. We kept it moving forward.
And that confidence, I feel like really got to her, and I feel like she really started
understanding what she was capable of.
Describing the relationship between Jay and his mentee, Kris provides another example of the
program helping younger students to be confident. From his perspective, he feels Jay’s
confidence in his own poetry and performance rubbed off on his mentee. Jay was modeling for
his mentee what it takes to get performance ready, encouraging him, showing off what selfconfidence looks like. Kris recalls:
And (mentee), he performed twice at the first slam, which is pretty crazy, because I think
that Jay…Yeah. Jay worked through (mentee), like one-on-one kind of thing, and
(mentee) just has that confidence that had…that I kind of, I kind of feel like Jay kind of,
he encouraged (mentee) to do that, which is awesome. Because I know Jay has his
confidence, and I see (mentee) having that much confidence, and it's just so cool
watching these kids perform and grow. That's crazy. It's amazing.
Mentors provided multiple examples of mentee timidity and initial insecurity when it came to
fully investing in the program, noting that over time as relationships form, high expectations are
placed, and a culture of validation and affirmation is developed many mentees end up developing
stronger self-confidence.
Lessons from competition. Derrick, Kris, Jessica, and Etta all heavily mention the
SLAM throughout one-on-one interviews and participant logs for various reasons. The SLAM is
a point of impactful lessons stemming from competition, which include persistence and personal
reward and gain. Each of the above mentors note the SLAM when reflecting on the programs
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impact, indicating mentees are pushed to grow artistically, and cooperatively, whether they make
the competitive SLAM team or not.
Artistic growth and perseverance. Derrick discusses the SLAM at length when asked
about how he perceives its impact on mentees. First, he describes the atmosphere of workshops
leading up to the event, recalling its intensity hanging over mentees, increasing their nerves and
having a direct effect on their artistic processes due to the high expectations set. He states:
The lead up to the slam is actually intense. Because it's not so much, oh, let's just write
now. Like, I'll write about this. We're, we're getting really down to it. We're working on
poems, saying it 30 times over, and then once you finish those 30, do it another 30. And I
feel like they started to realize the competition of it. And sometimes it pushes them even
harder, and it really gets them out of the, I'm just a writer. And it gets them onto that, I'm
a performer. I'm an artist. And it shows them more than one side of this, this art form that
we give, we're showing, we're presenting to them.
Derrick perceives the heightened atmosphere of SLAMs causing mentees to step up to the high
expectations mentors have of them, noting he believes the competition drives certain mentees to
push harder and as a result see themselves differently. His statement suggests SLAMs have the
ability to enhance mentees experiences with the art of poetry beyond the page and safer
classroom settings and into a new view of self as artist.
When asked his favorite part of the program during a one-on-one interview, Kris
responds “SLAMs” because it provides an opportunity to celebrate mentees as they showcase
their learning and growth from the season. He writes about the SLAM in an early journal entry,
“This week we told the poets what we’re actually looking for in our team. Diction, time, clarity.
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All these things matter in a team.” He details the process and experience a little more thoroughly
in his one-on-one interview, stating:
Okay. So it was two weeks before the slam. We were kind of pushing. "Y'all, the SLAM
is in like two weeks and y'all still ain't memorized yet. We have auditions coming." It was
like the day…It was a Tuesday, and we seen them again, and they came back with the
fire. All of them did it.
Kris nearly repeats Derrick’s point the SLAM puts a fire under mentees and pushes some to
work harder in order to receive the reward of making the team to compete with other schools.
He follows up in his next entry, discussing the selection outcome and how mentees took to the
news:
This week we picked our team. And even the people who didn’t make the team were still
happy. And the kids who didn’t make it keep practicing their poems. And one girl said I
didn’t make the team but I still like poetry.
Kris’s testimony highlights some positive outcomes of the SLAM, which appear to motivate
mentees to meet high expectations including memorization and movements during performances.
Unfortunately, on the reverse end, when asked to provide more detail about how students
took to the news of who made the SLAM team and who didn’t he provides an anecdote of a
different experience, recalling:
Well, there was this one girl who didn't make the team, and she was like, "Well, I'm not
coming to the slam then." And then I kind of overheard that, and I was like, "Why not?
That's probably the…Honestly, you should come to the slam, because that's probably the
time where you get inspiration just seeing other people on that stage. That's when you get
inspiration to do another poem and do it again." So then I was just like, "You might as
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well just come. You ain't got nothing else to do. You might as well come." And she was
like, "Yeah, yeah. I'll come." And I was like, "Yeah. That's good." So she came, and then
she was, "Yo, Kris I want to do this next year." I was like, "Yeah. See? You almost didn't
come, and you would have never known that, which is good." So yeah.
Kris’ reflection speaks to the programs impact on mentees in an interesting way, as he suggests
mentees equally inspire and motivate other mentees with their works and talents.
Jessica, only mentions the SLAM in her final participant reflection log once, but still
acknowledges its significance and impact on mentees. Jessica writes, “The SLAM was amazing!
My kids went from 6th place- 2nd. I couldn’t be more proud. They all grew so much,” adding to
similar perceptions of other mentors. She goes on to provide more depth behind her excitement,
“The 1st SLAM they all felt they had it in the bag b/c they are where Half-Pints started. I don’t
want to say it’s good they lost but getting 6th was the wake up call they needed,” again adding to
the idea of competition creating purpose for positive growth.
When asked during her one-on-one interview what she perceives the mentees favorite
part of the program to be, Jessica answers, “I think it's the big SLAM. Because they feel
like…They just get really, really excited, and they're just so happy, and they're just like, we
know we got this. Like, we're going to win.” Perhaps more realistically, Etta opens up her very
first participant log by processing preparation for the SLAM and first time poets. She reflects on
seeing her mentees stress, the anxiety of the work, and the fear of performing in front of a large
audience with no experience. She writes, “As much as poetry is healing and a great outlet, it’s a
whole lot of work. As a mentor you can see the stress on their (mentee) faces.” She goes on to
discuss her role as a mentor to push them, stating, “you have to keep pushing them no matter
what.” Her empathy is strong in her closing thoughts, as she expresses, “I see how hard it is for
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most of them and how fearful it can be to get up and perform in front of people you’ve never
met.” Yet, the high expectations never leaver the minds of mentors and mentees appear to follow
through. She adds:
They (mentees) can’t stand me during slams, because I’m like the mean coach. They
didn’t really like me during it, but I could tell after the SLAM they were more
appreciative of it because they knew their lines. They didn’t mess up, they knew their
movements and things like that.
Her second participant log explicitly focuses on informing the mentees of who made the
SLAM team. She discusses her feelings about the fear of disappointing and trying to find ways to
still uplift and empower those that didn’t earn their spot. She explains:
Today we did tryouts and at first I thought it was going to be really hard for them and me.
I say me only because it’s hard to tell someone they didn’t make it. Not because they
aren’t great but that’s just the way life plans out to be. Of course in their heads they think
it’s because they aren’t good enough for it. So what we did was call the two that didn’t
make it “the bosses,” so they go around and make sure the other kids are memorizing
their poems movements. I thought naming them that would make them feel more a part of
it. I didn’t want them to feel left out in any way. It’s important they don’t feel any less
than them. They both take their jobs seriously, maybe even too seriously at times but as
long as they are happy so am I.
Etta’s perception is this idea was a success, thus leading to positive growth on all ends of the
SLAM spectrum for mentees, regardless of who competed and represented the school’s team.
Cooperation and teamwork. Remembering Etta’s solution-oriented thinking around
letting mentees down who fail to make the school’s competitive SLAM team by creating
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“bosses,” Jessica describes her process for team selection leading up the overall SLAM and the
solutions her team established as mentors. She explains, “…we really pushed for group poems
because we wanted as many kids to be on the stage as possible.” The effects were a stronger
bond and team unity, leading to a 2nd place finish at the SLAM. When asked during his
interview what he attributes this being the best SLAM to, Derrick sides a bit with Jessica’s
perception, explaining:
I noticed in my own workshops that my poets were pushing themselves, pushing each
other. I had a poet that wrote a poem, and it was, it was real simple, friend poem. And I
had a mentee really sit my, sit this other poet down and say, there's another way you can
do this. This is not your best. And for them to push each other like that is exactly what
we're here for. We're here to push people out of their comfort zones, to get them out of
this box that they have crea-, that society has created, that school has created, and to just
push past that. And to see them do that to each other is the greatest thing you can ask for.
The SLAM provided opportunities for a cooperative purpose increasing mentee bonds and trust
levels to a place where feedback is given and welcome without division and push back. Etta,
Jessica, and Derrick present testimonies highlighting proactive measures they took and perceive
as positively impacting mentees by teaching them the power of collective people.
Radbourne (2002) and Rupper (2006) both find expressive arts programming offers
alternative forms of expression for youth feeling confined by restrictive, traditional schooling
methods. Mentors perceive the program as beneficial to mentees because it provides them an
outlet to communicate, express artistically, and grow in confidence. Public schools historically
support traditional literacy methods, turning a blind eye to modern methods of writing and
speaking (Shor, 2009). As an after-school program, Half-Pints has the ability to creatively flex
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curriculum and ignore standards to better engage youth (Fashola, 2003), by incorporating more
cultural art forms into spaces where they have traditionally gone unrecognized (Forell, 2006).
When loosely comparing expressive art forms to the elements of Hip-Hop, mentor experiences
describe a learning space valuing community by learning socially, emotionally, artistically, and
academically (Love, 2015).
Additional Findings
By analyzing participant responses to their experiences as mentors of color in the afterschool program, several additional findings were uncovered beyond the scope of the grand tour
question and sub questions. Topics appeared in mentor survey responses, participant logs, and
one-on-one interview multiple times with specific examples from several participants. Most
subthemes were shared experiences among participants; however, this is not true of all findings.
Three additional major themes appeared during investigation of participant responses: selfconfidence, culture, and power and race. This section presents these extra findings.
Self-Confidence
Participants expressed an increase in self-confidence as a result of their time as a mentor
of color in the Half-Pints program. Survey results indicated eight participants strongly agreed the
program improved their self-confidence, while the remaining five agreed. Experiences also
reflected the role of leadership and validation as reasons for improved confidence.
Position of leadership. Many participants reflect on the role of mentor and being a
leader as a reason for an increase in their self-confidence. Just over half of the mentors
participating mention leading, leadership, or the role of mentor as an indicator to improvement in
how they see themselves. Kyle says his self-confidence improved as a result of his experiences
as a Half-Pints mentor, writing on his survey, “I am definitely more confident to take the lead.”
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Trina explains, “Leading and speaking in groups wasn’t something I did but doing this in a way
forced me into it and helped me become confident in myself.” Jordan agrees with Trina,
reflecting, “Speaking and teaching in front of small groups helped improve my confidence
speaking in front of groups.” Etta is similar in her comment, agreeing the program improved her
self-confidence because she’s “more comfortable in front of people.” Kris provides a bit more
detail in his survey rationale, stating, “because in front of children you have to be confident in
your self because kids see what we are and how much confidence we have so they will do the
same.” Lydia also considers the importance of the role as significant to a boost in her selfconfidence. Lydia suggests, as a result of her experience, “Teaching allows people to depend on
my word, which gives me more confidence when I do teach.”
The responsibilities of running workshops and mentoring provide great opportunities to
gain leadership skills and as a result confidence and a feeling of value.
Validation/affirmation. Several mentors mention feelings of validation and affirmation
through their experience as reasons for increased self-confidence. Participant’s descriptions
contain personal revelations regarding trust, art, and career goals. Survey responses, and one-onone interviews provide details.
John considers his experience, stating, “working with kids helps you see how important
you really are.” Mia focuses more specifically on performing for mentees, saying “sometimes we
perform for our kids and they see us as idols,” which gives her a feeling her family doesn’t often;
her art and feelings matter. Derrick expands, “Seeing the joy kids have when they come in and
me providing that experience makes you feel amazing.” Mentors experiences reflect the program
providing them a larger purpose and energy.
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Patience equated self-confidence and self-worth, reflecting on her improvement as a
result of the program: “Teaching kids has showed me that I am worth it and my poetic skills are
good.” Her mentees look up to her in a way it helps her feel like a valued artist and teacher.
Jackie agrees in the improvement of her self-confidence; she explains, “I feel like I got more
confidence with trusting my own judgment, since I’ve helped kids.” Jackie’s statement places the
growth of her confidence and trust on her work with kids. Jessica strongly agrees being involved
in Half-Pints as a mentor improved her self-confidence. Jessica states, “It validated my dreams of
wanting to be a teacher.” She more thoroughly extends this idea in her one-on-one interview:
To know that you have such a big impact on someone else, I think it changes the way you
kind of see yourself, and it changes the way you, it helps with your self-doubt. And even
if you still kind of have those thoughts in your head like, I don't know if I'm good enough
for this. I don't know. You still want to push yourself to be the best person possible so
your kids can have the best experience possible.
Jessica encapsulates the reciprocal nature of positively affirming and validating mentees and in
turn mentees validate and affirm the mentors, helping them feel valuable and important as
teachers and artists.
The experiences and perspectives of mentors in mentoring programs are limited in
existing research (Voetmann, 2017). The Half-Pints mentors of color provide great insight into
their roles as leaders and mentors in the program, detailing improvements in their self-confidence
as a result of the positions they hold and the validation and affirmation they receive from
mentees. When it comes to positions of leadership, whites are often rewarded, continuing
disparities and worsening gaps between people of color (Lopez, 2006). Due to leading mentees,
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who were difficult at times, to reach goals and create spoken word poems they could be proud of,
mentors felt validated and affirmed in their success and relationships.

Culture
Many participants provide examples of important aspects of the Half-Pints program that
establish its overall cultural elements of vulnerability, love, growth, healing, and social justice. In
surveys, participant logs, and one-on-one interviews, mentors describe personal experiences
during their time in the program relating to the subthemes above. Etta expresses in her survey
regarding the greatest benefits of Half-Pints, “love. healing and growth.”
Vulnerability. Vulnerability comes up a lot when analyzing data across survey, log, and
interview responses. Vulnerability appears as an intentional culture component of the program.
Derrick describes his team’s philosophy on the role of Half-Pints mentor, stating, “We never ask
our students to do anything that we wouldn't do. That means us being vulnerable and us
demonstrating what we're trying to get them to do and always doing that.” He speaks on this
more in his one-on-one interview when asked about his opinion on the importance of
vulnerability. Derrick responds:
Well, vulnerability is sharing something that you normally wouldn't share. So when being
vulnerable in a space where there's teachers and students, they're seeing, the teachers are
seeing sides of the students they don't see in a classroom. The students are seeing sides of
the teachers they don't see in a classroom. So it's changing the mindset and the set ideas
we have for one of, one another and pushing past them. You build a deeper connection
between people.
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Etta also focuses on vulnerability when asked the culture of Half-Pints and the role of
mentors. She answers in her one-on-one interview vulnerability forces honesty among all parties,
especially when working in an art form such as poetry; she states:
Like in art, everything that you’re going through is on stage when you truly are going to
tell your side of the story or tell whatever you don’t want people to know. The most I’ve
ever been honest with anyone has literally been on stage.
She also mentions the power of vulnerability in taking relationships to a different level of
connectedness. In the metaphor of walls, Etta explains when walls come down between people
after sharing vulnerable moments, much deeper experiences occur between them.
Jessica reflects on the significance of specifically modeling vulnerability as a mentor in
order for her mentees to feel safe. Once mentees feel connected to mentors as a result of
mentors’ willingness to admit mistakes, be honest about life circumstances, and share difficult
experiences, they begin to open up themselves and grow. Kris’s thinking is very closely aligned
to Jessica’s, but his lack of experience shows. He reflects on vulnerability in his one-on-one
interview, acknowledging his hesitancy in getting vulnerable on stage because he’s just not there
yet as a poet.
Love. The word love is littered throughout survey responses, participant logs and one-onone interviews. Derrick’s response to the first interview question concerning how he became
involved in the program concludes with him explaining he loves his experience. In his own
words, he responds, “I took the opportunity and loved every minute of it.” Later in his interview,
he responds to a question asking him to provide details on a participant log entry expressing
frustration with his mentees early on and feeling like he wasn’t connecting. He explains his
outpouring of love was at play, reflecting:
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So, I'll start with how we bumped heads. I came in the workshops, and I'm really goofy.
And I think they might have just been messing with me to see how much I actually cared,
because I put like, first day I was like, I love all you all. You are so cool. Because they
impressed me so much. And I think me giving them so much so early was like, whoa,
dude, you're kind of weird. Like, back up. And then, noticing that and them kind of
pushing me and not giving me high fives when we walked out of the door, it, it hurt at
first.
He suspects his mentees aren’t accustomed to someone his age with so much energy and
excitement to be with them tell them they love them upon initially meeting them. However, after
processing more and refusing to give up, Derrick describes his continued attempts and their
payoff, believing his mentees were testing his authenticity. He explains never giving up on his
routine of uplifting mentees and expressing his love, expressing, “Each day I came in with more
energy than the last. I kept giving them that energetic reciprocity that I wanted, and they finally
were like, okay. This dude's serious. He really does care about us.” When asked what he
attributes the strength of relationships with mentees to he says, “Love. Once that is there, then
they're learning more than we do.” Etta echoes a level of love with the mentees she worked with,
explaining, “I know I love them, and I know that they love me. I think that I hold onto that.”
Jessica, in her stressing the need to establish consistent safe spaces for young people to feel as if
they can openly express without judgment and learn to gain empathy notes mentors made sure to
remind mentees each workshop to pull them aside if necessary and “we’re here to love you.” She
concludes her survey, writing:
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The greatest thing I’ve learned from Half-Pints is you have to love what you dosometimes its easy to forget why I fell in love with spoken word and education but HalfPints always reminds me.
Kris wraps his experience in love and gratitude for poetry as well, writing in his participant log:
Because sometimes I tend to get angry, sometimes …but whatever. I get to Half-Pints its
just so amazing. Like, all of that energy just makes my heart melt honestly. And seeing
those kids write is so incredible. And the fact that I get to teach them the things I fell in
love with is just so amazing.
Kris and Jessica’s experiences blend various means of love within the culture, describing
intersections between a love of poetry, a love of teaching poetry, and a love of building
relationships with mentees.
Family. In several cases, mentors use the word love and family in the same responses
when referring to program experiences. The word family is found frequently in participant paper
and pencil survey responses, participant logs, and one-on-one interview reflections. Etta details
much of her experience as a Half-Pint mentor like being in a family. When asked to give insight
into the culture of the program she responds, “As cliché as it may sound, family. Because I grew
a love for people that I know that have impacted my life. And I hope that I’ve impacted their
lives.” Jessica also defines Half-Pints as both love and family in her one-on-one interview,
connecting her learning and experience in the program to what she might face in the future. She
says:
I really appreciate the chance that I also got to build a family with not just high schoolers,
but a chance to build with people who are younger than me, a chance to build with other
educators because that's what I'll have to do when I am a teacher, and not just be happy
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being a participant but learning how to be happy being a leader and a educator in the
classroom.
Jessica feels her experience in the program assisted her in learning how to build a familial culture
and environment when she becomes a teacher.
Like Etta, Jessica also refers to her Half-Pints mentees and fellow mentors as family.
Both mentors express the idea of family always being able to work through difficult issues and
always pushing each other with high expectations and high trust levels. Jessica describes her
experience in more detail:
Like, when you're dealing with a family, you feel really comfortable being yourself, and
even if bad things happen, you know that there's always an underlying of love and you
know that everyone in there wants the best for you.
Mentors express the program’s value on love and family throughout their responses to questions
about culture and relationships. The language used suggests a foundational belief and
responsibility to create environments of care and safety and trust, like a family.
Social justice. Due to the study’s focus on the experiences of mentors of color in an
urban expressive arts after-school program, a survey question asked whether or not participants
believed the Half-Pints program helped them speak on issues of social justice. One participant
failed to respond to the statement, two participants disagreed, six agreed, and four strongly
agreed. Those disagreeing cited other programs as responsible for helping them speak out on
social justice, or pointed to being a black person in society with a history of standing up to
injustice.
Mia indicates in her survey the program helped her speak on issues of social justice
because when she has an opinion regarding an issue she connects to social justice she now feels
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she can more easily speak on it. Kyle writes, “There were some instance when I had to educate
my kids on social issues” as a result of behaviors that would come up which crossed lines and
needed immediate addressing. Jay suggests the program helped “keep young students in my
community woke,” meaning aware of injustices happening around them. Etta, when asked about
whether or not Half-Pints helps her speak on issues of social justice responds, “Yes, because you
have students of all ages and their problems become your problems,” alluding to close
relationships where mentees confide in mentors. In her one-on-one interview Etta adds, “Most of
our students were usually people of color. When it comes to that, I did feel a sense of
responsibility.” Etta wants her mentees to know how they might fall victim to social injustices
and carries it as a responsibility of her role.
Jessica claims the program assisted her in speaking on issues of social justice because, “it
helped me to simplify the issues,” in order for young students to better understand how justice
sometimes works. Derrick echoes this idea, commenting it “helped me educate younger people
on big topics,” which is incredibly important and noteworthy. John strongly agrees the program
assisted him in speaking on issues of social justice because, as he says, “A lot of lessons and
poems are based on social justice,” so it’s a natural part of the program. Lydia’s experience
aligns with Johns, as she adamantly states, “Presenting these children with issues that are not
only big but do in fact affect them is an important part of it all.” Some Half-Pints mentors
specifically view social justice as a tenet of the program for various reasons, whether to empower
their mentees, have difficult conversations with others, or speak on personal injustices.
Fiore (2013) finds when students write about their experiences and share, they tend to
feel listened to and acknowledged. However, such things as love, family, and vulnerability are
often seen as weak characteristics for teachers because they supposedly blind objectivity (Hooks,
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2003). Yet, mentors intentionally model vulnerability through poetry in order to get mentees to
open up and express so they too can be heard and validated. Hooks (2003) explains connections
between love and teaching ultimately come from relationships with content and students.
Mentors expressions of love for both poetry and their mentees exist throughout multiple data
sources. Mentors experiences describe a culture of love, family, and justice, and as hooks (2003)
suggests, love excels when emotional and academic labor coexists.
Race & Power
The grand tour question of study directly relates to the experiences of mentors of color in
the Half-Pints program; therefore, I assumed responses would provide first-hand perspectives
and anecdotes of the program and race. However, some participant responses illuminate the
layers of the role, as well as race and age when describing interactions with support staff
members assigned as adult mentors at the Half-Pints sites. The role of support staff adult mentors
is to ensure a certified staff is present at all times during workshops and as a safety measure
intended to intervene if situations arise beyond the control of the high school mentors. Adult
mentors are highly encouraged to be as much a part of the program as they desire, as long as they
provide space for high school mentors to lead and facilitate workshops and do not assume a
position of authority over them unless absolutely necessary.
Demographic differences. The demographics of Half-Pints mentees and mentors
dramatically differ from support staff. However, as evidences from participant responses, some
school ratios are more balanced than others and are reflected in participant responses. Etta, when
asked about the demographics of Half-Pints describes it in her own words during her one-on-one
interview, responding:
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I think it’s kind of like a melting pot. Because you have all of these different cultures
coming together to literally make one. And I think that’s poetry within itself. Poetry is
not just like a black culture or like a Latina culture. It’s all of these people coming
together to create a story. I think that’s basically what Half-Pints is.
Mentors and mentees far outnumber the majority white support staff working in the program,
which in Etta’s eyes provides an opportunity to recognize the overall humanity of poetry and the
cultural make-up of the Half-Pints program. Kris specifically discusses support staff, referring to
them as teachers in his description, responding:
The teachers, too. Because we also have teachers at Half Pints, and like this one she's a
Latina woman, and she's so funny and her personality is really, really, really cool and it's
infectious. And we also have this other Caucasian woman, who she's pretty cool, too,
yeah. And even though they don't look anything alike, it's still kind of cool how all this
kind of comes together and bonds together.
Both Etta and Kris highlight the power of bonding between differing racial demographics of
mentees, mentors, and support staff involved in the program. Derrick takes this finding further,
providing an experience directly speaking to the some times difficult realities present with strong
racial differences among those involved. He explains in his one-on-one interview:
There's certain topics that a white teacher can't talk about that I can. Like, we had an N
word discussion because one of our poems used the N word. And, as having three black
mentors, we were able to give our students the real definition, like where that really
comes from, what it is, what not, what it is not. And our men-, our support teacher, being
a Latina female and a white female, they were very uncomfortable when this came up
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because they had no idea how to deal with it. But me, Kris and Mia were able to do that
easily. So I feel like it allows untalked about conversations to happen easier.
Kris also recognizes the significance of such an experience when reflecting on the demographic
make-up of the program, recalling in his one-on-one interview, “I know growing up I didn’t have
a lot of black teachers. And I didn’t really understand why. So now it’s kinda like now I get to be
the teacher I never had.” Jessica and Etta both share the same experience and sentiment as Kris,
indicating limited experiences with teachers of color throughout their academic careers. Etta and
Jessica also deeply speak on the importance of being a mentor of color. Kris, Etta, and Jessica
each touch on the power mentors of color have when being able to connect with other mentees of
color on contentious content many support staff might not be trusted enough with, or equipped
with enough understanding to have such discussions.
Dynamics of power. Research findings note some mentors had positive experiences with
support staff who provided them genuine, authentic opportunities to lead and grow, encouraging
them along the way. Other participants felt support staff were uncomfortable with them
facilitating workshops and coaching mentees. Jessica positively speaks on her experience with
support staff and being a mentor of color. In her one-on-one interview, she extensively discusses
the support staff’s recognition of how important the program is for mentees of color. She
expresses:
I…Well, I know for (site), especially our support staff. We had two; the art teacher and
the counselor. They were really, really, really encouraging, and they…I think they
recognized, too, how important it was for the kids to see people who look like them,
because they would, they would have no problem stepping back. They were kind of just
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there to, in case we couldn't handle something. But they really let us have full rein of it,
and I really appreciate that.
Jessica’s experience is one where her white support staff were comfortable giving up their power
as certified teachers in a classroom setting in order to provide space for the mentors to truly lead
their mentee and feel validated and affirmed in their efforts. Jessica even mentions her support
staff made efforts to push the mentor team to consider entering education, acknowledging the
need for more teachers of color. She details in her one-on-one interview, “They would send us
emails about scholarships and tell us about how teaching could change the world.” This type of
relationship between mentors and support staff was not consistent across findings.
Several mentors mention their interactions or lack thereof with support staff and others as
the greatest default of the program. A few specifically bring up their communication with
support staff as troublesome, and others provide potential solutions to the problems they address.
Patience’s perspective provides a glimpse into frustrations, she reflects on her biggest issue with
the program, writing, “Communication with 21st Century b/c our school, they just decide they’re
not going to allow us to work some days and we don’t find out till last minute.” John agrees, also
citing poor communication with support staff and wondering if more team building needs to take
place between mentors and school support staff involved in the program. Mia adds to the same
frustrations, writing about the disregard for communication between support staff and mentors.
Lydia, is much more critical in her perspective, referring to support staff as teachers, she boldly
expresses:
I would say a fault in the program is the lack lusting teachers (NOT ALL OF THEM)
involved that don’t provide a space for them-selves to be a part of. I think some solutions
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would be a longer training process as well as more rigorous hiring process to ensure
educators aren’t here for the check.
Lydia’s response in connection with others concerning communication speaks to many mentors
having poor experiences with support staff in the program. Lack of communication and care for
investment leads mentors to feeling invisible and undervalued.
Etta’s experience is much more critical of support staff than all others. Her perspective
speaks to her specifically being a young female of color. During her one-on-one interview she
became emotional, getting shaken up thinking back on some of her experiences with school staff
throughout her time as a mentor in the program. She first recalls:
Because above us, like they were white women. I did feel difference, just because I was a
person of color and I was teaching other people. I didn’t feel threatened by them, but I
did feel a sense of like, you’re too young. I think that people don’t see young people in
the light that they should, or they don’t think that young people are capable of the things
that they are. I did feel a sense of, not worthlessness, but, I don’t know what word I’m
trying to use.
Etta describes direct examples when asked to expand on details of her thoughts, recalling:
I think for me, them constantly challenging my teaching skills, personally. I kept telling
them I do know what I’m doing. I think I kind of felt that a lot. I felt personally, because
you do have power over me, you’re using it just because you have it. Not because you
have a better idea or you have more knowledge than I do. Simply just because you have
the power.
Her frustration is magnified because Etta is a performer, has won poetry SLAMs, and lead
workshops before, but is still challenged by women she knows have never performed or been
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taught theater. She mentions bringing up ideas to help students get more performance ready only
to be shot down by support staff without them providing potential solutions or collaborating to
come up with one together. When asked about how such an experience made her feel, she
continues, “It made me feel, like unwanted.”
Etta also goes on to suggest in her interview support staff held grudges with mentors
capable of creating strong relationships with some of the toughest mentees. Etta describes feeling
small and belittled, as if the way she went about forming relationships was somehow wrong
because support staff weren’t as successful, making her feel less than.
Some mentors express being upset with the ways they were treated by support staff
within the program, feeling underappreciated and undervalued. Other research also indicates
students of color are often pushed aside and ignored by school leaders who acknowledge a lack
of preparedness in directly working with such students (Lopez, 2006). Studies show public
schools have deficit views of underserved students (Ginwright & Cammarota, 2002; Ginwright
& James, 2002), providing further evidence of students of color being dismissed. Some support
staff seem to truly question mentors methods and facilitation. Traditionally, public schools fail to
value cultural ideals outside of western European civilizations, continually promoting notions of
white supremacy (Au, 2013; Tyack, 1974; Vazquez-Heilig, et. al., 2012). Studies show
disparities continuing concerning access and opportunities for teachers of color in leadership
positions in comparison to whites (Duncan, 2010). As Rhodes et al. (2006) point out
relationships between mentors and mentees of the same racial identity indicate closer bonds due
to better understanding of social conflict.
Summary
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Findings from the research directly respond to the four sub questions of the study: In
what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement in the urban and
expressive arts after-school program impact their high school academic experiences? In what
ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement impact their relationships
with teachers? In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement in
the program impact their future career aspirations? What are the perceived effects of the program
on the elementary youth of color it serves according to mentors? The following is a summary of
themes after thorough analysis of the available data.
Academic Experiences
Survey results, journal entries, and one-one interviews provide several examples of
mentors reflecting on their reading, writing, thinking, and listening skills. When investigating the
improvement of mentor’s reading skills results were split with some explaining the significance
of modeling for mentees as important in the enhancement of their skills, and others explaining
they have always been avid readers so the program had no impact. Many mentors mention the
program enhancing their writing skills, most notably as a result of being inspired by their
mentees’ thoughts, indicating a favorable outcome. Interestingly, mentors also discuss the
growth of their thinking skills due to working with elementary youth and having to make
decisions on the fly. In order to meet the needs of mentees, mentors made difficult decisions,
directly challenging them in ways well beyond poetic techniques and performance tips. In
addition, after analyzing survey, participant log, and one-on-one interview data, most mentors
mention the development of listening skills.
Teacher Empathy
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The study was interested in determining the Half-Pints program’s impact on mentor
relationships with their schoolteachers. Findings suggest mentors gained a great deal of empathy
for their teachers, with some mentors explicitly stating relationships with some teachers
strengthened and took on new understanding. Examples for new appreciation ranged from
mentors now better comprehending the difficulties students bring into school and how they can
manifest into undesired behaviors, to the difficulty in making accommodations on the spot in
order to meet the needs of all mentees.
Career Aspirations
Teacher. Several mentors make reference to the programs impact on their future career
aspirations, directly mentioning the profession of teaching. While a few mentors make note of
being interested in the field of education before making the decision to get involved, many detail
the program’s influence on either strengthening their stances for the future, or swaying them to
more closely consider teaching.
Teaching artist. A few mentors suggest the program is more responsible for providing
them a glimpse of a potential future as a teaching artist who is able to make a living by
performing and teaching on the road. They acknowledge prior to the Half-Pints program they
were indifferent to children but, as a result, now recognize helping students cultivate their
writing, voice, and performance is rewarding and something worth pursuing.
No connection. A couple mentors quickly point out the program had no impact on their
future goals or aspirations. Both explain no interest in teaching or working with kids as a direct
reason for their perspective.
Mentor Perception of Program Impact
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Self-expression and communication. Mentors suggest the program is responsible for
encouraging many mentees to overcome shyness, social anxiety, and introversion. Specifically,
mentors discuss the impact of poetry on assisting mentees communication skills as a result of its
artistic powers.
Confidence. In connection to increased awareness of ways to go about self-expression
and communication, findings show some mentors believe mentees confidence directly benefits
from the Half-Pints program. As mentees begin to see results from their work, whether in
competitions, or through mentor feedback, to some mentors a boost in mentee self-confidence
occurs.
Artistic growth. A few mentors make mention of mentees artistic growth as a result of
learning the poetic techniques and incorporating them into writing. Some mentees came into the
program with no experience writing and performing poetry; therefore, in the eyes of some
mentors, such growth cannot go ignored.
Cooperation and teamwork. The SLAM is mentioned in surveys, participant logs, and
one-on-one interviews at length. When considering mentor perceptions of the programs impact,
it is clear the SLAM motivates mentees to push past apathy with perseverance and resolve. In
addition, the competition of SLAM means so much to some mentees they begin to motivate their
peers to push forward and stay positive. As a result of some mentees not being chosen to
compete at the school vs. school level SLAM, they learn to take on other roles to assist the team.
Furthermore, in order to get more mentees performance opportunities, some participating schools
implemented the rule of group pieces being a necessity in competition in order to enhance the
number of mentees able to experience the opportunity to get on stage.
Self-Confidence
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Due to the position of leadership mentors were in, many note a boost in their own selfconfidence. Being trusted and respected to lead workshops manifested into personal feelings of
worth and value as a result of the opportunity and position. Numerous mentors explain the
position is validating and affirming, acting as recognition of their artistic talents and personal
qualities.

Culture
The culture of Half-Pints is racially diverse as well as diverse in values mentors feel best
represents the program. The most used word when all research finalized was “love.” Several
mentors use the word love when describing the program, the poetry, or their mentees. In
addition, many mentors choose the word “family” when detailing their experiences, often stating
those involved feel incredibly close. Relationships are key to mentee and mentor growth and
each builds off the other.
Race and Power
The demographic make-up of the Half-Pints program is diverse, except in its support
staff. While all mentors involved in the program are students of color, a majority of mentees are
also students of color, and most support staff are white females. Findings show mixed results
when considering mentors of color experiences in the program. Most mentors feel strongly bonds
and trust form more quickly as a result of identifying with mentees racially. Many speak on the
significance of being mentors of color because they recognize not many teachers of color existed
in their own schooling experiences. Considering support staff relationships, some mentors felt
incredibly supported by additional staff and as if they are given space to lead, coach, and grow.
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Yet, other mentors reported experiences of poor communication and feeling undervalued. Some
considered power and racial dynamics at play when processing relationships with support staff.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSION
“You now the kids gon’ act a fool, when you stop the programs for after-school.”
– Kanye West
Overview of the Study
The final chapter considers research findings in connection to the overarching question:
What are the experiences of high school mentors of color in an expressive arts after-school
program for elementary youth in an urban district? In addition, this section considers
implications of the study, research study limitations, and recommendations. The chapter closes
with a research reflexivity lens in order to describe my experiences with the study.
This study focuses on the experiences of high school mentors of color in an expressive
arts after school program for elementary youth in an urban public school district. Using paper
and pencil survey responses, participant logs, and one-on-one interviews participants provided
detailed insight into their experiences working in the program. Previous research informing this
study are limited in their findings regarding after-school programs and achievement, opportunity,
and access gaps in urban settings. This study additionally considers the significance of providing
high school youth of color positions facilitating after-school spoken word workshops with
elementary youth. Research specific to understanding the experiences of mentors of color
working in an after school program with elementary youth is important because it helps uplift
student voices of color in urban settings as integral to understanding achievement, opportunity,
and access gaps.
The literature review focuses on the achievement, opportunity, and access gap as well as
studies attempts to solve the perpetual problem, which include after-school programs, mentoring,
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and expressive arts. After-school programs show promise due to their ability to intentionally
bend towards student interests while also connecting to state mandated targets (Woodland, 2008,
Fashola, 2005). More current findings on school based mentor programs specifically designed to
meet the needs of students of color provide insight into student success (Jackson, Ruiz, &
Watson, 2014). Fiore (2013) finds students able to express through elements of Hip-Hop or
poetry gain feelings of empowerment and acknowledgment and a sense such art forms are
accessible, providing new opportunities. Chapter two suggests research in the areas of afterschool programming, mentoring, and expressive arts is limited and inconsistent. Considering the
four sub-questions of this study, this study provides information from the voices of student
mentors of color working in an elementary after-school program focused on the expressive art
form of spoken word poetry in a Midwest urban school district.
My approach utilized a collective case study and epistemological approach to gain
understanding of participants’ of color lived experiences (Van Manen, 1990) during their time as
a mentor. Research occurred through a social constructivist and ontological lens, recognizing the
significance of how multiple realities exist (Creswell, 2013) and knowledge is gained through
interaction (Creswell, 2013; Guba & Lincoln, 1988). Critical pedagogy aims to reverse dominant
cultures hold on school curriculums, standards, and measures by questioning traditional power
dynamics (Hooks, 2003). The Half-Pints programs intention is to meet the needs of multiple
learners by incorporating mentors of color into paid positions as teaching artists and coaches for
urban elementary youth. Through the use of paper and pencil surveys, participant logs, and oneon-one interviews, participant’s voices were elevated and recognized for the value of their
perspectives and accounts of experiences. Analyzing the data to find similarities and outliers
among narratives assisted in better understanding participant views concerning their experiences.
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Thirteen mentors of color participated in the study, representing one to three years
experience in the program. All participants were 19 years or younger, with all but two still in
high school at the time of the study. All participants responded to a paper and pencil survey, and
four specifically contributed participant logs for a period of six weeks and one hour long one-onone interview. Data collection involved handwritten survey responses, handwritten participant
log entries, and verbatim transcripts of one-on-one interviews. Participants were briefly
introduced through a collective sampling of their hobbies, character traits, and reasons for
program involvement in chapter four.
Using qualitative open coding, information was chunked through a color-coding system
to organize topics and subtopics into larger themes (Creswell, 2013). This process was difficult
as a result of many topics and themes overlapping or aspects of individual participant
experiences falling into multiple categories. The descriptions of participants’ experiences and the
means in which they describe it (Moustakas, 1994) provide the authentic experience which is the
goal of data analysis (Creswell, 2013).
Findings pertaining to each of the research sub-questions indicated favorable outcomes
for after-school programs, mentoring, and expressive arts as additional layers of achievement,
access, and opportunity gaps worth continuing to explore more deeply with student voice as the
driving vehicle for understanding. These findings, in chapter four, connect to prior literature and
add a necessary layer of student voices of color as valuable in the process.
Discussion
The investigation was guided by the grand tour (Stradley, 1979) research question: What
are the experiences of the high school mentors of color participating in an after-school urban and
expressive arts program for elementary aged youth? The theoretical framework of social
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constructivism acted as a necessary tool for understanding answers. Social constructivism
requires the researcher to consider findings through historical, social, and cultural norms in order
to obtain important perspective. More importantly, a social constructivist framework establishes
participant experiences and voices as foundational to investigation. Each participant in the study
identifies as a person of color, which is consistent contextually considering achievement,
opportunity, and access gaps in connection with teacher demographics and rapidly changing
student demographics. The next section presents a discussion of the findings in chapter four,
grouping themes into an analysis of mentor highs and lows to describe the lived experiences
through how mentors of color feel.
13 teenagers participated in the study with the intention of answering the grand tour
question: What are the experiences of the high school mentors of color participating in an afterschool urban and expressive arts program for elementary aged youth? Their voices and
perspective provided a better, detailed understanding of the programs benefits and struggles. The
mentors discuss experiencing uplifting moments and lows throughout their time teaching
elementary youth how to write and perform poetry. Considering the overall data analysis, low
and uplifting experiences emerged as consistent experiences by all mentors regardless of theme.
Uplifting Experiences of Half-Pints Mentors of Color.
The following section provides a discussion of mentors of color feeling uplifted during
their experience within the Half-Pints program. Figure 5.1 visually represents the influences
leading to uplifting experiences for mentors in the study findings. Influences are related to
participants’ growth in personal achievements related to future goals such as teaching and
artistry. Other influences are relationships with mentees, mentors perceptions of positive mentee
growth, and the bond they form with their fellow peers also working as mentors.
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Teacher
Leadership
Self Confidence and Race

Relationships
Resulted in uplifting
experience during
time as mentor

Mentees
Peers

Figure 5.1. Experiences Contributing to Mentors of Color Feeling Uplifted
Teacher. Numerous mentors express their roles as teachers and other opportunities
within the program as responsible for uplifting program experiences. Mentors in the program
express feeling affirmed and validated by mentees, peers, and support staff, strengthening some
of their future goals and self-confidence. John writes in his survey, “Being a part of the program
has gave me connections. Showing me how to be a genuine teacher one day.” This suggests John
feels his experience created a realistic avenue to the teaching profession if he chooses to pursue
it. Lydia’s survey response also speaks to the opportunities provided and their uplifting impact
on her future career interest as a teaching artist. She writes, “The greatest benefit I’ve gained due
to being involved with Half-Pints is creating a way of teaching that is flexible and adaptable.
That is important because it helps me evolve as a teaching artist.” Whether mentors consider
teaching more traditionally or as a teaching artist, they mention growth in leadership skills and
self-confidence as a result of their Half-Pints experiences as mentors.
Leadership. Several mentors discuss their roles in terms of leadership, taking great pride
in their work and responsibilities. It appears many mentors believe the role is one of great
importance and not to be taken lightly. Lydia expresses the experience enhanced her skill set as
both an artist and teacher, providing her a new outlook on the future. Jackie also feels strongly
about the programs benefits regarding her leadership skills. She poetically responds on her
survey:
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My greatest benefit I’ve gained as a result of being involved with Half-Pints is the
experience of leading young people to the write path, showing their voice is the only
weapon they need and you can always follow your dreams.
Many participants provide examples of the program helping them feel important and
enhancing their leadership skills and connections to people. Trina reflects on how the program
uplifted her, stating on her survey, “Doing Half-Pints has helped me to become a leader because
when you can lead your confidence improves your public speaking.”
Some participants specifically discuss the programs assistance in affirming their desires
and dreams of becoming teachers or teaching artists due to the joy they receive seeing mentee
growth after overcoming obstacles and roadblocks to learning the art of writing and performing.
As a result of opportunities to lead other young people, many mentors of color experience
feelings of joy, liberation, and affirmation. For example, Kris mentions in his one-on-one
interview he isn’t even sure if he will graduate, yet he feels incredibly validated leading young
people to write and perform poetry because of his own SLAM success in the art form.
Self-confidence and race. A few participants also consider the role of their racial identity
as giving them a sense of additional significance and pride. Derrick proudly claims, when asked
how being a mentor of color impacted his own future goals, “I'm not afraid to work in an
environment that doesn't reflect my own skin color. I plan to do what I have set by any means. I
don't, I'm not going to let anything come between that.” Mentors express being in leadership
positions as people of color provides them a necessary courage and self-actualization. Etta,
reflecting on experiences with support staff who seem to doubt her skill sets reacts in her one-onone interview:
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I think anywhere you’re just constantly reminded that you’re a black and you’re a
woman. They (support staff) automatically assume that you’re not capable of things
because you weren’t raised the same way that they were. In all reality, you’re probably
better at the job than they are.
As a result of Etta receiving affirmation and validation from her community, peers, and mentees
as a recognized spoken word poet, her self-confidence shows when specifically challenged by
her site schools white support staff. As a Black woman, Etta feels validated and increased selfconfidence in her role as a mentor responsible for leading young mentees despite how she
perceives support staff view her.
Some highlight the fact as mentors, they match demographics of the mentee populations
served, allowing for stronger connections and means of building relationships. Jessica adds in
her interview, when specifically talking about being a mentor of color, “To know that you have
such a big impact on someone else, I think it changes the way you kind of see yourself, and it
changes the way you, it helps with your self-doubt.” Jessica’s experience being a mentor of color
is affirming and validating because mentees of color look up to her, believing they develop
stronger relationships and bonds due to racial connectedness. Kris agrees, recalling feeling
important and smart due to his role as a Half-Pints mentor when remembering his own limited
experiences with teachers and mentors of color as a student. Jessica and Kris speak to feeling
special because of their positions as mentors of color working with mostly mentees of color.
In another example, Etta recalls young female mentees of color constructing a female
empowerment poem without her knowledge in preparation for the upcoming school vs. school
SLAM. In her one-one-one interview she explains, “it was so impactful for me and every other
woman of color in the room. Because being that young and believing all of those words that they
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were saying was so empowering, because you don’t grow up thinking that.” In this example, Etta
views her mentees as responsible for enhancing not only her own self-awareness and selfconfidence, but the self-confidence of numerous women throughout the audience present at the
SLAM.
Relationships. The growth of mentor/mentee relationships shows itself often in
participant survey responses, participant logs, and one-on-one interviews. One mentor joyfully
recalls mentees challenging him early on and the difficulty of authentically reaching them until
time helped him prove to them he was genuine. Some of the highlighted growth tends to connect
to mentees struggling with personal losses, showing signs of disruption, apathy, or sluggishness
and overcoming them through relationships developed in the program. Other mentors more
specifically consider mentees’ growth in writing, memorizing, collaborating, and performing in
comparison to when they started the program as evidence of a successful relationship. Similarly,
mentors’ descriptions of uplifting experiences often include other mentors with many explicitly
providing evidence stating their relationships growing into meaningful friendships during the
program.
Mentees. The importance of mentor and mentee relationship growth extends throughout
all data sources indicating a clear and common theme. Derrick’s first participant log describes
his difficulty getting a mentee to get his thoughts on paper and organized. For several weeks, the
student refuses to respond to workshop prompts and writing exercises but is willing to work
explicitly with Derrick and talk through his ideas. Over time, Derrick learned to be patient and
used strategies to assist the mentee in organizing his thoughts onto paper. Derrick feels strongly
the time and energy they poured in as a team of mentors assisted in the mentees eventual
independence. Using a gardening metaphor, Derrick describes the student’s growth, “At the
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beginning, he was just a seed in the ground. After a little bit of water, he started to blossom, but
once he popped through the soil, he did it all on his own.”
Derrick, Jessica, and Etta each have many experiences with mentees beginning the
program incredibly shy, introverted, and timid in their voice. They describe mentees tending to
tuck themselves into corners of the classroom, away from others. They also recall constantly
pouring their energy into uplifting mentees out of such removed and distant spaces. Derrick,
again using a metaphor, compares the team of mentors and other mentees to a wall of affirming
confidence. He writes, “We were a brick wall. That confidence, I feel like really got to her, and I
feel like she really started understanding what she was capable of.” According to his experience,
the tactic worked as evidenced by the mentee recognizing her talents thus feeling empowered. In
addition, he is most impressed by mentees abilities over time to positively support and encourage
other mentees, providing feedback, and helping each other enhance work.
Peers. Peer relationships between mentors enhanced experiences for some participants.
Some express their partnerships lead to more personal growth. Many express a stronger feeling
of friendship with their fellow mentors, due to the need for collaboration when leading, the level
of vulnerability it takes to engage mentees, and the overall knowledge gained. Jordan states in
her survey, “The greatest benefit I believe is just the knowledge and personal growth. I feel every
day I learn a lot from my co-workers, and my Half-Pints which help me improve me as
becoming a better person.” Jay responds similarly in his survey when reflecting on his personal
experience as a mentor. He writes, “The greatest benefit I’ve gained was collaborating with other
peers to engage students in lessons.” The responsibility of the role and seriousness with which it
has taken is clear in Jay’s response. Strong intentionality exists behind the ways mentors plan
together and an understanding of how mentees view them. Mia adds a bit of enthusiasm in her
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written survey response, mentioning the interrelationships between peers and mentees in the
program; she responds, “My greatest benefit is the relationship between my fellow mentors. We
have gotten so close and it makes it loads of fun when we teach the kids.”
Jessica specifically speaks to the ways in which poetry leads to vulnerability and as a
result, relationships are formed more quickly. The following excerpt from her one-on-one
interview is no different as she explains how tight relationships form in the program, “us mentors
share at our workshops, then it kind of feels like those people have known you for a long, long
time, even if they haven't.” Kris, expands on this necessity as a first year mentor, providing
insight into his experience by indicating on his survey the program’s greatest benefit is, “Getting
to really connect with my home school crew (peer mentors) because we all got like closer with
each other so were not just a crew but I do believe we are all really good friends.” In Kris’
experience, becoming close friends is a highlighted importance because he is a first year mentor
being mentored by veteran mentors. He adds in his one-on-one interview at the conclusion of the
season his fellow peers truly assisted his growth as a mentor, reflecting, “I would say that the
people I worked with. They made it fun for me. Because I was kind of a newbie.” Peer
relationships became stronger as a result of the time mentors spent together engaging mentees in
the program, positively impacting mentee, peer, and personal growth.
Low experiences of Half-Pints mentors of color. Careful consideration of the
qualitative data indicates the Half-Pints after-school program presents a series of lows for
mentors appearing to stem from relationships with support staff and mentees and attempts to
consistently uphold the culture of the program. Many mentors discuss a lack of communication
with support staff, feeling undervalued by support staff, struggling with mentee needs, and the
heartache of the conclusion of their relationships with mentees in the program. At times, some
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mentors felt supervisors and other adults failed to include their roles in the program by failing to
communicate important details about changes or cancellations. A few participants discuss race
explicitly in their processing of how they perceive support staff view and respond to them. In
addition to low experiences with support staff, participants also frequently alluded to mentees
personal hardships connected to in program barriers weighing on them because of their desire to
meet the needs of both the mentee and other group mates. Also, several mentors mention sadness
when considering the time with their mentees coming to a conclusion, whether in the moment,
searching for longer sessions, or at the program’s seasonal end. Figure 5.2showcases a visual
summary of low experiences of mentors of color emerging from the study.
Support Staff
Ill Communication
Demographic Disconnects

Mentees
Resulted in low
experience during time
as mentor

Mentee Management
Relationships and Program
Conclusion

Figure 5.2 Experiences Contributing to Mentor of Color Lows
Support staff .Support staff within the Half-Pints program are usually elementary
classroom teachers at the host school; however, their positions are employed through 21st
Century Learning Centers. Findings indicate while mentors provided examples of positive
relationships and interactions with support staff, several others found support staff to be one of
the programs low points. Support staff and year-round participating schools are typically familiar
with the program and consciously choose to take on the role; however, this familiarity is not true
in all cases. Below are participant examples of program lows involving mentor relationships with
support staff.
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Ill communication. Some participants directly consider their relationships with program
support staff to be fractured by a lack of communication. Patience indicates in her survey
communication with support staff was so poor the program would at times be cancelled without
the mentor’s knowledge. John’s survey provides insight into his thoughts on the program’s
greatest fault, as he calls out limited communication between youth and adult mentors. He
desired more scheduled team building exercises between the two to fix the problem. Mia
mentions her main frustrations coming from inconsistent communication regarding rules and
logistics of programming with support staff members at home schools. She wanted support staff
to be more a part of the process during mentor and program director meetings before
programming begins each year. Lydia’s experience suggests a similar desire born out of a low as
she explains on her survey she is disappointed by support staff not getting more involved in the
process of Half-Pints. However, she believes a longer training period is necessary for all
involved, as well as a more rigorous hiring process.
Demographic disconnects. Mentors point out many participating mentees are students of
color, while support staff are mostly white. At times, when conversations of race came up
between mentors and mentees, some support staff were uncomfortable or unsupportive. Derrick
indicates as much in his one-on-one interview stating, “A lot of our students are students of color
of different race and ethnic backgrounds, and I feel like it's easier for them to talk to us in certain
situations.” He adds, when describing a moment the mentees brought up the N-word, support
staff, “were very uncomfortable when this came up because they had no idea how to deal with
it.” Some support staff provided feedback that mentee poems were too mature. One support staff,
according to a mentor survey, cut mentors and mentees off mid-sentence during workshop
facilitation or small group readings of poems, leading some to sense a lack of respect and feel
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undervalued. Etta did not believe support or office staff had much respect for her and fellow
mentors at her school site because they were young black females, citing instances of
interrogation by office staff despite consistent Monday and Friday schedules throughout the
entire school year. She says in her one-on-one interview, “I think also when people see people of
color anywhere it automatically becomes like these eyes watching you. It made me feel, like
unwanted.” Another mentor adds support staff challenged her dream of being a teaching artist, or
held a grudge if she built a relationship with tough students. Low mentor experiences appear to
connect to demographic disconnects with support staff and support staff’s potential fear of
relinquishing classroom power.
Mentees.Mentors on average are responsible for three to four mentees each but also feel
collectively responsible for all mentees. A majority of mentees served are students of color,
matching mentor demographics. Mentees ages range from seven to 12 but a majority of mentee
participants are 4th and 5th grade students. Mentees involved in the program come with a variety
of skill levels and artistic talents as well as personal struggles and management issues.
Mentee management. Mentors of color, now in positions of power with mentees,
indicate more empathy for their own teachers due to the responsibilities in which they now take
on in similar roles. Numerous mentors mention mentee behaviors, attitudes, and outbursts as
lows in their experience. In her one-on-one interview, Jessica explains, “almost every single day,
two or three or four of the kids are arguing, and so it's hard to try to always be getting rid of that
negative energy.” She writes in her first participant log, “It’s just hard to decide between what’s
best for an entire class and what’s best for one student.” However, as mentors learn of mentee
backgrounds and struggles potentially causing behavioral disruptions or apathy, they are faced
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with the weight of knowing their mentees aren’t acting out because they are bad, but because
outside factors are showing themselves in mentee actions during sessions.
Kyle laments in his survey, considering misbehaving mentees and their inconsistent
participation as his biggest “defects” of the program. He also acknowledges in his response
solutions exist in the creation of safe spaces and building one-on-one relationships with mentees;
however, ensuring such things always happen is a difficulty of consistent management. Etta
details other similar experiences in numerous journal entries expressing frustration and
disappointment in mentees not having poems fully written or memorized by strict deadlines,
walking out of workshop, or “acting out for no reason.” She closes one of her participant logs by
processing the need to understand “there’s a story behind everyone’s pain,” as she tries to
understand a mentees decision to meltdown and walk out of workshop. She concludes, “I just
want to get through to him and understand what’s going on in his head.” Both Kyle and Etta
showcase a desire for positive solution and lead with love and attempts to better meet their
mentees needs.
Some mentees express the loss of a loved one, or an absent parent as reasons for acting
out when discussing behaviors with mentors. Derrick recalls, when reflecting on a young
mentees acting out, “And then finding out her grandma had passed and this was the anniversary
of it, it changes how you look at the behavior.” Some mentors express difficult behaviors spiking
during times of preparation for competition, whether mentees failing to write, not wanting to
memorize poems, or working on group poem choreography. Jessica journals, “Today was hard!
A war broke out amongst our girls. It was just tragic,” referencing an instance when a line was
copied from a group poem and used by another group.
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Relationships and program conclusion. Mentors of color also showcased sadness when
considering mentee relationships and the programs conclusion, whether for a session or the year.
Jessica’s most frustrating aspect of the program is its length, she writes, “I just wish it was
longer, LOL. It sucks only getting to see kids 4 hours per week .” Derrick considers the finality
of the program at years’ end when reflecting on his experience. Derrick describes his least
favorite experience in the program as “The let go. Because you've built this relationship with
kids for a whole entire school year. So it's kind of like the break-up is the worst.” When asked
what he perceives the mentees’ least favorite component of the program to be he explains, “I feel
like it could be the end as well.” Mentors and mentees spend a lot of intimate time together,
where vulnerability plays out through poetry and the sharing of details pertaining to personal
struggles and triumphs, leading to strong bonds between mentors and mentees. Etta provides a
significant glimpse into her experience building relationships with mentees in her journal:
Because there’s kids that are watching their younger siblings and they’re only in the
fourth grade. There’s kids that don’t get to come to school because their parents haven’t
been home in like four days. Those are things that you really have to take into
consideration, personally.
Her perspective highlights why many mentors feel low when losing touch with mentees for even
the shortest periods of time.
Relationships between mentors and mentees are loosely balanced between feeling the
experience through extreme highs and lows. Derrick discusses his process for building
relationships with mentees, along with the highs and lows of succeeding and failing, recalling:
This year was really hard for me because at the beginning of the year, my kids, we kind
of bumped heads a little bit. I worked really one-on-one with a whole lot and I built this
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connection, and then they started telling me stuff that they weren't telling other mentors,
and building this connection. And then knowing that I'm not going to see them every
Monday and Friday kind of hurts your heart.
The significance of relationships become more apparent when understanding them through the
lens of emotionally attached mentors preparing for the conclusion of the program for the season.
Summary of uplifting and low mentor of color experiences. Mentors experience a
range of emotions as a result of the position they hold within the Half-Pints program. In addition,
the various intersections they carry representing young people of color in paid positions within a
school system in which they are still students’ presents some dynamics made clearer through
their personal testimonies. Relatedly, relationships play a key role in both low experiences and
those interpreted as uplifting in some capacity. Findings reveal disconnects between mentors and
support staff concerning communication and trust, disruptive mentee behaviors as obstacles to
overcome, and the concern for mentee relationships drifting apart as low moments of
involvement in the program. In contrast, the opportunity to lead, racial pride being validated, and
affirmed, along with the joy of mentee growth, and the building of strong peer friendships and
camaraderie among mentors also was apparent.
Many mentors indicate feeling disconnected from and undervalued by support staff and
others. Findings indicate some of these to be related to adult bias based on youth, race, or power
dynamics. Mentors provide examples of support staff questioning or undermining their direction
at times. Other examples include mentors feeling a lack of respect or proper acknowledgment in
their roles from others involved at their host schools. In addition, when discussions regarding
race occur, mentors perceive support staff to be uncomfortable or anxious. Still, these low
moments coincide with the effects of a leadership role and the opportunities that develop as a
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result for mentors of color. Many express an increase in their self-confidence due to the
validation and affirmation the role brings. Several mentors express gaining connections to others
as a result of the program, providing potential future career opportunities.
The role of race does positively play out among mentors and mentees, according to
numerous participant responses. Mentors of color suggest because of the diversity they provide
to the Half-Pints space, mentees are more likely to get comfortable, try new things, and excel
when pushed to do so as a result of the connection they feel. Vulnerability often correlates to
such comments, as mentors mention the significance of modeling for their mentees in order to
create a space where bravery resides. One mentor of color in particular, while acknowledging the
lack of diversity among support staff, considers the experience as one that affirmed his place in a
majority white professional atmosphere. Another mentor is directly inspired by her mentees’
sense of self-pride and strength and is thus reminded and strengthened in her own view of self.
Mentees were not without their headaches though, as participants commonly reflect on
difficult mentee behaviors related to a number of any given factors ranging from difficulty with
reading, writing, and focusing, or disruptions and distractions tied to personal problems
stemming from home and personal issues. Yet, outweighing such lows and moments of
frustration were mentor relationships with mentees. Mentors built bridges of understanding with
mentees, leading to growth and ultimate success in the program. According to mentor
perceptions, mentees overcome shyness, timidity, awkwardness, and academic roadblocks,
leaving mentees empowered, strong, and accomplished. As a result of such bonds forming, a
number of mentors’ low points include saying goodbye to mentees, whether immediately
following a session, or at the end of the program for the year. While relationships might continue
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dependent upon time in the program, it is also highly possible some mentors and mentees might
not connect again.
Several mentors express relationships between peers blossoming and deepening as a
result of their time spent in the program. Asking young people to step into leadership positions
where modeling vulnerability is common is asking a lot. However, many rely upon each other
for necessary affirmation, inspiration, and guidance for growth. Some feel strongly such
relationships will last due to their foundation in vulnerability and openness.
Many lows were met with positive responses, giving the impression most mentors
refused to be consumed by barriers and obstacles and instead took the time to find productive
solutions or positive perspectives. Much of the data considering mentors’ low and uplifting
experiences directly connect to the research’s sub questions concerning academic growth,
educational relationships, career aspirations, and perceptions of mentee experiences. Considering
the overall experiences of mentors of color in terms of lows and uplifting moments provides a
bigger picture approach to understanding the ways in which they perceive program challenges
and benefits.
Recommendations
The findings of this study highlight numerous recommendations for those seeking
information regarding mentor experiences working in an urban after school program with
elementary youth focusing on the art of spoken word poetry. Literature suggests limited research
in areas of mentor voices of color and their experiences; therefore, this study hopes to add to
research concerning after-school programs in urban districts, mentors of color, and expressive art
forms such as spoken word poetry.
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Recommendation 1: Hold High Expectations
In mentor relationships with support staff and mentees, it is clear in some experiences the
need for high expectations was common to reach goals and success. Mentors mention pushing
mentees past shyness and introversion, challenging them to write, memorize, perform, and
choreograph poems and, in some cases, group poems with two or three others. Therefore, I
recommend similar programs keep in mind the significance of maintaining and holding
participants to high expectations when setting and reaching goals. Mentee management was
difficult for many mentors, yet mentors persisted and pushed mentees to places some didn’t
necessarily see as possible. On the flip side, a number of mentors make a note of support staff
making condescending comments or decisions, overriding mentor ideas and voice. Therefore,
programs with a similar model must ensure high expectations for practices, behaviors, and
thoughts of all stakeholders, especially when hiring and training.
Recommendation 2: Implicit Bias, Intersections of Identity, and Trauma Informed Care
Pre-Service Training
Some mentors feel specifically age, race, and gender and their intersections might play a
role in the way they perceive treatment from support staff and building staff of host schools.
Mentors also struggle with mentee management due to mentee obstacles often connected to loss,
introversion, or neglect. Therefore, I recommend other similar programs consider implicit bias,
intersections of identity, and trauma informed care training to create necessary dialogue
proactively and preventatively, rather than reactionary and retroactively. Several mentors in the
study note while feeling connected to mentees as a result of their shared racial identities, such
identities did not match their support staff or other building staff often. Therefore, if similar
demographics exist within other similar programs, I recommend implicit bias work be a part of
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pre-service training. In order for difficult conversations to occur before reaching shared
classroom space with elementary mentees, support staff and mentors should be given
opportunities to learn with each other. To support implicit bias work, considering the impact of
identity and its various intersections at play with the hopes of establishing stronger relationships
between mentors and support staff is necessary. Educators must be culturally responsive when
working in racially and ethnically diverse settings. Lastly, such programs might also benefit from
trauma informed care and how young people express after going through stressful or traumatic
experiences. If support staff and mentors are more proactively prepared to understand mentee
behaviors and attitudes they might establish relationships earlier. Many mentees wrote about
unpleasant personal experiences; therefore, similar programs could potentially encounter similar
material. As a result, trauma informed care pre-service training might better position mentors and
support staff to become successful in the process of the program. Ultimately, each set of training
aims to establish equity as the foundation of the program.
Recommendation 3: Mentor Modeling
Affirm and validate. Mentor experiences in this study suggest power in affirming and
validating mentees on their work throughout their journey in the program. In addition, just as
mentees are empowered when affirmed so to might mentors be impacted in such a way if
validated and affirmed often by support staff. In spoken word poetry, snapping fingers is an
indicator something was said to resonate or move an audience member. Therefore, such actions
might impact more routine interactions between support staff, mentors, and mentees. Not all
validation and affirmation has to come in the form of a snap and might simply show itself in peer
admiration, nominations, or one-on-one conversations. Poetry is often personal and vulnerable;
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therefore, it is even more so important to validate and affirm program participants by intently
listening for the purpose of connecting more personally to the poet to further empower them.
Vulnerability.Numerous mentors mention the necessary component of modeling
vulnerability when building relationships with mentees. Many teacher education programs stress
modeling and gradual releases of responsibility from teacher to students. However, programs
using a similar framework might benefit from taking ideas further when looking at how
modeling the sharing of personal experience encourages others to also speak. Modeling and
vulnerability also go hand in hand in this recommendation. As mentors teach and perform poetry
and mistakes are made, they must own such mistakes in front of mentees to model humility and
the ability to learn from failure or missteps. In addition, considering those in similar programs
writing and performing about traumatic events might feel more comforted if such experiences
were first modeled by mentors due to their recognition of how to process such feelings. I
recommend similar programs consider vulnerability as a strength and potential door leading to a
community of equity and empathy.
Implication for Future Research
The 13 participants in this study provide detailed insight into life as a mentor of color in
an elementary after-school expressive arts program in an urban district and, in doing so, revealed
important lows and uplifting moments worth noting. I envision all information as true to the
specific participant expressing their experience, acknowledging different people form knowledge
differently. Therefore, I also envision the overall goal and purpose of the work in connection to
addressing achievement, opportunity, and access gaps for students of color and hope it informs
others looking to determine the significance of similar work. Minimal research exists on afterschool programs specifically employing high school aged mentors of color to conduct spoken
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word poetry workshops among elementary youth. I hope it informs those looking specifically at
programs utilizing mentors of color with mentees of color, those interested in connections
between arts based programs and academic achievement gaps, the role of leadership positions for
youth of color and their impact, or researchers looking for information on programs providing
young people of color teaching opportunities. I focus specifically on implications for research in
support of better informing multiple stakeholders so those who currently support the program
financially, and otherwise through various roles such as support staff, and the program director
are aware of ways the program can improve. In addition, research implications also inform others
looking into similar programs with similar goals. To those points, I offer four recommendations
for future research.
Research Area 1: After-School Urban Arts Mentoring Programs Across the Country
The study presents findings indicating numerous positive benefits for mentors of color
when analyzing their lived experience in the program. Therefore, the small size of the state fails
to fully determine a more comprehensive understanding of similar programs potentially utilizing
high school youth of color as artist mentors in similar expressive art forms after-school across
the country. Similar programs are abundant in larger cities, yet mentor experiences and voices of
mentors of color are relatively un-documented. Additional research in the area of high school
artist mentors of color working in after-school programs will provide further insight into their
experiences and the benefits and defaults of similar programs.
Research Area 2: The Experience of ELL Mentors and Mentees in Half-Pints
Despite the Half-Pints program existing in a diverse district with approximately 20% of
the population identifying as ELL, none of the mentors identified as ELL or took ELL courses
during their time in school. It is essential to capture the lived experiences of ELL mentors in such
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a program in order to compare to current findings. While evidence addresses many mentees were
diverse, demographically matching mentors, it is never explicitly discussed how mentees might
identify. Therefore, an investigation into the experiences of ELL mentors should also determine
the programs impact on potential ELL mentees.
Research Area 3: The Experience of White Mentors and Mentees in Half-Pints
The urban district in which this study took place is majority students of color. Therefore,
this study focuses on experiences of mentors of color in order to better understand their lived
experience in such a role. Future research might benefit from directly looking at the experiences
of white mentees doing the exact same work and has the possibility to shed light onto issues, and
open new understanding of the role race plays in mentor experiences in context to current
findings from mentors of color. Future research should consider not only the experiences of
white mentors in the program, but specifically white mentees. Participants in the current study
mention their experiences as youth with teachers of color were limited if ever existent; therefore,
a study concentrating on white mentees might provide necessary insight into their perceptions of
race and leadership roles.
Research Area 4: The Experience of Support Staff in Half-Pints
Lastly, a few mentors of color express difficult experiences where they believe
racial identity, age, gender, or intersection of all three played a negative role with support staff.
Mentors detail a lack of communication, involvement, and mistrust regarding some support staff,
suggesting being black, young, and female play a role in such walls and hesitation. Other
mentors suggest the support staff working at their host school were supportive and cognizant of
the need for more teachers of color, even going so far as to encourage mentors to pursue the
profession and finding them scholarships. Therefore, these two polar narratives suggest future
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research will gain insight by determining the experiences of Half-Pints support staff and the
ways in which they perceive the program impacts mentors and mentees.
Conclusion and Researcher Reflexivity
Numerous studies relate to longstanding gaps in achievement, access, and opportunity for
students of color (cite multiple sources). However, research is inconclusive and limited when
finding sustainable solutions providing long-term beneficial effects. This study looks at a unique
program directly infusing the suggested solutions of after-school programs, with mentors of
color, based in expressive arts. Furthermore, this study intentionally relies heavily on participant
voice in order to recognize the value of people sharing their own narrative and lived experience.
My research was guided by the “grand tour” (Spradley, 1979) research question: What
are the experiences of mentors of color in urban arts after-school program for elementary youth?
The findings regarding this questions exist in a complicated spectrum ranging from low to
uplifting moments, with experiences falling everywhere in between. The lived experiences (Van
Manen, 1990) of mentors of color provided a unique perspective necessary and critical to the
literature. A number of aspects revealed themselves as a result of the study, surprising me in
some instances.
Many involved mentors indicate interest in teaching or being a teaching artist, with some
identifying the idea existed before the program but solidifying it as a result. Others stated the
program changed their mind about the possibility. Such information is important when
contextually considering the shortage of teachers of color across the country. Additionally, the
strategy of modeling and maturity of balancing vulnerability appears throughout student
testimonies as they reflect on their roles.
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Prior to the study, I failed to consider the ways mentors may or may not be valued by
support staff involved in the program. Connectedly, much thought wasn’t given to support staff
partnered with mentors before the investigation began. However, as data slowly started to make
more sense, I noted some disconnects from the perception of mentors between them and their
adult support staff. Miscommunication between adult support staff and mentors was a common
complaint on mentor surveys. Relationships between support staff and mentors also became a
strong component of mentor one-on-one interviews, where both lows and highs were shared.
Mentors discuss experiences where non-verbal and verbal reaction to their presence by support
staff was perceived, along with an animosity for building relationships with tougher students.
Lastly, although I held to the idea of bracketing (Moustakas, 1994), putting aside my
personal experiences to look at mentor testimonies with fresh perspective, I did encounter
difficulty and moments of weakness (Creswell, 2013). I processed information as gathered
throughout the study, continually making meaning of data as it came. While mining data for
analysis, new knowledge and understanding fused with findings from the literature. I am
thankful for the participants and their candor in responses and cooperation throughout the
investigative process. They were flexible, upbeat, and eager to get involved in the research and
curious as to the findings.
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APPENDIX A: Telephone Script for Initial Contact
With Participants Parents/ Guardians
Hello ____________. This is Mr. Rollins. Thank you for considering (teens name) willingness
to participate in my dissertation study about your experiences as a Half-Pints Poetry mentor.
This study’s purpose is to examine the experiences of Half-Pints Poetry mentors in a large,
diverse urban public school district.
This study will consist of three different phases of investigation that range from all mentors of
color responding to an initial survey, to four mentors of color with a range of years of experience
from 1-3 years submitting six participant logs, and participating in one one-on-one 60 minute
interview. Interviews will be conducted face to face at a convenient time and location
benefitting you as the participant.
It is important to note that participation is voluntary, and they have the option of withdrawing at
any time. In addition, if survey or interview questions make them uncomfortable or they wish
not to answer, they are not required to do so.
If possible, I would like to schedule a time today to present them with the survey. Are they
available to meet any of the following dates: _______________, _______________,
_________________? If these dates do not lend themselves to their availability, what times
would be more convenient for them? Wednesdays are ideal, but I am more than willing to be
flexible to work around your schedule.
Is there a time that works best for them?
Where would they like to meet?
Prior to our meeting I will e-mail you a copy of an informed consent and a link to a brief
electronic survey. Please review it before we meet, and I will collect a signed copy from you
before you begin the survey.
Thank you! I look forward to seeing you on _____________ at _____________ o’clock. Please
contact me at 239-560-5707
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APPENDIX B: Telephone Script for Initial Contact
With Participants
Hello ____________. This is Mr. Rollins. Thank you for being willing to participate in my
dissertation study about your experiences as a Half-Pints Poetry mentor.
This study’s purpose is to examine the experiences of Half-Pints Poetry mentors in a large,
diverse urban public school district.
This study will consist of three different phases of investigation that range from all mentors of
color responding to an initial survey, to four mentors of color with a range of years of experience
from 1-3 years submitting six participant logs, and participating in one one-on-one 60 minute
interview. Interviews will be conducted face to face at a convenient time and location
benefitting you as the participant.
It is important to note that participation is voluntary, and you have the option of withdrawing at
any time. In addition, if survey or interview questions make you uncomfortable or you wish not
to answer, you are not required to do so.
If possible, I would like to schedule a time today to present you with the survey. Are you
available to meet any of the following dates: _______________, _______________,
_________________? If these dates do not lend themselves to your availability, what times
would be more convenient for you? Wednesdays are ideal, but I am more than willing to be
flexible to work around your schedule.
Is there a time that works best for you?
Where would you like to meet?
Prior to our meeting I will e-mail you a copy of an informed consent and a link to a brief
electronic survey. Please review it before we meet, and I will collect a signed copy from you
before you begin the survey.
Thank you! I look forward to seeing you on _____________ at _____________ o’clock. Please
contact me at 239-560-5707
Appendix B – informed consent
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APPENDIX C: Participant IRB Consent Form for Guardians
INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT
Title of Study: A collective case study to understand the experiences of Half-Pints Poetry
mentors in a large Midwestern urban school district.
Investigator: Kristopher Rollins
This is a research study. Please take your time in deciding if you would like to participate. Please
feel free to ask questions at any time.
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to determine the experiences of Half-Pints Poetry mentors (high
school spoken word poetry mentors) in an after school program in elementary schools in an
urban district.
Procedures
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to complete an initial survey that helps determine
larger themes connected to your experience. You may be asked to complete weekly journals of
your experiences for six weeks, and be a part of one-on-one interviews that will allow for deeper
understanding of your experiences. If you are selected, during one-on-one interviews you will be
audio recorded for the purpose of being able to more thoroughly use and cross reference
responses among participants. If you agree to participate we will meet approximately three to
four times to cover the survey, accumulate journal responses, and conduct one-on-one interviews
(follow-up interviews if necessary).
This study will take place approximately over a period of 18 weeks, with one on one face-to-face
interviews occurring at the end of the program.
Risks
While participating in this study you may experience the following risks: having to relive or
describe traumatic life experiences, or being put in positions where mandatory reporting is
necessary. If you are negatively impacted at any time during or after this study, please contact
Emily Lang at 515-975-156 and Drake IRB at irb@drake.edu or 515-271-3472.
Benefits
If you decide to participate in this study there might be direct benefits to you. By participating in
such a structured research investigation you might benefit from determining a future career path.
Furthermore, you will have to opportunity to better process your experiences in an attempt to
determine if you want to continue your time as a mentor in the future. It is hoped that the
information gained in this study will benefit society by providing insights into achievement,
opportunity, and access gaps among students of color and their white counterparts, helping to
determine whether after school programs that specifically utilize high school mentors with
elementary mentees assist in closing such gaps.
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Participant Rights
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you may refuse to participate or
leave the study at any time. If you decide to not participate in the study or leave the study early,
it will not result in any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You can
skip any questions that you do not wish to answer.
Confidentiality
Any information obtained in connection with this research study that can be identified with you
will be disclosed only with your permission; your results will be kept confidential. In any written
reports or publications, no one will be identified or identifiable and only group data will be
presented. However, federal government regulatory agencies, auditing departments of Drake
University, and the Institutional Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves human
subject research studies) may inspect and/or copy your records for quality assurance and data
analysis. These records may contain private information.
To ensure confidentiality to the extent permitted by law, the following measures will be taken:
data collected will be kept on an external drive with participant’s aliases used as a means for
anonymity. After five years, all information collected for this study will be deleted.
Contacts and Questions
You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study.
 For further information about the study contact Kristopher Rollins- 239.560.5707 or Dr.
Jill Johnson –jill.johnson@drake.edu.
 If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related injury,
please contact the IRB Administrator, (515) 271-3472, irb@drake.edu.
You may keep a copy of this form for your records
******************************************************************************
Statement of Consent:
Your signature indicates that you voluntarily agree to participate in this study, that the study has
been explained to you, that you have been given the time to read the document, and that your
questions have been satisfactorily answered. You may keep a copy of this form for your records.
Even after signing this form, please know that you may withdraw from the study at any time.
I consent to participate in the study and agree to be audio-recorded.
Participant’s Name (printed)
(Participant’s Signature)

(Date)

(Signature of Parent/Guardian or
Legally Authorized Representative)

(Date)

Witness’s Name (printed)
(Witness’s Signature)

(Date)
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APPENDIX D: Assent to Participate in Research
Title of Research Study: Evaluating the Experiences of High School Mentors in an Elementary
After-School Poetry Program
Investigator: Kristopher Rollins
Sponsor: Dr. Jill Johnson, PhD
Why am I being asked to take part in this research study?
This research study is being done to determine the experiences of mentors of color in an urban
arts after-school program in an urban school district. You are being asked to participate because
you are an active mentor in such a program.
What should I know about a research study?
You do not have to participate if participation makes you uncomfortable. It is entirely up to you
if you want to participate. You can choose to opt out of participation at any time. You can
change your mind at any time. Your decision to participate or not will not be held against you in
anyway. You can ask any question you want before deciding to participate.
Why is this research being done?
In this study, I want to find out more about the experiences of high school spoken word poetry
mentors of color involved in an elementary after-school program.
How long will the research last?
I expect that you will be in this research study for approximately six weeks at a varying rate. For
example, you might only be asked to fill out a survey, or could be asked to complete weekly
journal entries for a period of six weeks, and asked to participate in on, one-on-one hour long
face to face interview.
What happens if I say, “Yes, I want to be involved”?
If it is okay with you and you agree to join this study, you will be asked to fill out a survey about
your experiences as a mentor. In addition, you might be chosen to complete journal entries once
a week for six weeks to detail your experience as a mentor. Furthermore, if chosen to complete
journal entries you will also be asked to participate in one one-on-one interview for an hour,
answering questions.
Is there any way being in this study could be bad for me?
There is nothing bad that will happen to you although you may feel uncomfortable with some of
the questions I will ask. You can skip any questions you do not want to answer and you can stop
at any time.
What happens to the information collected for the research?
Efforts will be made to limit the use of your personal information, including research study
records, to people who have a need to review this information. We cannot promise complete
secrecy.
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What else do I need to know?
As a teacher, I am a mandatory reporter. Therefore, if at any point during the research process I
am made of aware of or suspect abuse of any kind I am legally obligated to report such abuse to
proper authorities.
In addition, participation in the study will not impact grades, employment, opportunities, letters
of recommendation, etc.
Who can I talk to?
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints about the research, talk to Dr. Jill Johnson at
jill.johnson@drake.edu.
The following research activities are option, meaning that you do not have to agree to them in
order to participate in the research study. Please indicate your willingness to participate in these
optional activities by placing your initials next to each activity.
I agree
_______

I disagree
________

_______
analysis.

________

The researcher may use my survey results to aid with data analysis.
The researcher will not share these findings with anyone outside of
the immediate study team.
The researcher may use my journal entries to aid with data
The researcher will not share these findings with anyone outside of
the immediate study team.

_______

________

The researcher may audio record me for use in scholarly
presentations and publications. My identity will be protected as

part
of this activity.

Signature Block for Assent
_____________________________________________
Signature
_____________________________________________
Printed name

___________________________
Date
___________________________

_____________________________________________
Printed name of person obtaining assent

___________________________
Date

_____________________________________________
Signature of person obtaining assent

___________________________
Date
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APPENDIX E: Half-Pints Mentor Participant Survey
Name: ________________________ Age: _________ Race: _____________________
Years in program: _______
*PLEASE NOTE THAT SURVEY RESPONSES ARE NOT ANONYMOUS
Carefully considering the available scales, please respond with the best available option
regarding your experience as a mentor and provide a one to two sentence rationale for your
response.
I. Being involved in Half-Pints as a mentor has:
1. improved my self-confidence
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
2. enhanced my reading skills
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
3. enhanced my writing skills
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
4. enhanced my thinking skills
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
5. enhanced my listening skills
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
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6. improved my own artistic ability as a writer and performer
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
7. increased my interest in getting more involved with my local community
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
8. helped me find my voice
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
9. helped me speak on issues of social justice
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
10. helped me determine a future career path or profession of interest
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
11. helped me improve my own school work, and school relationships with teachers, etc.
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
12. provided me more structure to stay positive
strongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

________________________________________________________________________
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*PLEASE NOTE THAT SURVEY RESPONSES ARE NOT ANONYMOUS
Carefully review the available options regarding the means in which you were initially connected
to and interested in becoming a Half-Pints Poetry mentor. Check ALL that apply.
II.

I got involved in Half-Pints because:

_____ a mentor recommended me
_____ a teacher recommended me
_____ a peer recommended me
_____ spoken word poetry
_____ money/ job
_____ I want to be a teacher/ teaching artist
_____ other (please name:
_____________________________________________________________________
Half-Pints Poetry Mentor Survey
*PLEASE NOTE THAT SURVEY RESPONSES ARE NOT ANONYMOUS
Please read the following short answer questions and respond by considering your experience as
a Half-Pints Poetry mentor.
III.
a) Considering your personal experience, what is the greatest benefit you’ve
gained as a result of being involved with Half-Pints and why?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
b) Considering your personal experience, what is the Half-Pints Poetry
program’s greatest default or defect and what ideas do you have to improve
it?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX F: Participant Interview Questions
Thank you for agreeing to share with me about your experience as a Half-Pints Poetry mentor. I
appreciate your time to assist me in better understanding what it is like to a Half-Pints Poetry
mentor. Before we begin I’d like to review the informed consent document previously signed.
Research Questions
Q1: The grand tour question guiding this study is: What are the experiences of the high school
mentors of color participating in an after-school elementary urban arts program? Enhancing this
question are three sub questions:


Q1A: In what ways do the experiences of mentors of color involvement in the urban and
expressive arts after-school program impact their high school academic experiences?



Q1B In what ways do the experiences of mentors of color in the urban and expressive
arts after-school program impact their relationships with teachers?



Q1C: In what ways do the experiences of high school mentors of color involvement in
the program impact their future career aspirations?



Q1D: What are the perceived effects of the program on the elementary youth of color it
serves according to mentors?

How long have you been involved in Half-Pints? (Q1, Q1A, Q1B)
Describe how you first became aware of Half-Pints? (Q1, Q1A, Q1B)
What is the role of mentors in the Half-Pints program? (Q1B, Q1C, Q1D)
How has your involvement in Half-Pints impacted you in your own schooling and school
relationships with teachers? (Q1A, Q1B)
How has your involvement in Half-Pints impacted your future goals? (Q1B, Q1C)
What does Half-Pints mean to you? (Q1)
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Describe the culture of Half-Pints? (Q1, Q1D)
What is your favorite part of working as a Half-Pints mentor? (Q1, Q1B, Q1C)
What is your least favorite part of working as a Half-Pints mentor? (Q1, Q1B, Q1C)
Describe any particular experiences related to your role and work as a Half-Pints mentor? (Q1,
Q1A, Q1B, Q1C, Q1D)
What impact do you believe Half-Pints has on your mentees? (Q1C)
*Additional questions will be included derived from survey and participant log findings
Research Questions Derived from Survey and Participant Log Findings
Derrick
Do you feel like this program specifically led you to listen to others more?
Would you mind describing that experience maybe of, of saying goodbye this year and, and how
that experience made you feel?
In your journal entry you mentioned a mentee that you are very close with who only seemed to
write while you were around for specific one-on-one time. You questioned whether or not it was
due to comfort. What did you attribute this behavior to, and how does it inform your experience
as a mentor?
Also in your journal you mentioned processing with some other mentors regarding whether or
not mentees were there for the right reason and then strategies to address it. You stated learning
about one specific mentee acting out due to the anniversary of her grandmother's passing. How
did that specific experience impact you, and how did you perceive its impact on the mentee?
In your journal you mentioned a student coming out of his shell and writing a really strong piece
that perhaps surprised you and other mentors. Brock is his name if that helps. What do you
believe led Brock to opening up?
In your journal you mentioned sketching out movements for mentees. Would you describe this
process and why you felt it was beneficial for mentees?
In your journal you explained the experience of the poet circle and mentioned it taking place
before slamming. Would you mind describing your perception of its impact on your mentees and
the purpose of the poet circle?
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In your journal you also mentioned this being the best Half Pints slam you've attended due to the
mentees' content. What do you attribute the improvements in the poems to and specifically, the
content to?
In your journal you mentioned writing poetry specifically as something that saved your life and
other friends' lives and that you hoped your mentees row outside of workshop once it concludes.
Describe for me how the experience of writing poetry saved you and some of your friends' lives.
Etta
In what ways do you feel poetry specifically helps people come better versions of themselves?
What do you believe the power of vulnerability to be for people?
Would you mind giving me specific examples of ways that maybe (mentee) challenged and
pushed back? And then also along with that your solutions, as a mentor, for making sure that
those challenges never became so much of an obstacle that he left the program or was asked to
leave the program.
In your journal you mentioned poetry being healing and a whole lot of work. When dealing with
maybe dealing with abnormal student absences and expressing your perceptions of mentee stress.
How do experiences like that impact you as a mentor?
In your journal you mentioned some students working through poems at different paces and
identifying with them, but needing to help them work through structuring and organizing pieces.
In what ways does this experience connect to your own schooling since becoming a mentor?
What impact do you think that slams have on those that don’t make the team to be the ones to
perform?
Jessica
You talk about the creation of safe space, you talk about getting students the, giving students the
skills to express creatively or build on those skills. So would you mind describing those
experiences specifically?
You use the word family in multiple responses on surveys and logs. Would you describe why
you chose that particular word to describe particular experiences?
In your journal, you mention an experience where you learned, what's best for the whole group
isn't always what's best for an individual. Can you explain why this experience is meaningful to
you or stands out to you?
In your journal, you describe a specific experience of students being a bit more rambunctious on
Fridays and the difficulty in engaging them in memorizing. You mentioned, after a bathroom
break, you came back and remixed the lesson by showing them group poems and letting them be
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more animated in their processing of the pieces. If possible, would you describe how you came
to making that decision?
What benefit do you believe mentees receive by structuring individual and group poems for
performance?
Kris
You mention in your responses the word grow. Could you describe maybe in what ways you
think students grow as a result of the program?
In your journal entry, you mentioned going over chants, as you mentioned before, as probably
your favorite part. Would you mind addressing that statement further? Why are chants one of
your favorite parts of the Half Pints program?
Also in your journal, you mentioned sometimes being angry but Half Pints acting as a space that
takes that anger away. Would you mind explaining that feeling and that process and how you
feel that happens or why you feel that happens during your time as a mentor?
What benefit do you believe mentees receive by structuring individual and group poems for
performance?
Do you feel that your work as a mentor improved from the beginning of the year to the end of the
year?
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APPENDIX G: Transcription Code Key
Participant Survey, Log, and Interview Data
Academic Experiences





Reading
Writing
Thinking
Listening

Teacher Empathy
Career Aspirations




Teacher
Teaching Artist
No Connection

Perception of Program Impact






Artistic Self-Expression and Communication
Increased Confidence
Lessons from Competition
Artistic Growth and Perseverance
Cooperation and Teamwork

Self-Confidence



Position of Leadership
Validation/ Affirmation

Culture
 Vulnerability
 Love
 Family
 Social Justice
Power and Race



Demographic Differences
Dynamics of Power

